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Abstract
Reduced order model (ROM) is an emerging technique for rapid and efficient numerical simulation and computation in science and engineering applications. The ROM
consists of two stages: (1) the offline snapshot simulation to produce high-quality
snapshot data representative of model trajectories, from which the projection subspace can be extracted and used for ROM construction; and (2) the online simulation
to utilize the ROM built in stage 1. The snapshot simulation is traditionally performed with full order model (FOM) and is computationally demanding, which is
one of the most critical limiting factors for the development and deployment of ROM
in real-world applications. In this study, a new hybrid snapshot simulation framework and algorithms are proposed to tackle this challenge by accelerating the offline
snapshot simulation and reducing its computational resource usage.
In Chapter.2 of this dissertation, a hybrid snapshot simulation methodology and
framework that alternates the simulation automatically between FOM and ROM is
proposed, which for the first time adopts local ROMs to accelerate the snapshot data
generation and demonstrates up to 50% speedup over the traditional method. In
Chapter.3, the proposed hybrid snapshot simulation method is extended to construct
ROM with discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM), which enables fast reconstruction of nonlinear terms in the ROM and significantly speeds up the online
simulation. In Chapter.4, a new approach to embed the DEIM into the hybrid snapshot simulation is presented, which gains additional acceleration by 10.5% ∼ 27.8%
relative to that developed in Chapter.2. In Chapter.5, a hyper-reduction method is
introduced into the proposed hybrid simulation framework. It is based on the Gauss-

iv

Newton solver with approximated tensors(GNAT) at the level of discretized algebraic
equations to realize additional system approximation of the nonlinear dynamic systems. Its potential to improve computational performance is examined thoroughly
with the 2D Burgers equation. It is found that the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation achieves 33% computational acceleration relative to the traditional
FOM-based snapshot simulation for the example problem: flow of weak gradients
(Re ≤ 100) while preserving ROM accuracy, viz., RMSE ∼ O(10−3 ).
All the studies conducted in this dissertation convincingly verify the feasibility of
the proposed hybrid snapshot simulation methodology. Additional system identification through DEIM or GNAT could further improve its computational efficiency.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Background

Efficient numerical modeling and computational techniques play continuously increasing roles in science and engineering aspects, and are being developed at unprecedented
pace to address urgent needs in almost every aspect of fundamental research and
engineering applications, starting from physical phenomena, conceptual design, highfidelity analysis, real-time simulation, design optimization, etc. Two specific areas of
interest for numerical computation are high-performance computing techniques that
utilize ever-increasing, highly parallelized computing architecture and hardware to
perform demanding simulations (e.g., multi-scale and/or multiphysics); and the reduced order modeling (ROM) algorithms to significantly reduce the model dimension
by projecting the full-order model (FOM) onto low-dimensional manifold or subspace,
leading to lower usage of computational resources and time. In this context, various
innovative ROM techniques have been developed broadly in the past two decades for
simulating large, physics-based numerical problems on resource-limited computing
platforms [97, 100, 8, 101, 20, 22, 27, 45, 6, 93, 72, 2, 15, 34, 26, 36, 88]. Normally
the ROM needs to be constructed by using representative snapshot simulation data,
from which Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) basis vectors can be extracted
for projection [14]. Traditionally, the snapshot simulation is performed by FOM simulation to achieve high data quality. However, in this dissertation we will focus on
investigating, developing, and validating the hybrid snapshot simulation approaches
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to accelerate the ROM constructions and improve the scalability and applicability of
nonlinear ROMs.
The early research of ROM techniques focused on the Galerkin projection and
the POD [76, 57, 97] which has been verified in various applications of the numerical
computations, including the thermal macro-models in MEMS [100]; the incompressible flow problem [84]; the scalable marcomodels in microfludics [101]; the ROM using
the interpolation method for aerospace problems [4]; the cavity problems solved by
the local POD plus Galerkin projection [75, 89]; the thermal analysis in microfluidic
devices [93] and spacecraft and aerospace vehicles [74, 56], etc.
In general, the ROM techniques consists of two phases: (1) the offline snapshot
simulation for basis vector extraction and ROM construction using representative
model parameters; and (2) the online verification simulation that computes the constructed ROM using basis vectors obtained from the offline snapshot simulation stage
with the model parameters different from the snapshot simulation. The snapshot simulation is usually performed using the high-fidelity FOM to generate snapshot data,
and the projection basis vectors can be determined using the POD of the snapshot
data, one of the most widely used low-rank approximation methods for ROMs [85].
In POD, the singular value decomposition (SVD) or the eigenvalue decomposition
(e.g., the method of snapshots [85]) is applied onto the entire snapshot data, and significance of the basis vectors also needs to be ranked. The computational cost could
be reduced using snapshot data selection methods that have been proposed to accelerate the simulation and basis extraction and to minimize generation of redundant
FOM information. An adaptive snapshot simulation method with error estimation
was studied and the convergence analysis was also performed [1]. An adaptive snapshot simulation based on the weak form of partial differential equations(PDEs) with
Galerkin projection and finite element basis was also demonstrated [91]. A parallelization technique was proposed for snapshot generation by dividing the entire snapshot
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data computation into multiple parallel threads, and then the snapshot simulation
could be performed in multi-processors for enhanced computational efficiency [96].
Hybrid computational methods by combining FOMs and local ROMs into a streamlined numerical simulation were also reported for computational acceleration. Important criteria for FOM/ROM model switches were introduced in [75, 89] based on
the importance of each individual singular values and the trajectory of ROM. Hybrid
methods for adaptive dimension reduction and ROM construction to numerically solve
PDEs efficiently were discussed in [44]. An approach for online model order reduction
based on selective skip of the time steps during FOM simulation was developed for
rapidly computing structural deformation [53]. Correspondingly, approaches for subspace basis updating and local ROM construction were also proposed, that is, when
new FOM data becomes available, the orthogonal basis of the subspace is updated
through rotation and dilation, and the ROM structure is modified by re-projection
onto the new basis. There are many methods that can be used for basis updating, including the fast low-rank SVD, such as incremental SVD (iSVD) [17] and “Rank-One”
modification [18], and the sequential POD and basis extension [52, 21, 48, 55, 49]. In
particular, the rank one modification was also adopted in online adaptive data-driven
ROMs for POD basis updating [70] and adaptive interpolation [71]. The PDE models with Galerkin projection need to accommodate the continuous time data with a
discrete time incremental POD [41]. The merits of iSVD could also be utilized for
adaptive snapshot data selection to cut down the time and memory usage in POD,
and the snapshot data could be selected with respect to the approximation error
[67]. Despite these seminal works of the hybrid methods, research that can accelerate
the snapshot simulation itself and minimize the offline computational cost has not
been reported. In contrast to a specific, online simulation, model parameters for the
snapshot simulation need to be more representative and accommodating to various
scenarios that will be encountered in the verification simulation. More importantly,
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it is normal that snapshot data are generated exclusively by FOM simulation for
enhanced quality. This is because the results obtained by FOM are regarded as the
benchmark, and yield the most accurate POD basis vectors of the solution subspace.
Because the projection subspace of the nonlinear terms is different from that of the
solution of PDEs, efficient approximation of the nonlinear terms in low-dimensional
subspace during ROM simulation is a formidable challenge, leading to low computational efficiency. Several techniques to combat and overcome this difficulty have been
proposed, including the trajectory piecewise linear approximation(TPWL) [77, 78]
that approximates the nonlinear terms as a Taylor expansion around linearization
points; the hyper-reduction based on the Gauss-Newton method with approximated
tensors (GNAT) that minimizes the solution residual based on Petrov-Galerkin projection and reduces the nonlinear term reconstruction with “gappy” POD [23, 25, 51];
and the missing point estimation(MPE) method to compute Galerkin projections over
a restricted subset of the spatial domain [8, 104]. In addition, the discrete empirical
interpolation method (DEIM) [27, 29, 69] is another very popular approach of nonlinear term approximation, and has been demonstrated to improve computational
efficiency of various numerical problems, such as the fluid flow and Navier-Stokes
problems [68], viscoplasticity [46], cardiac mechanics [16], and electromagnetic PODDEIM models [64].
In order to conquer the demanding computational costs of constructing nonlinear
ROMs, in this dissertation several new algorithms and methodologies are proposed
and developed to accelerate snapshot simulation and ROM generation, and improve
utilization and efficiency of ROM. Different extents of approximation are used in the
local ROMs to conquer the nonlinearity for the reduction of computational costs in
snapshot simulation. FOM, ROM, and ROM with additional nonlinear approximation (e.g., discrete empirical interpolation method/DEIM and the Gauss-Newton with
approximated tensors/GNAT) form a hierarchy of model accuracy and computational
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cost, from the most accurate and costly to the least. Therefore, they can be utilized
selectively to meet different requirements of POD basis generation and ROM updating
during the hybrid snapshot simulation. FOM offers the highest-fidelity information,
and should be used only when necessary, viz., when all ROMs and their POD modes
are inaccurate and need to be updated. Although providing no new information of
POD modes, ROM can be used to enrich the snapshot data of nonlinear terms, and
enhance ROMs with additional system approximation. On the other hand, while
employing more approximations, ROM-DEIM or ROM-GNAT is the most efficient
model, yet the lowest accurate, and its use should be maximized at any time when
allowed.
The discrete empirical interpolation method(DEIM) is an efficient approach to
approximate the nonlinear terms by interpolating their values at a small number of
interpolation points within the POD subspace of the nonlinear terms. Thus, the computational cost of assembling the nonlinear terms during simulation could be greatly
reduced. The Gauss-Newton with approximated tensors (GNAT), unlike DEIM, decreases the dimension of model systems by using a least-squares Petrov-Galerkin
projection and also reduces the computational costs by approximating the residual
and action of the Jacobian on the right projection subspace with the Gappy POD
approach. In this dissertation, algorithms are designed to embedded DEIM or GNAT
into the snapshot simulation and the online simulation are also proposed for efficient
computation of the nonlinear terms in ROMs. By combining the hybrid snapshot
simulation method with the nonlinear term and/or system approximations, such as
DEIM and/or GNAT, representative snapshot data can be produced and ROM-DEIM
and/or ROM-GNAT can be constructed with significant efficiency while maintaining
salient accuracy.
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1.2

Outline of Dissertation

This dissertation is separated into four parts to fulfill the tasks discussed above:
1. A hybrid snapshot simulation framework and methodology for efficient ROM
construction is proposed. The whole snapshot simulation is divided into multiple
time intervals, and each interval will be simulated by either FOM or ROM. The POD
basis vectors will be generated or updated in each FOM interval, while remaining
unchanged in each local ROM. A set of model switch criteria are also introduced to
determine on-the-fly alternating the snapshot simulation between the FOM and the
local ROM. At the end of the hybrid snapshot simulation, the POD basis vectors will
be utilized to construct the ROM for the online simulation.
2. Built on the framework in Chapter.2, the focus of Chapter.3 is to construct
ROM-DEIM that can be used to accelerate the online simulation. The method to
combine the hybrid snapshot simulation, snapshot data generation, and DEIM-based
ROM construction is developed. A strategy is proposed to address the challenge associated with a limited number of FOM intervals in the hybrid simulation and poor
representation of the subspace underlying nonlinear terms and DEIM. A formulation
to construct ROM-DEIMs in the cell-centered finite volume method (FVM) scheme
along with properly devised data structures is introduced to consider both the componentwise and non-componentwise transport-related nonlinear terms that are widely
encountered in physical phenomena.
3. The objective of the third research component in Chapter.4 is to embed DEIM
into the snapshot simulation to further accelerate snapshot data generation. That is,
the multiple intervals of the snapshot simulation will be computed by three types of
models, i.e., FOM, ROM and ROM-DEIM. Two sets of the snapshot data and POD
basis vectors, respectively, for the ROMs and the nonlinear terms in the ROM will
be generated and updated during the simulation. The POD modes for ROM solu-
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tion will be generated or updated using the snapshot data collected in FOMs, while
the POD modes for the nonlinear terms to construct ROM-DEIM will be obtained
using the snapshot data of nonlinear terms garnered in each FOM and local ROM.
The corresponding model switch criteria are also presented to determine on-the-fly
alternating the snapshot simulation among FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM.
4. The research topic of the fourth part in Chapter.5 follows the idea in Chapter.4
above except that the GNAT system approximation (instead of DEIM) will be utilized
and performed for accelerating hybrid snapshot simulation by performing the FOM,
ROM with Petrov-Galerkin projection(ROM-PG) and ROM with GNAT(ROM-GNAT),
and the online simulation will be conducted with ROM-GNAT based on the POD
modes obtained in the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation. The other differences include gappy POD interpolation of the residual and the action of Jacobian
on the right projection subspace, new model switch criteria to consider both the
residual and the action of Jacobian, system approximation, i.e., hyper-reduction performed at the lower level of discretized algebraic equation, and demonstration of the
validation in 2D Burgers’ equation.
All the computational models presented are programmed and simulated in Matlab
2017b. All of the numerical tests are performed on a PC equipped with an Inteli7 −
7700 CPU with a clock speed of 3.60 GHz, and the RAM of 32 GB. The operating
system is Windows 10 Enterprise 2016LT SB.
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Chapter 2
Reduced Order Model Based On Hybrid
Snapshot Simulation
In this chapter, we propose an adaptive, hybrid snapshot simulation method to accelerate the snapshot data generation, POD basis vector computation, and ROM
construction process. The novelties of the method include: (1) in contrast to the
traditional method that only adopts FOM for high-fidelity snapshot data production,
ours will be performed by a combination of the FOM and local ROM that alternate
during the simulation. This dramatically reduces the computational time, and is particularly useful for constructing ROMs for large-scale, three dimensional problems.
The methodology is grounded on the understanding that in many cases the data
generated from the snapshot simulation are extremely redundant, as manifested by
the high data reduction ratio [79] and the notable efficacy of the snapshot selection
and adaptive time stepping [67]. Therefore, the present effort aims to decrease the
number of snapshots computed by FOM. That is, the information-lean snapshots
can be replaced or approximated by the local ROM constructed during simulation
to minimize redundant data generation and accelerate the entire ROM development
process; (2) the incremental singular value decomposition (iSVD) [17] is exploited
to continuously update the POD modes and construct the local ROM during the
snapshot simulation, and is well-suited for our hybrid snapshot simulation based on
FOM/local ROM alternation. This substantially lowers both the memory usage and
the numerical complexity relative to the traditional SVD. The FOM data used in
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iSVD can be cleared from the memory immediately after each basis vector updating.
Thus only one subset (or block) of the FOM data is kept within the memory usage
at most. As demonstrated in our recent study [79] that manipulating data subset for
subspace updating in iSVD takes much less computational time than the SVD that
factorizes the entire snapshots data matrix; (3) the alternation between the FOM
and the local ROM is also determined on-the-fly using the error estimators/criteria
that observe the changes and shifts in the singular values and trajectory of the reduced system [75, 89, 44]; and (4) most importantly, the present effort represents a
thorough investigation on the feasibility of using the hybrid method for snapshots
data generation. Although the hybrid methods for a single, specific simulation has
been reported [75, 89], their applicability to the snapshot simulation has not be established. This is because the variations in operating parameters (e.g., the initial,
boundary, and volumetric conditions) in the snapshot simulation are usually generic
and comprehensive, and different from those in the specific online simulation. It is
the common practice in ROM research that snapshot data generation is exclusively
performed by FOM simulation in order to maintain adequate snapshot data quality
and POD basis representation and accuracy. Moreover, the combination of the adaptive alternation and incremental basis vector updating has not been demonstrated
for snapshot simulation yet.
This chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2.1 we will introduce the methodology of hybrid snapshot simulation, including the formulation of the hybrid FOM/ROM
method; FOM and ROM construction; incremental proper orthogonal decomposition
(iPOD) for basis vector updating; and criteria for FOM/ROM switch. Example models of numerical heat transfer based on the finite volume method (FVM) are then
developed in Section 2.2. In Section 2.3 two case studies are performed to demonstrate and verify the proposed hybrid snapshot simulation method by comparing
their results against the traditional FOM snapshot simulation, and their computa-
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tional performance is also quantitatively characterized. The ROMs constructed by
both snapshot simulation methods are also compared with the FOMs. This chapter
summaries with a technical summary and future research in Section 2.4.

2.1

Methodology of Hybrid Snapshot Simulation

In this section we will describe the methodology of the hybrid snapshot simulation,
which includes four key components: (1) the hybrid process by alternating the computation between the FOM and ROM; (2) the FOM and local ROM construction
during the hybrid simulation; (3) the iPOD to continuously update the POD basis
vectors using the latest simulation data generated by the FOM; and (4) the criteria
to decide the switch between the FOM and local ROM on-the-fly. Note that the
methodology of the hybrid snapshot simulation presented in this section is independent of the physics modeled, and applicable to heat transfer, fluid dynamics, and
many others as long as the governing numerical equations are available.

2.1.1

Hybrid FOM/ROM Computation

During the hybrid simulation, the computation by FOMs and local ROMs for generating the snapshot data will be alternated in an adaptive manner as shown in Fig.2.1.
The total snapshot simulation in the whole time span is divided into multiple intervals
of the equal length. The span of each interval is denoted as ∆t and the ith interval
encompasses the time period between (i − 1) ∆t and i∆t, where i ∈ [1, 2, ..., Ni ] and
Ni is the total number of intervals in the snapshot simulation. In each interval either the FOM or ROM will be simulated using a time step of δt that is much small
than ∆t, i.e., δt << ∆t. Note that ∆t is a multiple of δt, i.e., ∆t = N δt, where N
is the number of time steps within each interval. As shown in Fig. 2.1, the FOM
will be used in the first time interval (0 → ∆t). At the end of this FOM interval,
the POD modes Ur will be computed simply using the singular value decomposition
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Figure 2.1 Schematic of the hybrid snapshot simulation method involving
FOM/ROM alternation.
(SVD), and a criterion (CF 2R ) will be evaluated to decide if the simulation should
be switched from the FOM to ROM in the next interval, i.e., ∆t → 2∆t. If CF 2R
is satisfied (true), the FOM will be projected onto the POD subspace Ur just computed to construct the local ROM that will be used in the following time interval
(∆t → 2∆t). Otherwise the FOM will remain in use. Correspondingly, there are two
possible scenarios for the second interval:
(1) If the FOM remains in use during the second interval, i.e., ∆t → 2∆t, the
simulation will generate more FOM data carrying new basis information not present
in the previous POD modes Ur . Therefore, at the end of this interval, viz., t = 2∆t,
the prior projection matrix Ur needs to be updated by incorporating the new FOM
solution data. In order to reduce the computational cost, iPOD will be utilized for
updating Ur as described in Section 2.1.3.
(2) On the other hand, if CF 2R is satisfied, a local ROM will be produced by
projecting the FOM onto the POD modes Ur . Note that the term "local ROM"
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arises from the fact that the ROM is constructed using the POD modes Ur extracted
from the FOM data preceding the current interval. ROM will be used to simulate
the second interval. At the end of this interval, i.e., at t = 2∆t, iPOD will not be
performed because the ROM trajectory always lies within the existing POD subspace,
and the ROM will not introduce any new data/information to basis vectors. In other
words, the ROM will be performed in the temporal time interval, where information
contributing to new basis vectors (relative to the existing modes Ur ) is negligible.
Therefore, in our method the purpose of using the local ROM is to rapidly bridge
FOM simulations for reduced computational cost. Meanwhile the criterion CR2F will
be examined to decide if the simulation should switch to FOM or remain using ROM
in the upcoming interval, i.e., 2∆t → 3∆t. If the criterion is met, the simulation will
switch back to FOM; otherwise ROM will continue being used.
The alternating FOM/ROM process above will continue till the end of simulation
when all the intervals are simulated. Several points should be noted: (1) in contrast
to its traditional counterpart, the volume of the snapshot data in our hybrid method
is much lower as the ROM will not contribute to data generation; (2) at the end of
the hybrid simulation, the ROM is already available for the online simulation. There
is no need to perform another POD or FOM projection; and (3) the hybrid simulation is faster while maintaining excellent snapshot data accuracy and POD subspace
representation as shown below. In the following sections, we will discuss, respectively,
the FOM/ROM construction, iPOD updating, and criteria for FOM/ROM switch in
details.

2.1.2

Full Order Model(FOM) and Reduced Order Model(ROM)
Construction

As describe above, the ROM will be used to rapidly traverse temporal intervals of
less importance and bridge the simulation between FOM intervals. The physics-
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based governing equation following spatial discretization [93, 74, 41], such as the
finite volume, finite difference, and finite element method can be written in the form
of an ordinary differential equation (ODE) set

dY
= H(Y),
dt

(2.1)

where Y ∈ <n is the vector of the solution variable in the discretized computational
domain, and n is the number of variables in the vector; t is the time; and H ∈ <n is the
function arising from the spatial discretization. For the large FOM with thousands or
even millions of grids, the computation could be very demanding. Therefore, model
order reduction techniques have been developed [100, 98] to project the original fullorder system onto a low-dimensional subspace and build a reduced order system for
faster computation and more efficient memory usage. One of the most widely used
projection subspace Ur is comprised of the basis vectors computed by POD or iPOD.
That is, we approximate the true solution by Y ≈ Ur Yr and then substitute it into
Eq.(2.1). Because of the orthonormality of Ur , the reduced order system reads

dYr
= UTr H(Ur Yr ),
dt

(2.2)

where Ur ∈ <n×(rd +re ) is the POD projection matrix and rd is the rank of reduced
order and re is the rank of extended order of Ur (see below); Yr ∈ <rd +re is the
vector of the solution variable in the ROM.

2.1.3

Incremental Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (iPOD)

In the present effort, the projection matrix Ur used to construct the ROM above is
obtained by the iPOD method, which is an extension of the traditional batch-POD
and well-suited for processing streaming data generated during simulation. Specifically, our iPOD is initiated with the traditional POD at the end of the first interval,
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i.e., i = 1. It decomposes the snapshots data matrix Ψ collected during the first
interval into a POD modes/basis matrix U and a modal coefficient matrix W, i.e.,

Ψ = [Y1 (x), ..., Yj (x), ..., YN (x)] = UW = UΣVT ,

(2.3)

where the vector Yj ∈ <n is the solution data computed by the FOM at the j th time
step in the first interval, i.e., the j th snapshot among N snapshots in one interval;
x is the spatial coordinates of the computational grid, e.g., the cell center in the
finite volume discretization. In Eq. 2.3 the POD is obtained through the SVD,
that is, the POD modal coefficients W = ΣVT . Note that both U ∈ <n×N and
V ∈ <N ×N are orthonormal matrices, and Σ = diag{σi } ∈ <N ×N is the diagonal
matrix with the singular values sorted in the descending order on its diagonal, i.e.,
σ1 > σ2 > . . . σi > · · · > σN .
The batch-POD above will only be used in the first interval to extract the initial
POD basis vectors U. In the subsequent FOM intervals, snapshot solutions containing
the new subspace information will be computed and used to update the existing U.
iSVD proposed by [17] is employed to modify the basis vectors when new snapshot
solution data is generated, which only requires the low-rank SVD and basis vector
rotation, and is proven computationally efficient. Briefly let Ψb ∈ <n×N be the new
snapshot data generated in the current FOM interval, which is appended to SVD
factorization of the FOM data in the previous time interval, yielding





T

Σ L  V 0

 ,
UΣVT Ψb = U J 



0 K 0 I









(2.4)

where J is the orthonormal bases vectors spanning the orthogonal component H of
Ψb with respect to U: H =





I − UUT Ψb , L = UT Ψb and K = JT H, where

K is the projection of H on J, K and J can be obtained through the efficient QR
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decomposition. The middle matrix in Eq. 2.4 is defined as Q = 
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applying SVD to matrix Q yields:
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(2.5)

where Ũ ∈ <2N ×N , Σ̃ ∈ <N ×N , and Ṽ ∈ <2N ×N are the truncated SVD matrices
of Q ∈ <2N ×2N at rank N , where again N is the number of time steps within each
interval. Thus the updated SVD matrices arising
from
the new snapshots data are




V 0
 Ṽ.
given by: U ← U J Ũ, Σ ← Σ̃, and V ← 


0 I
It should be noticed that Q has the rank of 2N at most for each update, and SVD
on Q can be performed efficiently. The truncated SVD matrices Ũ, Σ̃, and Ṽ ensure
the rank of POD basis vectors U in iSVD will remain at N and does not increase when
new FOM data is added during the simulation. the POD updating utilizes repetitive




rotation of basis vectors U J , which may cause the loss of their orthogonality, and
accumulate tangible numerical errors. Therefore, an efficient QR decomposition can
be included within the updating process in order to reorthogonalize the basis when
the orthogonality in the newly updated basis is lost. The detailed algorithm of iPOD
is summarized in Algorithm. 1
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Algorithm 1: The algorithm for iPOD.

Input: Current SVD matrices U, Σ, V, N, force_orth (flag), and new snapshot data Ψb
L = UTb;
H = Ψb – UL;
J = orth(H);

% L is the projection of new snapshot data Ψb onto U
% H is the orthogonal component of Ψb
% J is the orthogonal basis of H

% Below is to extend J if H is not full rank. P is the zero matrix whose row number is the same as
that of J and column number is the difference in the column number of H and J
J = [J P];
K = JTH;
 Σ L
Q= 
;
Ω ' K 

% Ω is a zero matrix with the same size of L

[U’, ’, V’] = svd(Q);
U’ = U’(:, 1:N);
’ = ’(1:N, 1:N);
V’ = V’(:, 1:N);

% single value decomposition of new matrix Q

U = [U J]U’;
Σ = Σ’;
V = [V 0; 0 I]V’;

% update the POD matrices

if (force_orth == true)
[U1, U2] = qr (U, 0);
[V1, V2] = qr (V, 0);
[Un, Σn, Vn]  svd (U2Σ’V2T);
U  U1Un;
V  V1Vn;
Σ  Σn;
end

% Preserving orthogonality

Output: U, Σ, and V

Once the new POD modes become available, they will be used for local ROM
construction and computation. POD matrices can be truncated to retain the first
(rd + re ) leading modes

UΣVT ≈ Ur Σr VrT ,

(2.6)

where Ur ∈ <n×(rd +re ) , Σr ∈ <(rd +re )×(rd +re ) and Vr ∈ <N ×(rd +re ) are the truncated
SVD matrices and will be used for local ROM construction and simulation. rd and re
are, respectively, termed the basic and the extended modes. The reason to separately
consider the basic and the extended modes for ROM construction and hybrid simu16

lation is elucidated in the next section. Since POD modes will be updated whenever
the FOM data containing new information is generated, they will contain the most
significant orthogonal basis vectors spanning critical FOM intervals across the entire
snapshot simulation at the end. Therefore, the corresponding ROM could be immediately utilized for the online simulation with different operating conditions. Note that
in the present effort, rd and re are manually selected from a conservative perspective.
In general, they can be determined by evaluating the singular value σi in Σ that
indicates the dominance of the ith POD mode uj ∈ U in the snapshot from an energy
perspective.

2.1.4

The Criteria for FOM/ROM switches

The switch between FOM and ROM will be determined by evaluating several criteria
at the end of each time interval, which are elucidated in detail below:
(1) Criterion CF 2R to switch from FOM to ROM: it is based on the distribution of
singular values σi since each σi determines the contribution of the corresponding POD
basis to the variance of the snapshot data. Quantitatively, the relative significance of
the j th POD mode can be described by the energy ratio [44]:

Ej =

σj2
N
X

∈ [0, 1].

(2.7)

σi2

i=1

CF 2R includes two sub-criteria: CF 2R,1 and CF 2R,2 . Since the number of the retained POD modes is normally much less than the total POD modes, i.e., (rd + re ) 
N , the first sub-criterion CF 2R,1 is defined as the cumulative energy ratio of the POD
modes rd + 1 → N relative to the total 1 → N . This criterion is computed as the
relative root mean square (RRMS) [89] and needs to be sufficiently small with respect
to a prescribed tolerance 1 to ensure the first rd basic POD modes retained provides
excellent representation of the solution data subspace:
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CF 2R,1 =

 12

N
X



 j=rd +1
 N
 X


σj2 





2 
σ

≤ 1 .

(2.8)

i

i=1

Recall that rd is the number of basic modes retained. Although CF 2R,1 quantifies
the cumulative energy in the first rd POD modes, it is not able to monitor the shift
in energy among them, i.e., the variation of the data representation with respect
to the modes number. To address this limitation, another criterion CF 2R,2 below
is introduced to quantitatively evaluate the cumulative energy contained within the
POD modes from rd + re + 1 → N , which are the removed POD modes in Eq. 2.8
[75]:



CF 2R,2 =

 21

N
X

2

σj 




 j=rd +re +1


N


X



≤ 2 ,

(2.9)

σi2

i=1

where re again is the number of extended POD modes retained. The use of the
extended modes allows to reveal the changes in data energy from the mode rd + 1 to
rd + re . At the end of each FOM simulation interval, both criteria CF 2R,1 and CF 2R,2
will be compared against their corresponding tolerances 1 and 2 , respectively. The
value of 2 is less than 1 since the truncated POD modes (rd + re + 1 → N ) in Eq.
2.9 are only a subset of the POD modes (rd + 1 → N ) in Eq. 2.8. In the present
effort 2 is selected to be one magnitude lower than 1 . If both criteria are satisfied,
the current POD modes are able to accurately capture the FOM characteristics and
its local solution subspace. Then the local ROM could be constructed and utilized in
the following time interval. It should be noted that FOM is always used in the first
interval since no prior snapshot data is available for POD.
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(2) Criterion CR2F to switch from ROM back to FOM: Another monitoring criterion is proposed, and will be evaluated at the end of the local ROM interval to
determine whether the local ROM should remain in use for the next interval or the
simulation should switch back from ROM to FOM.

CR2F =

 21
 rd +re
X
2
Tr,j (i∆t) 



j=r
+1


d

 N

 X



≥ ,

(2.10)

T2r,j (i∆t)

j=1

where Tr (i∆t) represents the ROM solution at the end of the ith time interval. Eq.
2.10 represents the ratio of the two L2 norms and it utilizes the modal coefficient of
the re extended modes as a probe to examine if it is still appropriate to use the local
ROM solver in the next time interval. If the modal coefficients (equivalent to the
intensity) of the re extended modes grow significantly and exceeds the tolerance , it
indicates that the dominance of the leading modes decays and the higher-order modes
take over, and the local ROM starts to loss the ability to capture the key dynamics
of the full system. Thus the snapshot simulation should be switched from ROM back
to FOM.
It is noticed that due to their different dimensions, several measures will be taken
to streamline the simulation when the models are switched. When the simulation
changes from FOM to ROM, the full solution Y at the end of the FOM interval needs
to be projected onto the updated POD modes Ur to initialize ROM computation in
the next time interval. On the other hand, at the moment the solver switches from
ROM to FOM, the reduced order solution Yr at the end of the ROM time interval
should be translated back to the full domain through Y ≈ Ur Yr . In this manner,
both solvers can be stitched seamlessly during the whole snapshot simulation. The
algorithm for the hybrid snapshot simulation involving alternating FOM and ROM
is summarized in Algorithm. 2
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Algorithm 2: The hybrid algorithm of the snapshots computation in the
training process.

Input: rd, re, 1, ε2, and ε3, N, Ni, Δt and the initial temperature T0.
% The first interval in the time span
Ψ = RunFOM(T0);
% Compute snapshot data Ψ using FOM
Ψ = UΣVT;
% Compute POD modes U using SVD
% Below is to evaluate criterion CF2R to decide which model to use in the next interval: FOM or ROM
if (CF2R,1 ≤ ε1 and CF2R,2 ≤ ε2)
SolverFlag = ROM with an order of (rd+re) % ROM will be used in the next interval
Ur = U(:, 1: rd+re);
% Truncate the POD modes at (rd+re) for ROM solution
Tr0 = UrTΨ(:, N);
% Extract the solution at the last time step and project it onto Ur
else
SolverFlag = FOM
% FOM will be used in the next interval
T0 = Ψ(:, N)
% Set initial temperature for FOM solution in the next interval
end
for i = 2: Ni
% Compute the time intervals from 2 to Ni
if SolverFlag == FOM
Ψb = RunFOM(T0);
% Compute snapshot data Ψb using FOM
[U, , V] = iPOD[U, , V, Ψb]
% iPOD updating of U, , and V
% Evaluate criterion CF2R to determine which model to use in the next interval: FOM or ROM
if (CF2R,1 ≤ ε1 and CF2R,2 ≤ ε2)
SolverFlag = ROM with an order of (rd+re) % ROM will be used in the next interval
Ur = U(:, 1: rd+re);
Tr0 = UrTΨb(:, N);
% Extract the solution at the last time step and project it onto Ur
else
SolverFlag = FOM;
T0 = Ψb(:, N)
% Set initial temperature for FOM solution in the next interval
end
if SolverFlag ==ROM
Tr = RunROM(Tr0)
% Compute ROM solution Tr with the POD mode Ur
% Evaluate criterion CR2F to determine which model to use in the next interval: FOM or ROM
if (CR2F ≥ ε3)
SolverFlag = FOM;
% FOM will be used in the next interval
T0 = UrTr(:, N);
% Set initial temperature for FOM solution in the next interval
else
SolverFlag = ROM;
% ROM will continue being used in the next interval
Tr0 = Tr(:, N);
% Set initial condition for ROM solution in the next interval
end
end
end
Output: POD modes Ur and the corresponding ROM

2.2

Numerical Models of Heat Transfer

In this section, a numerical model of heat transfer based on the finite volume method
(FVM) will be developed and used to demonstrate and verify the hybrid FOM/ROM
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Figure 2.2 Finite volume method (FVM) based representation of FOM in a 2D
computational domain
snapshot simulation method, although the method is generally applicable to other
physics and engineering problems. The heat transfer model includes a computational domain comprised of different materials, and their thermal conductivities are
temperature-dependent. Only the thermal conduction is considered within the interior of the computational domain, and the prescribed heat flux, and convective and
radiative heat transfer are used as the boundary conditions. The governing equation
of the heat transfer can be written as:

ρCp

dT
= ∇ · (k (T ) ∇T ) + Q,
dt

(2.11)

where T is the scalar temperature; ρ is the density; k and Cp are, respectively,
the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity and specific heat of the constitute
materials; and Q is the heat source term. The spatial differential of the thermal
governing equation Eq. 2.11 is discretized by FVM following the schematic in Fig.
2.2, yielding [93]:
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ρCp Vp

dTP
dt

= − (αe + αs + αw + αn ) TP + αe TE + αs TS + αw TW + αn TN
+ QP VP + Aqb + Rs



TP4

−

4
T∞,R

(2.12)




4
= −αp TP + αe TE + αs TS + αw TW + αn TN + QP VP + Aqb + Rs TP4 − T∞,R



where Vp is the volume of the cell P ; αj is the conductive transport link at the cell face
j (see section 3.2); aP = ae + as + aw + an ; qb is the heat flux applied at boundaries;
A is the area of the face of the boundary cell where the heat flux is applied, and
Rs = Aσr is the radiative links between the present cell and the farfield temperature,
and σr denotes the Stefan-Boltzmann Constant. Note that for the interior cells, the
last two terms in Eq. 2.12 for boundary conditions are not available. The state space
form is obtained by semi-discretization of the spatial terms, which is given the finite
volume discretization yields [93]:

M̃



dT
∗4
= Ãn T + Ãs (T∞,h − T) + R̃s T∗4
−
T
+ B̃c + B̃u,
∞,R
dt

(2.13)

where the superscript asterisk denotes the element-wise operation; M̃ ∈ <n×n is
a diagonal matrix with the thermal capacitances of all the computational cells on
its diagonal; Ãn ∈ <n×n is the internal heat transfer coefficient matrix contributed
by conduction through both internal faces and the isothermal boundaries, and its
element at (i, j) location represents the thermal conductance between the ith and the
j th cell; Ãs ∈ <n×n represents the external heat transfer coefficient matrix contributed
by external convection; R̃s ∈ <n×n is the external radiative heat transfer coefficient
matrix contributed by radiation at external faces. Both Ãs and R̃s are diagonal, and
only the entries corresponding to the cells adjacent to the convection and radiation
boundaries are given non-zero values. T∞,h ∈ <n and T∞,R ∈ <n are the values
of the temperature at the far field for the convection and radiation heat transfer at
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boundaries, respectively. Note that the radiative term in Eq. 2.13 has the fourth
power of the temperature, representing a strong nonlinear term in the equation.
B̃c ∈ <n is the heat source term that is independent of time. B̃ ∈ <n×d is the scatter
matrix representing the contribution from the time dependent input vector u ∈ <d
to each cell with the input dimension d. The input vector u denotes the time-varying
heat flux prescribed at the external boundaries. Eq. 2.13 is the state space equation
of the entire computational domain, and can be written in a more concise form:

dT
= AT + RT∗4 + D + Bu,
dt


(2.14)




where A = M̃−1 Ãn − Ãs , R = M̃−1 R̃s , D = M̃−1 Ãs T∞,h + R̃s T∗4
∞,R + B̃c



and B = M̃−1 B̃. It is noted that since M̃ is a diagonal matrix, its inverse can be
readily computed by taking the reciprocal of the diagonal elements. The RHS of Eq.
2.14 represents the specific realization F(T) of the nonlinear heat transfer FOM in
Eq. 2.1. The corresponding ROM could be obtained by the truncated approximation:
T ≈ Ur Tr :

dTr
= Ar Tr + Rr (Ur Tr )∗4 + Dr + Br u,
dt

(2.15)

where Ar = UTr AUr , Rr = UTr R, Dr = UTr D, and Br = UTr B. It is clear that
since the thermal conductance matrix A is temperature dependent, its reduced order
counterpart Ar cannot be pre-computed before the simulation. Instead it has to be
updated for each iteration during the entire simulation. Specifically, Tr is first used
to reconstruct its solution in the full domain through T ≈ Ur Tr . Then the full
matrix A can be assembled, and its reduced order counterpart is then constructed as
Ar = UTr AUr for the next solution.
The FOM in Eq. 2.14 and the ROM in Eq. 2.15 can be solved by discretizing
the temporal term using various differencing schemes. The Crank-Nicolson scheme,
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a second-order, numerically semi-implicit method is adopted, leading to a set of algebraic equations for solution [50]. Specifically, two computing loops, including the
time loop and the iteration loop are developed to drive the numerical computation.
The time loop allows the computation to march in time, and the iteration loop aims
to make the solution converge within one time step to accommodate the temperature
dependence of the material properties and the nonlinear terms. Since the CrankNicolson scheme has been reported extensively in the literature for CFD simulation,
it will not be repeated in this chapter.

2.3

Results and Discussions

Two case studies are performed to verify and demonstrate the hybrid snapshot simulation method, including nonlinear heat transfer within an annual cone and a fin
array. The analysis involves interior conduction with temperature dependent thermal
conductivity, and convection and radiation at the boundaries. Each case study includes the snapshot simulation and the verification simulation used to, respectively,
construct and examine the ROM. In the next section, the computational models of
both case studies will first be described, and the computational performance, such as
the accuracy and computational time/speedup, will be compared between the hybrid
FOM/ROM method and the traditional FOM method. In order to quantitatively
characterize the discrepancy between the FOM and the ROM results, two metrics
indicative of numerical errors are defined: (a) the absolute error Errabs and (b) the
mean square relative difference (MSRD) Errmsrd [100].

Errabs =| Ur Tr − T |,
s

Errmsrd =

Pn
j=1

U

r,j Tr,j −Tj
Tj

n
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(2.16)

2

× 100%,

(2.17)

Figure 2.3 Computational model for the multi-layer annular cone: (a) Geometry and
computational grids; and (b) The heat flux profile prescribed at the three quarters of
the outer wall of the computational model and used in the snapshot simulation and
verification simulation.
where again Tr and T are the values of the temperature computed by the ROM and
the FOM, respectively. It should be noted that for each time step Errabs is a vector
representing the temperature difference at all the computational cells, while Errmsrd
is a scalar obtained by applying mean square relative difference to all the cells and
represents the average relative error in the entire computational domain. These two
metrics will be evaluated in all the case studies.

2.3.1

Case Study 1: Conduction and Radiation Heat Transfer of An
Annular Cone

Model Description

The first case study is the thermal model of an annular cone, which is comprised of
an outer layer made of stainless steel and an inner layer of mineral wool with equal
layer thickness. Fig. 2.3(a) shows the geometry, size, and grid of the model, which
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has 9, 408 computational cells. The time step size of the computation is δt = 0.25s.
An adiabatic boundary condition (zero heat flux) is specified at the top, the bottom,
the inner wall, and a quarter of the outer lateral wall. A boundary condition with
time-varying heat flux is set at the rest (three quarters) of the outer lateral wall. All
the outer lateral walls can dissipate heat to the environment through radiation. Such
configurations will induce thermal gradient and transport in all directions throughout
the cone by interior conduction, and also involve thermal radiation at the boundary.
The nonlinearity arises from the radiative heat transfer at the boundary and the
temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of both constituent materials as listed
in Table .2.1, and the emissivity at the outer walls is 1. The model configuration
parameters are: 1 = 1e−5 , 2 = 1e−6 ,  = 1e−4 , rd = 20 and re = 4.
The case study includes two simulations: (1) the snapshot simulation to generate
representative solution data and construct the POD modes and ROMs; and (2) the
verification simulation to examine the ROM generated at the end of snapshot simulation using the operating parameters different from that in the snapshot simulation.
Fig. 2.3(b) illustrates the heat flux profiles specified at the three quarters of the
outer wall for the snapshot simulation and for the verification simulation, which are,
respectively, annotated by the curves in red and in blue. It can be seen that both
input profiles are quite different, and the peak value of the verification simulation
almost doubles that of the snapshot simulation, which hence can be used to assess
the robustness of the constructed ROM. In the snapshot simulation, results obtained
from two methods are compared: SS-FOM—the snapshot simulation data is obtained exclusively by computing the FOM and the POD modes are constructed by
the SVD of the data, followed by ROM construction; and SS-Hybrid— the proposed
hybrid FOM/ROM simulation is performed to generate the snapshot data adaptively,
in which POD modes and local ROM are built and updated by iPOD at the end of
each FOM interval. The SS-FOM will be used as the benchmark for comparison.
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Correspondingly, two ROMs, FROM and HROM, generated from the SS-FOM
and SS-Hybrid, respectively, will be inspected in the verification simulation. The
numerical solutions obtained from FROM and HROM will be compared against
the verification simulation data produced by the FOM only.
Table 2.1 Material and thermal properties of the constituent materials
Materials
Stainless Steel
Mineral Wool

Thermal Conductivity
(W/m K)
11.13 + 1.27 × 10−2 × T
0.03 + 0.2438 ×



T
1000

3

Density
(kg/m 3)
8030

Specific Heat
(J/kg K)
510

165

840

Comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid

In this section, the snapshot simulation data generated by the SS-FOM and the
SS-Hybrid are compared in terms of accuracy and computational time. Fig. 2.4
illustrates the temperatures at four selected computational cells and the FOM/ROM
alternation during the hybrid snapshot simulation for various time intervals. The total
time span is 240s and divided into 10 time intervals of the equal duration ∆t = 24s.
In the figure the intervals simulated by the ROM are presented by solid lines in color,
and those simulated by FOM are denoted by black dash curves. It could be seen that
there are 3 FOM intervals and 7 ROM intervals used in the snapshot simulation. The
first interval utilizes the FOM to initiate the simulation and obtain the initial POD
modes. The criterion CF 2R is met at the end of each FOM interval, which switches
the simulation to the ROM. ROM simulation rapidly traverses the majority of the
time span and successively in multiple intervals until the criterion CR2F is satisfied,
and then the simulation returns to FOM.
The spatiotemporal distributions of the snapshots solution produced by SS-FOM
and SS-Hybrid are, respectively, portrayed in Fig. 2.5(a) and Fig. 2.5(b), which
include the data for all the 9408 cells in the computational model and the physical
duration of 240s. The results of both simulations are almost the same within the
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Figure 2.4 The FOM/ROM alternation in the hybrid snapshot simulation in the
annular cone model.
entire domain, confirming the accuracy of the hybrid FOM/ROM method. It also
clearly shows that the temperatures in the cells numbered in the range of 1 − 4, 000
corresponding to the outer stainless steel layer rise rapidly and reach the maximum
value around 900K. When the heat flux starts to drop down at t = 120s, the temperatures at the heat flux boundaries are the highest, and also respond and decrease
quickly. The temperature decrease is caused by the net heat dissipation at these
boundaries due to radiation. The cells numbered 5, 000 − 9, 000 are in the inner layer
(mineral wool), and respond slowly but with a steady growth of the temperature.
The error of the SS-Hybrid relative to the SS-FOM, including the absolute error
and the MSRD error are shown in Fig. 2.6. Both of them reach the peak values
at t = 144s, corresponding to 15K and 0.45%, respectively. Then the snapshot
simulation returns to the FOM in the 7th interval (i.e., time span 144s − 168s).
Therefore, the error drops quickly with a clear tendency for continued decrease. Thus
the ROM is selected for snapshot simulation for the 8th and the 9th interval (time
span 168s − 216s). However, in the last interval (216s − 240s) the FOM is selected
again since the errors tend to grow in the 9th interval.
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Figure 2.5 The spatiotemporal distribution of the snapshots solution produced by
(a) SS-FOM and (b) SS-Hybrid in the annular cone model.

Figure 2.6 Comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid for the annular cone model
in terms of (a) the absolute error in the entire domain; and (b) the MSRD error in
the temporal domain.
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The detailed information of computational time for the hybrid snapshot simulation, including FOM interval computation, iPOD updating, and ROM interval simulation are listed in Table. 2.2. The computational time for the three FOM intervals
are, respectively, 21.188s, 16s, and 10.582s, and the corresponding iPOD updating after FOM simulation are 0.171s, 0.157s, and 0.085s. The computational time for ROM
intervals falls in the range of 2.2s to 2.6s. Thus, the total time of the hybrid snapshot
simulation is tSS−Hybrid = tF OM + tiP OD + tROM = 47.77s + 0.413s + 16.774s = 64.96s.
For comparison, the traditional snapshot simulation method that only uses the FOM
to produce the data is also conducted with the total time of 168.84s, in which FOM
computation for all 10 intervals and the batch POD operation to create projection
subspace cost 168.09s and 0.748s, respectively. Therefore, the hybrid method could
accelerate the snapshot simulation greatly and the speedup ratio is γ =
168.84s
64.96s

tF OM
tHybrid

=

≈ 2.6.

Table 2.2 The breakdown of the computational time for the hybrid snapshot simulation using a time step size δt = 0.25s for the annual cone model(Unit:s)
Time Interval
1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
Total

FOM
21.188
...
...
...
...
...
16
...
...
10.582
47.77

iPOD
0.171
...
...
...
...
...
0.157
...
...
0.085
0.413

ROM
...
2.64
2.305
2.324
2.396
2.521
...
2.296
2.292
...
16.774

Comparison between FROM and HROM in Verification Simulation

In this section we compare the two sets of ROMs, i.e., the FROM and HROM,
obtained, respectively, through the SS-FOM and the SS-Hybrid in the verification
simulation. Recall that the verification simulation uses a different profile of the input
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Figure 2.7 The comparison between (a)FROM and (b)HROM in terms of the temperature solutions during the verification simulation for the annular cone model.
heat flux at the external lateral walls. Fig. 2.7 shows the temperature solution
of FROM and HROM at each computational cell across the temporal domain. It
could be seen that both solutions are nearly the same, which indicates the POD
modes and the ROM constructed using the hybrid snapshot data are equivalent to
those by the traditional method. Next the MSRD error of the FROM and HROM
relative to the FOM are calculated and illustrated in Fig. 2.8, where FOM results
refer to the verification simulation only by FOM. It can be seen that both MSRD
errors grow slowly at the beginning and increase faster when the input heat flux
starts to decay. The MSRD error of the FROM is lower than that of HROM in the
entire time period, and their peak values reach up to 0.41% and 0.83%, respectively,
at the end of the verification simulation. Fig. 2.9 shows the 3D visualization of
the temperature solution obtained from FOM and HROM at different instants of
time. Again the agreement between them is excellent. The thermal fronts propagate
in all the directions (circumferential, radial, and longitudinal) along with notable
temperature gradients. The computational time in both FROM and HROM are
nearly the same, respectively, 27.19s and 26.48s, which indicates that the POD modes
and the ROM constructed through the hybrid snapshot simulation maintain the same
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Figure 2.8 Relative error of the FROM and HROM relative to the FOM for the
annular cone model.
computational efficiency.

2.3.2

Case Study 2: Conduction and Convection Heat Transfer of a Fin
Array

The second case study considers the heat transfer of a fin array made of stainless
steel. Fig. 2.10(a) shows the geometry, size, and grid of the computational model,
which consists of 38, 400 computational cells. The time step size of the computation
is δt = 0.5s. The adiabatic boundary condition is specified at the lateral faces of the
substrate. The boundary condition with a prescribed time-varying heat flux is set at
the bottom of the substrate, and the profiles used in the snapshot and the verification
simulation are shown in Fig. 2.10(b). Different from Case study 1, in this case the
profile used in the snapshot simulation has a higher peak value and a longer time span
than the verification simulation. The convection boundary condition is assigned to
the rest boundaries with the effective heat transfer coefficient of h = 20W/(M 2 · K)
and the environmental temperature of 300K. Again such a heat transfer scenario
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Figure 2.9 Contour plot of the temperature solution obtained from the FOM analysis
(top row) and the HROM (bottom row) at various instants of time (a) 60 s, (b) 120
s, and (c) 240 s.
could involve noticeable thermal gradients and propagation in all the directions, and
the nonlinearity arises from the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity of the
stainless steel as listed in Table 2.1 above. The tolerance parameters for model switch
in the snapshot simulation are 1 = 1e−5 , 2 = 1e−6 ,  = 1e−4 , rd = 20 and re = 4,
which are the same as Case study 1.

Comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid

In this section, the SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid are compared in terms of accuracy and
computational time. The utilization of the FOM and the ROM and their alternation
during the hybrid snapshot simulation is portrayed in Fig. 2.11 using the timedependent temperature solution selected at four computational cells. Likewise, the
solution obtained by simulating FOM is presented by black dash curves and that by
the ROM are denoted by solid lines in color. The total time span of the snapshot
simulation t = 1200s is partitioned into 12 time intervals equally with ∆t = 100s
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Figure 2.10 Computational model for the fin array: (a) Geometry and computational grids; and (b) The heat flux profile applied at the bottom of the fin array in
the snapshot simulation and verification simulation.
for each. It shows that there are 2 FOM intervals and 10 ROM intervals in the
simulation. The FOM is used in the first interval as always to construct the initial
POD modes. The criterion CF 2R is then evaluated using the singular values of the
initial POD and found to satisfy the switch requirement, leading to the use of the
ROM in the second interval. The ROM simulation continues till the end of the 7th
interval (t = 700s) when the criterion CR2F is met, which switches the simulation
back to FOM in the 8th time interval. Similarly, one FOM simulation significantly
improves the subspace representation of the leading POD modes, and the simulation
goes back to ROM for the following four intervals (the 9th to 12th ).
Fig. 2.12 illustrates the comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid in terms of
the snapshot temperature solution in each computational cell (38, 400 in total) across
the entire time span (t = 1200s). The excellent match between them is clearly observed, which confirms that the hybrid method can serve as an exceptional substitute
for the traditional snapshot simulation method
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Figure 2.11 The FOM/ROM alternation in the hybrid snapshot simulation for the
fins array model.

Figure 2.12 The spatiotemporal distribution of the snapshots solution produced by
(a) SS-FOM and (b) SS-Hybrid in the annular cone model.
The absolute error and the MSRD error of the SS-Hybrid solutions relative to
SS-FOM are illustrated in Fig. 2.13. The absolute error of SS-Hybrid at all computational cells increases slowly during the initial period (t = 0 ∼ 600s), jumps abruptly
at t = 600s, and reaches the peak value of 0.3K at t = 700s for most of the computational cells. This is because at the beginning of the 6th interval of the snapshot
simulation, the heat flux immediately drops to zero (see Fig. 2.10), and the temperature responds with a rapid decay (as stainless steel is an excellent thermal conductor).
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Figure 2.13 Comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid for the fins array model
in terms of (a) the absolute error in the entire spatiotemporal domain; and (b) the
MSRD error in the temporal domain.
Consequently, the solution subspace of the temperature decay is poorly represented
by the POD modes obtained in the first FOM interval that is characterized by a rapid
rise in temperature due to the instantaneously applied heat flux. Fig. 2.13(b) depicts
the MSRD error of SS-Hybrid relative to SS-FOM in the time domain. The same
trend as the absolute error is clearly observed, and the peak value reaches 0.03% at
t = 700s. Both quantitative results indicate that the hybrid snapshot simulation
method is able to generate the data of equivalent accuracy/fidelity as the traditional
FOM snapshot simulation.
The breakdown of the computational time for the hybrid snapshot simulation in
the fin array model, including FOM computation, ROM computation, and iPOD
updating is summarized in Table. 2.3. The two FOM intervals cost 100.484s and
65.934s, respectively, and the corresponding iPOD only takes 1.145s and 1.128s and
is almost negligible. The computational time for the ROM intervals ranges from 23.6s
to 29.7s. The total computational time of the hybrid method is then tSS−Hybrid =
tF OM + tiP OD + tROM = 166.42s + 2.273s + 251.723s = 420.42s.
Meanwhile, the traditional FOM snapshot simulation is also performed to benchmark the performance of the hybrid method. FOM simulation for all 12 intervals
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and the one-shot POD cost 863.19s and 15.46s, respectively, leading to the total
time of 878.65s. Essentially, the speedup ratio of SS-Hybrid relative to SS-FOM is
γ ≈ 2.09. Note that the theoretical limit of the speedup ratio would be the total number of intervals divided by the number of FOM intervals, which in this case study is
γ = 12/2 = 6 if the computational time of the ROM is negligible. The low value of the
actual speedup ratio can be attributed to the fact that although ROM can be solved
at the faster speed, the ROM assembly process is time consuming because it involves
reconstruction of the full domain solution, FOM assembly, and the FOM projection
onto the low-dimensional subspace. In the future, we will investigate several techniques, such as the discrete empirical interpolation algorithm (DEIM) [27, 29] and
the missing point estimation (MPE) [104] to further accelerate the ROM assembly
process for enhanced speedup ratio.
Table 2.3 The breakdown of the computational time for the hybrid snapshot simulation using a time step size of δt = 0.5s for the fin array model(Unit:s)
Time Interval
1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Total

FOM
100.484
...
...
...
...
...
...
65.934
...
...
...
...
166.418

iPOD
1.145
...
...
...
...
...
...
1.128
...
...
...
...
2.273

ROM
...
24.274
24.841
25.289
25.338
24.456
29.719
...
23.612
24.289
25.018
24.887
251.723

Comparison between FROM and HROM in Verification Simulation

We also compare the FROM and HROM in the verification simulation, which are obtained from SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid snapshot simulation, respectively. The temperature solutions in all the computational cells within the entire time domain (t = 960s)
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Figure 2.14 The comparison between FROM and HROM in the temperature solutions during the verification simulation for the fins array model.
are shown in Fig. 2.14. Similar to the first case study, both ROM results are nearly
the same, which again substantiates that the proposed hybrid snapshot simulation
method can produce high-fidelity data and representative POD modes for ROM development.
We then examine the accuracy of both ROMs by calculating their MSRD errors
relative to the FOM solution in the verification simulation. The time-dependent
MSRD errors for FROM and HROM are depicted, respectively, as the blue solid
curve and the red dashed curve in Fig. 2.15. Both MSRD errors increase gradually
at the beginning, and then rapidly rise up to the peak values (0.034% and 0.038%,
respectively, for FROM and HROM) around 200s as a result of the sudden jump
in the applied heat flux. Subsequently both errors drop to the lower level because
of the drop in the heat flux and temperature solution, which continues till end the
simulation. In addition, the MSRD error of FROM is slightly lower than that of
HROM during the majority of the verification simulation, indicating that the FROM
outperforms the HROM to a certain extent. However, the hybrid simulation method
is still able to generate high-quality, representative snapshot data and POD modes
and achieve adequate accuracy for ROM applications. The temperature solutions
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Figure 2.15 Comparison between FROM and HROM in terms of the MSRD error
in the temporal domain for the fins array model.
obtained from the FOM and the HROM at different instants of time are visualized
in the 3D computational model, and the excellent match between them is observed
as shown in Fig. 2.16. The thermal profile at the bottom around the substrate is the
highest and exhibits significant non-uniformity due to notable geometric variations,
and the temperature decreases in the longitudinal direction of the fins along with
the more uniform distribution. Similar to the above the computational time of both
FROM and HROM for the verification simulation are almost the same, which are
236.92s and 238.12s, respectively.

Effects of the Tolerance Parameters for Model Switch Criteria

It is explicit that the course of the hybrid snapshot simulation will be dictated by
the tolerance parameters 1 , 2 and  in criteria CF 2R and CR2F . In this section,
the effects of these parameters on the model switch during the hybrid simulation
will be thoroughly investigated. Fig. 2.17 illustrates the FOM/ROM alternation
in the hybrid snapshot simulation with four different combinations of the tolerance
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Figure 2.16 Contour plot of the temperature in the simulation domain obtained
from the FOM analysis (top row) and the HROM (bottom row) for the fins array
model at various instants of time (a) 240 s, (b) 306 s, and (c) 540 s.

Figure 2.17 The FOM/ROM alternation in the hybrid snapshot simulations for the
fins array model with different tolerance parameters (a), (b), (c), and (d).
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parameters. In Fig. 2.17(a), the tolerance parameters are increased by 10 times from
the original values (1 = 10−5 and 2 = 10−6 in Fig. 2.11) to 1 = 10−4 and 2 = 10−5
while keeping the value of  the same, i.e.  = 10−4 . In general, the increase in both
1 and 2 make it easier to meet the criterion CF 2R and for the solver to switch from
FOM to ROM. However, the tolerance parameters (1 = 10−5 and 2 = 10−6 ) adopted
in Fig. 2.11 are already large enough and CF 2R is quite relaxed, and therefore, the
FOM computation only spans one interval although it is invoked twice (the 1st and
the 8th interval). Under this circumstance, further increase them to 1 = 10−4 and
2 = 10−5 will not further reduce the number of intervals simulated by each FOM
call (as one interval is already the minimum), or change the FOM/ROM alternation.
This observation explains why the temperature solution in Fig. 2.17(a) is exactly the
same as that in Fig. 2.11. In Fig. 2.17(b), the tolerance parameter  for ROM switch
to FOM is increased by 10 times, i.e.,  = 10−3 while keeping the values of 1 and 2
same as the original ones. The increase in  tends to make it difficult to meet the
criterion CR2F (by switching from ROM to FOM), leading to more preferred use of
ROM at the cost of the larger numerical error, which is manifested evidently through
Fig. 2.17(b) and Fig. 2.18. It clearly shows that except for the first FOM interval,
the rest intervals are simulated by the ROM, and the error of SS-Hybrid (dashed cyan
curve in Fig. 2.18) grows mildly at the beginning and then dramatically following
the sudden drop in applied heat flux at 600s, and eventually reaches 0.057% at the
end of simulation. In Fig. 2.17(c) 1 = 10−6 and 2 = 10−7 are used, which are 10
times less than the original value and make it harder to switch from FOM to ROM.
Three successive intervals between 700s and 1000s are simulated by FOM, which is in
distinct contrast to that in Fig. 2.11 and Fig. 2.17(a) where only one FOM interval is
simulated between 700s and 800s. The simulation of two additional FOM interval in
Fig. 2.17(c) improves the snapshot simulation accuracy slightly, as indicated by the
lower MSRD error (in blue) at the second half of the simulation than that in Fig. 2.11
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and the green curve in Fig. 2.18. In Fig. 2.17(d)  = 10−5 is 10 times less than its
original value and the other two tolerance parameters, i.e., 1 = 10−5 and 2 = 10−6
remain the same. This change imposes less stringent requirement on CR2F criterion
and renders the ROM to FOM switch easier and the ROM use in successive intervals
more difficult. As we can see, there are three FOM intervals throughput the entire
simulation as opposed two in Fig. 2.11. The second and the third FOM intervals are
located at 600s − 700s and 800s − 900s during the second half of the simulation in
order to update the POD modes and correct the deviation of the ROM trajectory
caused by the rapid dynamics arising from the sudden drop in applied heat flux. It
is also astonishing to find in Fig. 2.18 that the decrease in  seems more effective in
improving the ROM accuracy in contrast to that in Fig. 2.17(c) that also includes
four FOM intervals by constraining 1 and 2 . Quantitatively, the MSRD error of
the snapshot simulation in Fig. 2.17(d) always stays below 0.01% (red curve in Fig.
2.18) and notably lower than all the others. Therefore, adopting a lower tolerance
parameter for criterion CR2F to improve the sensitivity of detecting deviation of
ROM trajectory and monitoring the dominance of leading modes for more judicious
utilization of FOM simulation in the hybrid method seems more effective for boosting
snapshot accuracy.

2.4

Summary of Chapter.2

In this chapter, an adaptive hybrid simulation methodology is proposed for rapid
generation of high-quality snapshot data that can be used to construct POD basis
vectors and ROMs. In contrast to the traditional method, several new elements are
introduced: first, the entire snapshot simulation is partitioned into multiple intervals,
and each is simulated by either the FOM or the local ROM. Second, the snapshot simulation alternates between FOM and local ROM, and the decision for model switch
is made on-the-fly by evaluating several criteria that monitor the dominance of the
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Figure 2.18 Comparison of the MSRD errors of SS-Hybrid with different tolerance
parameters for the fins array model.
leading POD basis vectors and the trajectories of the reduced system. The aim of
adaptively embedding local ROM into the snapshot simulation is to accelerate the
data generation process without appreciably compromising the fidelity and representation of the computed POD modes. Third, iPOD is used to continuously update the
local POD modes by the low-rank SVD and subspace rotation that is computationally efficient and well-suited for our hybrid simulation. The hybrid simulation method
is then applied to case studies of nonlinear numerical heat transfer. Key technical
findings include:
1. The accuracy and representation of the local ROM is improved progressively
through iPOD during the snapshot simulation, yielding a global ROM at the end
that is more broadly applicable to online simulation uses (with various operating
parameters).
2. The hybrid snapshot simulation demonstrates excellent accuracy (with the
relative error < 0.45%) and acceleration with the speedup ratio 2.09X −2.6X relative
to the traditional method in the present case studies. The ROM developed by the
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hybrid method offers the same simulation speed and level of accuracy as that by the
traditional method. Therefore, the feasibility of using the computationally efficient
hybrid snapshot simulation for constructing robust and accurate ROMs is established.
3. The selection of the tolerance parameters influences the model accuracy and the
computational time, but not in a very sensitive manner. In our case studies, scaling
the tolerance parameters by 10 times only increase the number of FOM intervals by
two. Applying a lower tolerance parameter to CR2F criterion seems more effective to
improve the snapshot simulation accuracy without imposing additional computational
load as its decision on FOM utilization is made by directly observing the dominance
of the leading POD modes in the ROM and the trajectory of its higher-order modes.
The speedup ratio of 2.09X − 2.6X achieved by the hybrid snapshot simulation
in this chapter is still appreciably lower than the theoretical limit, viz., the ratio
of the FOM intervals to the total intervals in the simulation if the computational
time of ROM is negligible. This is caused by the significant amount of time spent
on the ROM assembly that involves full solution reconstruction, FOM assembly, and
FOM projection in each solver iteration. The following chapters will include the
development of selective ROM assembly using the DEIM [27, 29] and GNAT [23, 25]
techniques to further accelerate the computation. Another limitation of this chapter
is that the number of POD modes retained in the ROM is preset and in general is
more conservative. We will also develop the approaches to enable automated selection
of the mode numbers, e.g., by comparing the difference in the number of the basic
and extended POD modes.
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Chapter 3
DEIM Reduced Order Model Based On Hybrid
Snapshot Simulation
The goal of this chapter is to investigate the feasibility of establishing the DEIM
approach in the hybrid snapshot simulation framework [10] in the previous chapter to
significantly reduce the computational cost associated with ROM-DEIM construction.
Its novel aspects include: (1) the method to combine the hybrid snapshot simulation
(alternating between FOM and ROM), snapshot data generation, and DEIM-based
ROM construction; (2) the strategy to address the challenge associated with a limited
number of FOM intervals in the hybrid simulation and poor representation of the
subspace underlying nonlinear terms and DEIM. In DEIM the POD modes of the
nonlinear terms rather than those of solutions are used to determine the interpolation
points. The FOM/ROM switch is based on the singular values and coefficients of the
POD modes of FOM solution, and hence, the data are inadequate or unrepresentative
for extracting accurate POD modes of nonlinear terms. Therefore, a new procedure
is proposed to reconstruct and enrich snapshot data of nonlinear terms from the
ROM solution in the hybrid snapshot simulation to improve the accuracy of their
POD modes and DEIM; and (3) the formulation to construct ROM-DEIMs in the
cell-centered finite volume method (FVM) scheme along with properly devised data
structures to consider both the componentwise and non-componentwise nonlinear
terms that are widely encountered in physical transport phenomena.
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This chapter is organized as following: the methodology of the hybrid snapshot
simulation (including criteria for FOM/ROM switch, SVD and iSVD for POD mode
generations, and reconstruction of snapshot data for nonlinear terms) is described
in Section 3.1. The DEIM algorithm in the cell-centered FVM implementation is
introduced in Section 3.2. A numerical heat transfer model including both the componentwise and non-componentwise nonlinearities is used as an example to elucidate
the proposed method (FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM) in Section 3.3. In Section 3.4,
the numerical results obtained from two case studies are discussed, and the computational performance of the present method is also evaluated. This chapter will be
summarized in Section 3.5.

3.1

Methodology of Hybrid Snapshot Simulation for ROM-DEIM
Construction

In this section, we will describe the methodology to combine the hybrid computational
approach in snapshot simulation and the ROM-DEIM construction using the snapshot
data in snapshot simulation. The developed ROM-DEIM could be utilized in the
online simulation for the acquisition of model solutions as illustrated in Fig. 3.1.
The hybrid snapshot simulation is similar to the approach described in Chapter.2:
the entire time span of the snapshot simulation (labeled “1” in Fig. 3.1) is divided
into multiple intervals. Each interval will be simulated by either FOM or ROM,
and the latter will be constructed and updated during the snapshot simulation, i.e.,
local ROM. The FOM can be written in the form of an ordinary differential equation
(ODE) set:
dY (t)
= H (Y (t)) ,
dt

(3.1)

where Y (t) ∈ <n is the vector of the solution variable in the discretized computational
domain and n is the dimension of the FOM solutions. H ∈ <n represents the function
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arising from the spatial discretization of the governing equation. The corresponding
form of ROM then can be written as:
dYr (t)
= UTr H (Ur Yr (t)) ,
dt

(3.2)

where Ur is the truncated POD basis vector of a reduced dimension r (r  n).
The solution of ROM is denoted as Yr (t) ∈ <r . In each FOM interval, full solution
will be computed and used as snapshot data to create and update POD modes/basis
vectors Ur of the solution variable Y (t) ∈ <n using the incremental singular value
decomposition (iSVD). In addition, the snapshot data of the nonlinear terms will also
be assembled and stored. These steps are annotated in blue in Fig. 3.1. In each ROM
interval, the local ROM will be first built using Ur extracted in the preceding FOM
interval and then computed to obtain the solution Yr (t) ∈ <r in the subspace, where
r is the dimension of the ROM solution. It is followed by reconstructing solution in the
full domain Ŷ (t), and assembling the reconstructed snapshot data of the nonlinear
terms (see the annotation in red in Fig. 3.1). The reconstructed snapshot data for the
nonlinear terms will be combined and accumulated with that from the FOM interval.
The rationale underlying the hybrid snapshot simulation approach is to reduce the
computational complexity and cost by using the local ROMs to quickly traverse the
intervals that offer negligible new information for POD mode Ur construction.
The DEIM procedure is performed at the end of the snapshot simulation, which
is labeled “2” in Fig. 3.1. SVD will first be used to extract POD modes out of the
accumulated snapshot data of the nonlinear terms, and DEIM will be applied onto
these POD modes to determine critical interpolation points/cells. During the online
simulation (labeled “3” in Fig. 3.1), the POD modes of the solution variables, the
POD modes of the nonlinear terms, and the DEIM interpolation points/cells will
be utilized to assemble ROM-DEIM. The ROM-DEIM will be exclusively computed
throughout the entire verification simulation. Because only a small number of the
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nonlinear terms at the grid points/cells will be assembled, while the rest will be
interpolated during each iteration, the simulation can be run at a very fast speed.
The key elements of the methodology will be discussed below. Specifically, the
hybrid FOM/ROM simulation along with FOM/ROM switch criteria are simlar to the
issues in Chapter.2 and will be briefly introduced in Section 3.1.1, SVD and iSVD in
Section 3.1.2, the reconstruction of the snapshot data of the nonlinear terms in Section
3.1.3. The DEIM algorithm to select the DEIM points/cells for interpolation and the
procedure to assemble the nonlinear terms for ROM construction in the cell-centered
FVM formulation are elucidated in detail in Section 3.2. A heat transfer model used
to demonstrate the process of obtaining ROM-DEIM following the procedure above
will be described in Section 3.3.

3.1.1

Hybrid(FOM/ROM) Snapshot Simulation

Follwing Chapter. 2, the hybrid snapshot simulation method will be briefly described
in this section, and its details are reported in our previous work [10]. As discussed
above, the entire snapshot simulation is divided into Ni equal intervals ∆t with the
size of the time step δt(∆t = N δt). The first interval is FOM in order to initialize
the POD modes Ur using the snapshot data collected, while the simulation in the
subsequent intervals will be performed using either FOM or ROM. The switch critiera
are evaluated at the end of each interval [10]:
(1) CF 2R to switch from FOM to ROM: It is evaluated at the end of the FOM
interval, and consists of two sub-criteria CF 2R,1 and CF 2R,2 given by:


CF 2R,1 =
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The switch is based on the importance of the POD basis vectors in terms of
their contribution to snapshot data, which is determined by the singular values
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Figure 3.1 The proposed methodology to construct ROM-DEIM based on hybrid
snapshot simulation: (1) Hybrid snapshot simulation; (2) determination of DEIM
points/cells at the end of the hybrid simulation; and (3) verification simulation utilizing ROM-DEIM.
σ1 , ..., σj , ..., σN with j th singular value corresponding to the j th POD basis vector
[85]. The detailed information about the criteria is introduced in Chapter.2 . If both
sub-criteria are satisfied, the FOM solution subspace can be captured very well by
existing POD basis vectors. Then the local ROM will be built and used in the next
time interval.
(2) CR2F to switch from ROM to FOM: It is used to determine whether the
simulation should keep using ROM or switch back to FOM in the next interval. This
criterion will be evaluated at the end of the local ROM interval, and is given by:
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2
where Yr,j
represents the square of the j th element of vector Yr , and the criterion

represents the ratio of the two L2 norms. If CR2F exceeds the tolerance , it indicates
that the trajectory of the ROM starts to deviate from existing POD subspace, and the
simulation needs to switch back to FOM. Otherwise, POD modes are still suitable
for ROM simulation in the next time interval [75]. Such FOM/ROM switch will
be inspected at the end of each interval and continue until the end of the snapshot
simulation.

3.1.2

SVD and Incremental SVD

POD modes Ur of the solution variable Y (t) are generated from SVD of the snapshot
data from the initial FOM interval, then are updated using the new snapshot data
collected in each FOM interval by iSVD(not in the ROM interval). At the end of
the entire snapshot simulation, the ultimate POD modes Ur are obtained and could
be utilized for online simulation in Fig. 3.1. From Chapter.2, it is noted that the
snapshot data Ψ ∈ <n×N is collected in the initial time interval, and applying SVD:
Ψ = UΣVT ,

(3.5)

where U ∈ <n×N , Σ ∈ <N×N and V ∈ <N ×N . In the subsequent FOM interval that
produces new snapshot data, iSVD [17, 10] is performed to update the basis vectors in
U through a computationally efficient procedure of low-rank SVD and basis vectors
rotation. Similar to Chapter.2, the existing POD matrices are update by iSVD at
the end of each FOM interval (except for the initial one):


T





T

Σ L  V 0
V 0

 ≈ U J ŨΣ̃ṼT 
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(3.6)





V 0
 Ṽ.
then the new POD modes are updated by:U ← U J Ũ , Σ ← Σ̃, V ← 


0 I
During the ROM interval, the newest POD modes U obtained above are truncated




to yield ROM projection matrix Ur ∈ <n×r with a lower rank of r = rd + re 
N , which in Matlab syntax is Ur = U (:, 1 : r). Then Ur will be used for ROM
construction and computation. Since the truncated dimension r is much smaller
than the FOM dimension n, the computational time and resource usage for the ROM
interval is notably less than that of the FOM interval. Detailed information can be
found in Chapter.2 [10].

3.1.3

Reconstruction of Snapshot Data for Nonlinear Terms

When nonlinear terms are present in the ROM, its computational efficiency can be
appreciably compromised. As described above, various techniques have been proposed
to address the issue, including the discrete empirical interpolation method-DEIM [27]
[29]. In order to perform DEIM, the snapshot data for the nonlinear terms needs to
be computed first, which traditionally is obtained by substituting FOM solution data
into the nonlinear operators. In this section we will describe the process to obtain
the snapshot data for the nonlinear terms using the hybrid FOM and ROM solution.
The numerical model under present consideration is a typical transport equation
spatially discretized by cell-centered FVM, and includes two kinds of nonlinearities:
(1) the inter-cell nonlinear term F (Y) that describes the transport flux among mesh
cells, such as thermal conduction with temperature-dependent thermal conductivity;
and (2) the cell-wise nonlinear term G (Y) that only involves contribution from a
single cell, such as the nonlinear boundary conditions and heat sources. Thus the
governing transport equation in the ordinary differentiation equation (ODE) form is
given by:
dY (t)
= F (Y (t)) + G (Y (t)) .
dt
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(3.7)

Recall that Y ∈ <n is the FOM solution vector in the whole computational domain
with a dimension n, and t is the time. Note that Eq. 3.7 is obtained by discretizing
the spatial differential terms of the governing partial differentiation equation (PDE).
If there is any constant or linear term in Eq. 3.7, they can be incorporated into
either F (Y) or G (Y) without losing the generality of analysis below. To reduce
computational cost, the FOM solution can be projected onto a low-dimensional POD
modal subspace Ur determined by the snapshot data Ψ above, and is approximated
by Y ≈ Ur Yr , which when substituted into Eq. 3.7 yields:
dYr (t)
= UTr F (Ur Yr (t)) + UTr G (Ur Yr (t)) ,
dt

(3.8)

where Yr is the ROM solution vector with the dimension of r = rd + re  n. Eq.
3.8 clearly reveals the root for low efficiency of ROM caused by the nonlinear terms.
That is, the ROM solution Yr needs to be first reconstructed in the full domain by
Ŷ = Ur Yr , and then the nonlinear terms are assembled in the full domain using Ŷ.
To tackle the limitation, DEIM accelerates the assembly of the vectorized nonlinear
terms by identifying their POD modal subspace and then interpolating to obtain
all their entries using a smaller number of selected entries at important mesh cells.
Accordingly, the snapshot data of the nonlinear terms F and G(rather than the
solution variable Y) needs to be collected to extract their POD modes and undertake
DEIM.
Traditionally, the snapshot data for the nonlinear terms is computed using FOMs
only [27] [21] [91] [47] because of the demanding requirement for data quality and
basis vector representation. Specifically, the FOM solution Y (t) is obtained at the
end of the snapshot simulation, and then substituted into the nonlinear operators
F (Y (t)) and G (Y (t)) on the RHS of Eq. 3.7. However, in our hybrid method, only
a few intervals are computed by FOM during the snapshot simulation, leading to a
limited number of snapshot data and inadequate presentation of POD subspace of
the nonlinear terms. The criteria to determine FOM/ROM switch above are based
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on the singular values and ROM trajectory of the solution variable Y. Therefore, the
solution data generated in the FOM interval in general does not represent well the
subspace of nonlinear terms. In addition, DEIM selects interpolation points in the
spatial domain of computational meshes. For large models, a large number of DEIM
interpolation points may be required, and the snapshot data collected in the FOM
interval may be insufficient for DEIM. To address the issue, a new approach proposed
in this chapter, which includes two steps: (1) at the end of each time step in FOM
interval, e.g., the ith interval, following the traditional method, the FOM solution is
substituted into the nonlinear operators to yield the snapshot data of the nonlinear
terms, i.e.,
NiF = F (Y (τ )) ∈ <n×N , NiG = G (Y (τ )) ∈ <n×N ,

(3.9)

where τ = (i − 1) ∆t + [δ, 2δ, ..., jδ, N δ] is all the time instances in the ith interval and
signifies concatenating their solution data. Hereafter N is used to denote the snapshot
data of the nonlinear terms to be distinguished from that of the FOM solutions Ψ;
and (2) at the end of each time step in ROM interval, the approximate solution in
the full domain is first reconstructed by Ŷ = Ur Yr , which is then used to assemble
the nonlinear terms and create their snapshot data,
N̂iF = F (Ur Yr (τ )) , N̂iG = G (Ur Yr (τ )) ,

(3.10)

where ∧ denotes the quantities from or reconstructed from the ROM solution. In
other words, N̂iF and N̂iG are the snapshot data for the nonlinear terms obtained
by applying the nonlinear operators onto the approximate solutions Ŷ in the full
domain.
The procedure above is then repeated for each FOM or ROM interval to obtain the
snapshot data of the nonlinear terms in the entire time span of the hybrid snapshot
simulation, which is assembled into a single matrix NF (Y (t)) and NG (Y (t)). Note
that NF and NG without superscript i denote the snapshot data of the entire snapshot
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Figure 3.2 The procedure to assemble snapshot data for nonlinear terms using a
mix of FOM and reconstructed ROM solutions from the hybrid snapshot simulation.
simulation for the two nonlinear parts F and G, respectively. Fig. 3.2 illustrates the
procedure to the assemble snapshot data for nonlinear terms, and recall that Ni is the
total number of the time intervals used in the simulation. The parts in orange and
in blue represent the snapshot data from the FOM solutions and the reconstructed
ROM solutions, respectively.

3.2

DEIM and Cell-centered FVM Implementation

In this section the DEIM algorithm and its implementation in cell-centered FVM
formulation will be described.
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3.2.1

DEIM Algorithm

DEIM was developed to reduce the cost of assembling nonlinear terms in ROMs [27]
[29], and includes three key steps: (1) taking POD of the entire snapshot data of the
nonlinear terms, which is performed by SVD at the end of the hybrid snapshot simulation in order to preserve high accuracy; (2) selecting important points/cells (i.e.,
their indices) that correspond to the entry with the largest residual of reconstructing
the next basis vector in POD modes [27] [29]; and (3) assembling the nonlinear terms
only at the selected points/cells, which are then used to interpolate the rest nonlinear
terms in the whole computational domain. Note that steps 1 and 2 are undertaken at
the end of the hybrid snapshot simulation, and step 3 is during the online simulation
for computational acceleration.
Specifically, SVD is first applied to mixed snapshot data of the nonlinear terms
NF and NG above separately to generate POD modes UF and UG with the low
dimensions:
NF ≈ UF ΣF VFT ,
NG ≈

(3.11)

T
UG ΣG VG
.

Note that subscript F and G are employed to be distinguished from the POD
modes Ur of the FOM solution above. POD matrices for both are truncated at
the dimension mF and mG and span the dominant low-dimensional subspace of the
nonlinear terms, F and G, respectively. Correspondingly, their truncated POD modes
have the size of UF ∈ <n×mF and UG ∈ <n×mG .
In the DEIM algorithm [27] a matrix P ∈ <n×m is defined to select the interpolation indices(i.e., grid points/cells) in a n dimensional system. Denote m the number
of the selected indices, the P matrix can be expressed by:
P = [e℘1 , e℘2 , ..., e℘m ] ,
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(3.12)

where e℘i = [0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0]T is the ℘i th column of the identity matrix In ∈ <n×n
with n dimension for i = 1, ..., m. In our model two different selection matrices PF
and PG with the rank of mF and mG , respectively, are used for DEIM approximation
of the inter-cell term F (Ur Yr (t)) and the cell-wise nonlinear term G (Ur Yr (t)) in
Eq. 3.8 [27] [29] for the online simulation:


−1



−1
PTG UG

F (Ur Yr (t)) ≈ UF PTF UF
G (Ur Yr (t)) ≈ UG

PTF F (Ur Yr (t)) ,
PTG G (Ur Yr

(3.13)

(t)) .

The interpolation indices ℘1 , ..., ℘mF in PF and ℘1 , ..., ℘mG in PG are selected by the
DEIM algorithm in [27].
Eq. 3.13 implies two means to accelerate computation during the online simulation: first, PTF and PTG left multiplied to F and G essentially indicate that only mF
and mG rows of F and G need to be assembled; and second, the following matrices
remain the same during online simulation and can be pre-computed to further cut
down the computational cost:


CF = UF PTF UF

−1



, CG = UG PTG UG

−1

.

(3.14)

This is because during online simulation the quantities associated with DEIM,
such as PTF , PTG , UF , and UG will remain the same (and will be obtained at the
end of the snapshot simulation). In the next section we will describe the procedure
to assemble both the inter-cell and the cell-wise nonlinear terms in the cell-centered
FVM formulation, both of which need to be updated during the online simulation
that poses a challenge for efficient ROM construction and will be addressed by DEIM.

3.2.2

Nonlinear Terms Updating

As shown in Eq. 3.8, the RHS of the ROM consists of two kinds of nonlinear terms,
the inter-cell F (Ur Yr (t)) and the cell-wise G (Ur Yr (t)). The latter is caused by
the nonlinear phenomena that do not involve transport between two cells, e.g., the
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Figure 3.3 The procedure for identifying the (a) DEIM cells; (b) surrounding faces
(red lines), and (c) adjacent cells (Ad) of the DEIM cells in a 2D computational
domain.
nonlinear heat source within the cell or from boundaries. However, F (Ur Yr (t)) is
contributed by the transport flux between two connected cells in the computational
domain (normalized by the mass or capacitance term associated with the temporal
derivative, see Section 3.3, such as the heat flux through thermal conduction. The
flux between a cell P and its adjacent cell J is written as:
Ψ = −αj (YJ − YP ) ,

(3.15)

where P is the index of the present cell, on which the thermal balance needs to be
established; Y is the value of the solution variable at the center of cell J and P , and
j is the index of the face between cell P and cell J. As shown in Fig. 2.2 for a FVM
model in 2D, J can be E, S, W , and N depending on the position of the adjacent cell
relative to the present cell; and j can take e, s, w, and n representing the face linking
cell P and its adjacent cells. αj = (kA/δ)j is the transport link at the cell face j,
where A and δ are, respectively, the area of the face and the distance between cell P
and its adjacent cell J, and k is the transport coefficient (e.g., thermal conductivity
in heat transfer), and gives rise to the model nonlinearity if depending on YJ and YP .
The computation of the inter-cell nonlinear term F (Ur Yr (t)) is demanding and
involves multiple steps, including (1) reconstructing the solution in the full domain
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Figure 3.4 The data structure used for nonlinear terms assembly at the DEIM cells:
(a) Cell-to-Face; and (b) Face-to-Cell.
Ur Yr (t); (2) updating variable-dependent transport coefficient k at the face between
cells; and (3) assembling F terms by establishing the flux balance for each computational cell using Eq. 3.15. Step (1)-(3) need to be performed for each iteration in
each time step, which slows down the ROM simulation. To reduce the computational
loads, the DEIM method discussed above will be utilized. As indicated by Eq. 3.13,
once the POD modes UF and the interpolation indices PF of the nonlinear term are
available, only entries at DEIM interpolation points, i.e., PTF F (Ur Yr (t)) rather than
the entire vector F need to be assembled, and the rest entries can be interpolated.
Although DEIM can determine those cells for interpolation (which hereafter is termed
DEIM cell or interpolation cell as shown in Fig. 3.3(a)), F (Ur Yr (t)) arises from the
inter-cell transport flux, and therefore, the adjacent cells of the DEIM cells also need
to be extracted in order to calculate the transport fluxes across their interfaces(red
lines in Fig. 3.3b and c) and assemble the entries in F (Ur Yr (t)) at the DEIM cells.
The retrieval of the adjacent cells can be accomplished by constructing two data
structures during numerical model initialization: the cell-to-face data structure and
the face-to-cell data structure as shown in Fig. 3.4.
Fig. 3.4(a) illustrates the cell-to-face data structure for a 2D computational domain with n quadrilateral cells. It takes the index of the cell as the entry (the 1st
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column) and retrieves the indices of the four faces surrounding the cell (the 2nd ∼ 5th
column). As shown for the lth and the mth cells, the face indices l1 ∼ l4 , and m1 ∼ m4
are, respectively, extracted. Fig. 3.4(b) illustrates the corresponding face-to-cell data
structure with nf faces in total, which takes the index of the face as the entry (the 1st
column) and extracts the indices of the two cells on both sides of the face since each
face connects two cells. For example, the cell indices l1 ∼ l2 and m1 ∼ m2 are, respectively, extracted for the lth and the mth faces. With both data structures, we then
can follow the procedure in Fig. 3.3 to determine all the adjacent cells, which starts
with the DEIM algorithm presented in Section 3.1 to determine the DEIM cells (Fig.
3.3(a)). Then cell-to-face data structure will be queried using the indices of the DEIM
cells as the entry to determine their surround surfaces, i.e., red lines in Fig. 3.3(b).
Note that the face indices retrieved may be repeated because two DEIM cells could
be neighboring to each other, such as the two DEIM cells at the top of Fig. 3.3(b).
This can be resolved by eliminating the redundant indices, e.g., using the function
’unique’ in Matlab or other equivalents. Then the indices of the surround faces are
fiiled into the face-to-cell data structure to extract indices of all cells on both sides
of those faces including the DEIM cell and their adjacent cells. Again the retrieved
cell indices may be redundant for several reasons: two DEIM cells are next to each
other (e.g., the two DEIM cells at the top of Fig. 3.3(c)) and one cell is adjacent to
two DEIM cells (e.g., the cell at the center of Fig. 3.3(c) adjacent to the two DEIM
cells above and below). Likewise, those repeated cell indices can be eliminated easily.
In summary, at the end of the DEIM, three sets of indices will be kept for the online
simulation, which are the DEIM cells PF , the surrounding face If , and the combined
DEIM and adjacent cells Ic , and the size of PF is smaller than Ic . Again Ic is used
to obtain the values of variable Y at all DEIM and adjacent cells for computing the
transport fluxes across the surrounding faces with indices If . The transport fluxes
are then used to assemble the entries with indices PF in F (Ur Yr (t)). Note that for
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the cell-wise nonlinear term G (Ur Yr (t)), only indices PG are needed. More detailed
information about approximation of the transport phenomenon could be found in
[25](for finite volume) and in [27](for finite difference). When the second- or higherorder spatial discretization is employed, neighbors of neighbors of the DEIM cells
need to be extracted to construct the governing equation of the DEIM cell. Thus, the
process to identify neighboring cells will be performed twice or multiple times with
the first one to search for the neighbors of the DEIM cells, and the subsequent ones
to identify the neighbors of neighbors. The duplicated cell indices will be eliminated
at the end of the search for enhanced DEIM approximation accuracy. In the next
section, the entire process will be described using the heat transfer as an example
problem.

3.3

Numerical Model of Heat Transfer

The numerical model of heat transfer based on FVM will be presented in this section and used for verifying ROM-DEIM obtained by the hybrid snapshot simulation
method. We will first describe FOM and ROM without DEIM used in the offline
hybrid snapshot simulation, and then introduce ROM-DEIM that is constructed at
the end of the snapshot simulation and used for the online simulation.

3.3.1

FOM and ROM

The heat transfer model in this chapter consists of different materials and involves the
thermal conduction at the interior of the computational domain, and the prescribed
heat flux and radiation (and convection as needed) at the boundaries. The thermal
conductivity is temperature dependent, and therefore, introducing nonlinearity to
the inter-cell transport term F. The cell-wise nonlinear term G arises from thermal
contributions at boundaries, such as applied heat flux and radiation. Following FVMbased discretization of the spatial differential terms in the governing equation, FOM
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in the form of ODE is [93]:
M



dT
∗4
= Ãn (T) T + R̃s T∗4
+ B̃c + B̃u,
∞,R − T
dt

(3.16)

where T ∈ <n is the vector of the temperature solution in the full computational
domain with the dimension of n; ∗ on the superscript denotes the elements-wise
operation; M ∈ <n×n is the diagonal matrix, and its diagonal is populated with
the thermal capacitance/mass of all computational cells; Ãn (T) ∈ <n×n stores the
thermal conductance among cells and at the isothermal boundaries. Specifically, its
element at (i, j) location is contributed by the thermal conductance between the ith
and the j th cell, and the thermal conductance between the ith cell and its adjacent
isothermal boundary will be added onto the ith diagonal element. Since the thermal
conductivities are temperature-dependent, the term Ãn (T) T is a nonlinear term.
R̃s ∈ <n×n is another diagonal matrix to describe the external radiation, and its
diagonal will be populated with the external radiative heat transfer coefficient at the
boundaries. Note that along the diagonal of R̃s , only the locations corresponding to
the cells adjacent to the radiation boundaries will have non-zero values. T∞,R ∈ <n is
the environmental temperature values at the far field for the external radiation heat
transfer. B̃c ∈ <n is the constant source term. B̃ ∈ <n×d is the matrix converting
the contribution from the time-dependent input vector u ∈ <d to each cell, and
d is the number of different inputs. u is the time-dependent heat flux applied at
the external boundaries of the model. Although the present method is developed
using finite volume discretization, it could also be formulated and solved with the
FEM approach, which possesses optimality properties and may be more favorable for
solving parabolic equations.
The FOM in Eq. 3.16 can be written in a concise form as:
dT
= AT (t) + RT (t)∗4 + D + Bu,
dt
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(3.17)

where A, R, D, and B are obtained by combining several terms in Eq. 3.16, viz.,
A = M−1 Ãn ,
R = M−1 R̃s ,
−1

D=M

(3.18)



R̃s T∗4
∞,R



+ B̃c ,

B = M−1 B̃.
AT (t) captures the dependence of internal thermal conduction and the external
convection on the temperature, and forms the inter-cell nonlinear term F (T (t)) in
Eq. 3.7. The cell-wise nonlinear term G (T (t)) consists of three parts: the radiation
term RT (t)∗4 , the term D incorporating far field conditions for external radiation
and constant source terms, and the term Bu associated with target inputs. The
thermal capacitance/mass matrix is diagonal, and M−1 in Eq. 3.18 represents the
normalization of each individual equation in Eq. 3.16 by the corresponding thermal
mass/capacitance of that equation. Therefore, M−1 is simply obtained by replacing
diagonal elements of M with their reciprocals without need for matrix factorization.
Note that in this chapter, each individual nonlinear term is treated separately rather
than being combined together following [28] [19].
Local ROM utilized in the hybrid snapshot simulation is obtained by projecting
FOM onto the subspace spanned by the POD basis Ur with the dimension r, i.e.,
T (t) ≈ Ur Tr (t). Note that no DEIM is applied to ROM during the snapshot
simulation in order to maintain high quality of the snapshot data:
dTr (t)
= Ar Tr (t) + Rr (Ur Tr (t))∗4 + Dr + Br u,
dt

(3.19)

where Tr ∈ <r is the solution in the reduced domain.
Ar = UTr AUr ∈ <r×r ,
Rr = UTr R ∈ <r×n ,
Dr = UTr D ∈ <r ,
Br = UTr B ∈ <r×d .
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(3.20)

For our heat transfer model, the thermal conductance matrix A depends on the
thermal conductivity that varies with temperature values at the present and the
adjacent cells. Therefore, Ar in Eq. 3.19 is also temperature dependent, and cannot
be precomputed prior to the online simulation. As discussed above in Section 3.1.1, its
computation requires multiple steps, which for the numerical heat transfer example
includes reconstructing the solution in the full domain T (t) ≈ Ur Tr (t); computing
the thermal conductivity and the conductance at the face, assembling the thermal
conductance matrix A, and projecting A onto Ur to obtain its reduced counterpart
Ar .

3.3.2

ROM-DEIM for Online Simulation

Updating and assembling the inter-cell transport matrix Ar in ROM above needs to
be performed for all computational cells in each iteration loop and each time step,
which is computationally demanding and time consuming. In fact, even for the cellwise nonlinear terms, the solution reconstruction and assembly in the full domain need
to be carried out. Therefore, ROM-DEIM will be applied in the online simulation
to achieve further acceleration. Following the procedure presented in Section 3.2.1,
the data in the FOM interval and the data reconstructed in the ROM interval are
combined to form the snapshot data NA , NR and NB for the nonlinear terms AT (t),
RT (t)∗4 and Bu, respectively. Note that D is a constant term in the present study,
and DEIM will not be applied onto it. Then, their individual POD modes can be
computed using SVD according to Eq. 3.11, yielding UA ∈ <n×mA , UR ∈ <n×mR
and UB ∈ <n×mB , respectively, where mA , mR and mB , are the number of POD
modes kept and also the number of the DEIM cells for interpolation. Thus, the
DEIM interpolation matrices for each nonlinear term can be precomputed prior to
the online ROM verification simulation following Eq. 3.13:
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dTr (t)  T
= Ur CA PTA AUr Tr (t) + UTr CR PTR R (Ur Tr (t))∗4 +
dt

Dr +



UTr CB



(3.21)

PTB Bu,

where C in each term on the RHS of Eq. 3.21 can be written as:


Ci = Ui PTi Ui

−1

,

(3.22)

where subscript i can be A, R and B to represent the quantities for the nonlinear
term, AT (t), RT (t)∗4 and Bu, respectively. In Eq. 3.21, PTA A, PTR R and PTB B
clearly show that only mA , mR and mB rows of A, R and B matrices corresponding
to the DEIM cells need to be assembled, and hence, reducing the computing cost.
In fact, since R matrix is diagonal and subscript ∗ denotes element-wise operation,
PTR R (Ur Tr (t))∗4 in the 2nd nonlinear term associated external radiation can be fur∗4



ther simplified by PTR RPR PTR Ur Tr (t)

, which signifies that only mR columns of

R and mR rows of Ur at the DEIM cells will be used in matrix and vector multiplication to further improve efficiency. Eq. 3.21 eventually can be written in a more
concise form used for the online simulation:
∗4

dTr (t)
= QA AP Ur Tr (t) + QR RP Ûr Tr (t) + Dr + QB BP u,
dt

(3.23)

where the matrices:
QA = UTr CA ,
QR = UTr CR ,

(3.24)

QB = UTr CB
combine the subspace projection onto Ur with DEIM interpolation terms in Eq. 3.21
and can be pre-computed.
AP = PTA A,
BP =

(3.25)

PTB B

indicate that only rows at DEIM cells will be assembled for A and B matrix.
RP = PTR RPR
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(3.26)

means only rows and columns of R matrix at DEIM cells will be assembled because
it is a diagonal matrix, and accordingly Ûr denotes the rows of Ur selected at DEIM
cells.
The temporal differential term of the ODE set of the FOM and ROM is discretized
by the second-order, implicit Crank-Nicolson method. The resultant linear equation
set is solved using Matlab’s built-in function ”\” (backslash), which examines on
the matrix properties and determines an appropriate solution technique to minimize
computation time.

3.4

Numerical Results and Discussions

Two numerical case studies based on the aforementioned nonlinear heat transfer model
are performed to validate the feasibility of hybrid snapshot simulation for ROM-DEIM
construction. Similar to Chapter.2, the first case study is the annular cone model
shown in Fig. 3.5(a). The adiabatic boundary condition is applied at the bottom,
the top, the inner wall, and a quarter of the outer lateral wall. A time-varying heat
flux is prescribed at the rest of the outer lateral walls (the rest three quarters) with
the profiles in both the snapshot simulation and the online simulation are depicted
in Fig. 3.5(b).
One part of the model nonlinearity is introduced through the temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity of both materials as k = 11.13 + 1.27 × 10−2 × T for stainless
steel and k = 0.03 + 0.2438 ×



T
1000

3

for mineral wool. In order to confirm its

importance, another analysis, which takes constant thermal conductivity at room
temperature(300K), i.e., k = 15W/mK and 0.0366W/mK, is also performed and
used as a benchmark for comparison.
The second case study considers the fin array made of stainless steel with the
geometry and computational grids presented in Fig. 3.6(a). The lateral faces of
the substrate are given the adiabatic boundary condition. The bottom of the sub-
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Figure 3.5 The numerical model of the multi-layer annular cone: (a) geometry and
computational grids; and (b) the heat flux profile prescribed at the three quarters of
the outer wall of the model and used in the snapshot simulation (in pink) and the
online simulation (in green).
strate is assigned a boundary condition of time-varying heat flux, whose profiles for
the snapshot simulation and the online simulation are shown in Fig. 3.7(b). For
the rest surfaces, the radiation boundary condition is prescribed with the far-field
environmental temperature set to 300K.

Following the procedure presented above, the hybrid snapshot simulation is undertaken, and alternates between FOM and ROM according to the criteria. iSVD is
used to update the POD modes of the temperature solution at the end of each FOM
interval. At the end of snapshot simulation, the snapshot data of all the nonlinear
terms are combined, from which the POD modes, and indices of DEIM interpolation
points (i.e., DEIM cells) and their adjacent cells are also obtained. Then ROMDEIM is built, and the online simulation is carried out. Three ROMs are compared,
including ROM obtained from FOM snapshot simulation, ROM from hybrid snapshot
simulation without DEIM, and ROM with DEIM (i.e., ROM-DEIM). Several abbreviations are defined first to facilitate result discussion below. For snapshot simulation,
SS-Hybrid is defined to represent the hybrid simulation that alternates between
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Figure 3.6 The model of extended fin arrays: (a) Geometry and grids; and (b)
The heat flux profile prescribed at the bottom of the substrate of the computational
model and used both in the snapshot simulation (in pink) and the online simulation
(in green).
FOM and ROM simulation to generate snapshot data. The ROM obtained in this
way without DEIM is termed HROM. Alternatively, at the end of SS-Hybrid, the
solution during the ROM interval can be used to reconstruct the data in the full
domain, which is then combined with FOM data to form the mixed snapshot data
of the nonlinear terms. The POD modes and the DEIM interpolation indices of the
nonlinear terms then can be computed. The ROM constructed by this process is
named HROM-DEIM, which is the main contribution of the present effort. The
traditional snapshot simulation exclusively using FOM is named SS-FOM, which is
also used as the benchmark for comparison with other ROMs. In SS-FOM, the POD
modes will be extracted only at the end of the snapshot simulation, and the ROM
constructed is termed FROM.
In the online simulation, the three ROMs built by different methods above, including HROM, HROM-DEIM, and FROM will be compared in terms of accuracy
and computational speed. Our investigation indicates that the assembly of the intercell transport-related term, i.e., AT (t) is most time consuming as it involves all the
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interior cells rather than only the boundary cells, and the number of the DEIM cells
(interpolation points) notably affects the accuracy of HROM-DEIM. Therefore, mA
is varied to examine its influence on accuracy and computational time, while keeping
the DEIM numbers in the cell-wise terms (i.e., mR and mB ) fixed.
In order to examine the errors quantitatively, two error metrics widely used for
FOM and ROM comparison, including the absolute error Errabs and the mean square
relative difference(MSRD) Errmsrd [100] [10] are defined:
Errabs (t) =| Ur Tr (t) − T (t) |,

Errmsrd (t) =

v
u
n
uX
u
u
u
t j=1

(Ur Tr (t))j − Tj (t)
Tj (t)
n

(3.27)

!2

× 100%,

(3.28)

where subscript j denotes the j th row of the reconstructed temperature solution
Ur Tr (t) corresponding to the j th cell; Tr is the ROM/ROM-DEIM solutions of the
temperature in the j th cell; and Tj is the FOM solutions at the j th cell. It should
be noted that both of these errors Errabs (t) and Errmsrd (t) vary with time. The
common parameters in the numerical model and computation in both case studies
are listed as follows: the number of basic and extended POD modes is rd = 20 and
re = 4, respectively; the FOM/ROM switch tolerance parameters are 1 = 1e−5 ,
2 = 1e−6 and  = 1e−4 .

3.4.1

Case Study 1

For the annular cone model, the total time span of the snapshot simulation is 480s,
which is divided into 12 time intervals, corresponding ∆t = 40s for each interval.
The time span for the online simulation is also 480s, in which various ROMs will be
simulated and their results will be compared with FOMs. In both the snapshot and
online simulation, the time step is δt = 0.25s.
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Figure 3.7 : The comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid in the annular cone
model: (a) the snapshot data produced by SS-FOM and (b) the absolute error between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid.
Fig. 3.7 shows the numerical results obtained in the snapshot simulation using
FOM only (i.e., SS-FOM), and the absolute error of the snapshot data computed by
the hybrid FOM/ROM (i.e., SS-Hybrid) relative to SS-FOM. Note that SS-hybrid
data is not shown here, because SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid snapshot data are nearly
the same with very small errors that are almost visually indistinguishable (maximum
Errabs ≤ 10K with respect to the peak temperature ∼ 800K). This also confirms
the accuracy of SS-Hybrid to generate snapshot data. As show in Table 3.1, among
12 intervals, there are 4 intervals and 8 intervals, respectively, simulated by FOM
and ROM. That is, the 1st , 5th , 8th , and 10th intervals are the FOM interval, and the
rest are the ROM interval. Table. 3.1 also lists the computational time breakdown
of each interval during the entire snapshot simulation, including the FOM simulation
(4 intervals), the iSVD after each FOM interval (3 iSVD and 1 SVD), and the ROM
simulation (8 intervals). Note that following the initial FOM interval the SVD is
applied rather than iSVD to construct the initial POD modes. It also indicates that
with the hybrid method, 8 out of 12 intervals are simulated by ROM in place of FOM
to generate the snapshot data without appreciably compromising the data accuracy
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and quality. The computational time of ROM is greatly less than FOM, and hence,
accelerating the snapshot simulation. Quantitatively, the total simulation time of SSHybrid and SS-FOM is, respectively, 132.759s and 264.564s, yielding 50% speedup.
Table 3.1 The breakdown of the computational time for the hybrid snapshot simulation for the annular cone model (Unit:s)
Time Section
1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Total

FOM
36.767
...
...
...
19.385
...
...
18.981
...
20.061
...
...
95.194

iSVD
0.058
...
...
...
0.229
...
...
0.168
...
0.173
...
...
0.628

ROM
...
4.476
4.641
4.553
...
4.431
4.770
...
4.522
...
4.863
4.681
36.937

Next, several ROMs constructed by different methods are compared in the online
simulation, including FROM by SS-FOM, HROM by SS-Hybrid, and HROM-DEIM
by SS-Hybrid. The solution of the FROM and HROM are shown in Fig. 3.8(a-1) and
Fig. 3.8(b-1), and their comparisons with the FOM solution, i.e., Errabs are presented
in Fig. 3.8(a-2) and Fig. 3.8(b-2). It is clear that solutions of FROM and HROM are
nearly the same with negligible difference, which confirms the accuracy of ROM and
POD modes constructed using the hybrid snapshot simulation. Fig. 3.8(a-2) and Fig.
3.8(b-2) show that absolute errors Errabs of both FROM and HROM increase with
time and reach the highest values of 12K at the end of the online simulation, when
the temperature of the whole model also approaches the peak. The value of Errabs
of HROM is slightly higher than that of FROM, because less high-fidelity FOM data
is generated in SS-Hybrid.
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Figure 3.8 The comparison of FROM and HROM with FOM for the annular cone
model: the temperature solution of all the computational cells throughout the verification simulation obtained by (a-1) FROM and (b-1) HROM; and the absolute error
Errabs of (a-2) FROM and (b-2) HROM relative to FOM.
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Next HROM-DEIM is constructed for the online simulation in order to reduce
the computational cost associated with the nonlinear term calculation in the reduced
domain. By keeping constant the number of the DEIM cells (interpolation points)
for all the cell-wise terms (mR = 100 and mB = 100), we investigate the effect of
the DEIM cell number of the inter-cell transport term on accuracy and speed. The
rationale for us to choose a large number of DEIM cells for the cell-wise nonlinear
terms is to ensure they can be approximated with higher accuracy and the effect of
DEIM interpolation on them can be minimized. Thus the analysis can be concentrated on the inter-cell transport nonlinear term. Fig. 3.9 illustrates the temperature
solution of all computational cells throughout the verification simulation produced by
the three HROM-DEIMs with the different number of DEIM cells for the inter-cell
nonlinear term (mA = 40, 60 and 80) and HROM without DEIM. It is observed that
the numerical results for all of them are almost the same in the entire spatiotemporal
domain. The initial temperature values are equal to the environmental one (300K).
The temperature rises quickly between 100s and 300s, and eventually it reaches the
highest value about 850K at the end of the simulation. Fig. 3.10 illustrates the absolute errors Errabs of the numerical results of the HROM-DEIM in Fig. 3.9 relative to
the FOM solution. It clearly shows that Errabs increases with time for all the computational cells, and there seems a trend that Errabs is larger when a smaller number of
DEIM cells are used. The maximum value of Errabs produced by HROM-DEIM with
mA = 40 is about 15K, while it is less than 10K with mA = 80. In addition, it is also
observed that the values of Errabs vs. time for HROM (Fig. 3.10d) are slightly lower
than that of HROM-DEIM (Fig. 3.10a-c), which verifies that HROM without DEIM
interpolation (or approximation) is more accurate than HROM-DEIM. However, with
DEIM the computational complexity and cost could be reduced significantly, leading
to salient simulation acceleration as shown below.
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Figure 3.9 The temperature solutions obtained by HROM-DEIM with the different
number of DEIM cells in the annular cone model: (a) DEIM 40 (mA = 40), (b) DEIM
60 (mA = 60), (c) DEIM 80 (mA = 80), and (d)non-DEIM.
The values of the mean square root difference error(MSRD) Errmsrd of all the
ROM solutions in Fig. 3.10 relative to FOM are shown in Fig. 3.11. A trend similar
to Fig. 3.10 is observed. That is, Errmsrd seems to decrease as a result of the
increasing number of DEIM cells, and Errmsrd of HROM without DEIM is the lowest
in the comparison. Even with only 40 DEIM cells (i.e., mA = 40), Errmsrd is still
less than 0.8%. This indicates that DEIM interpolation of the nonlinear inter-cell
transport (such as temperature-dependent thermal conduction) is an effective means
to improve nonlinear ROM simulation speed while preserving the accuracy. It should
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Figure 3.10 The absolute error of the temperature solution obtained by HROMDEIM with the different number of DEIM cells in the annular cone model relative to
the FOM solution: (a) DEIM 40 (mA = 40), (b) DEIM 60 (mA = 60), (c) DEIM 80
(mA = 80), and (d)non-DEIM.
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Figure 3.11 The MSRD errors vs. time for HROM-DEIM with the different number
of DEIM cells and HROM without DEIM in the verification simulation in the annular
cone model.
be noted that DEIM selects the cells or interpolation points based on the largest
magnitude of the residual of reconstructing the next basis vector in POD modes [27]
[29]; therefore, which is not necessarily equivalent to ROM accuracy.
Table 3.2 The comparison of computational time in FOM, HROM, and HROMDEIM in the annular cone model. (Unit:s).
Model Type

FOM

HROM

Time

293.517

54.702

HROM-DEIM
mA = 40 mA = 60 mA = 80
15.065
15.117
15.459

Table. 3.2. lists the computational time of FOM, HROM, and HROM-DEIM in
the online simulation. It is clearly seen that ROMs could accelerate the simulation
greatly, and the computational time of HROM is only about 18.6% of FOM. However,
HROM-DEIM is able to achieve an even higher acceleration than HROM due to the
reduced cost of assembling the nonlinear terms. The ratio of the computational time
of HROM-DEIM to HROM is 27.5% and to FOM is only 5.13% ∼ 5.27%, latter of
which indicates that the time usage by HROM-DEIM is almost negligible compared
to the traditional method. Most importantly, with the hybrid simulation method, the
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snapshot generation used to construct the HROM-DEIM can be reduced by almost
half (see Table. 3.1). In addition, despite various mA used (40, 60, and 80) in HROMDEIMs, they can be simulated almost with the same time ∼ 15s, because all mA s are
quite small compared to the dimension of FOM.

For the annular cone model, the difference caused by the temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity relative to the constant thermal conductivity is also briefly
examined in order to demonstrate that the inter-cell transport-induced nonlinearity in this chapter plays an important role for accurate modeling. The values of
temperature-dependent conductivity and the constant conductivity in constituent
materials are given above. Fig. 3.12 shows the temperature solution of FOM computed using the constant conductivity, and its difference (Errabs ) relative to the
solution using temperature-dependent conductivity. For the sake of conciseness, the
FOM solutions are not shown as they are almost the same as those in Figs. 3.8 and
3.9. It clearly shows that the difference(Errabs ) is larger as the temperature increases
with time, and the maximum could reach nearly 200K in the sub-domain containing
the material of low thermal conductivity that is more sensitive to the temperature.
Therefore, it is confirmed that the temperature-dependent, inter-cell transport phenomenon gives rise to notable model nonlinearity, and the nonlinear term updating
and assembly during each iteration and each time step is necessary.

3.4.2

Case Study 2

In the second case study of the extended fin array model, the total time span of
the snapshot simulation is 1200s and divided into 12 time intervals for the hybrid
FOM/ROM simulation, yielding ∆t = 100s for each time interval. The time span for
the entire online simulation is 960s. The time step for both the snapshot and online
simulation is δt = 0.5s.
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Figure 3.12 Effect of the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity on model
nonlinearity: (a) the temperature solution obtained by FOM in the annular cone
model using the constant thermal conductivity; and (b) the absolute error between
the solution in (a) and the solution obtained using temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity.

Figure 3.13 The comparison between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid in the extended fin
array model: (a) the snapshot data produced by SS-FOM and (b) the absolute error
between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid.
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Fig. 3.13(a) shows the numerical results of the temperature solution generated
using SS-FOM in the snapshot simulation, and Fig. 3.13(b) portrays the absolute
error Errabs of the snapshot data between SS-FOM and SS-Hybrid for all the computational cells throughout the entire time span. Again in order to avoid presenting
redundant data, the temperature solution of SS-Hybrid is not shown. We can see
that the maximum value of Errabs is less than 8K and is negligible considering the
largest magnitude of the snapshot data (up to 1, 100K), which again substantiates
the robustness and accuracy of the hybrid snapshot simulation.
The breakdown of the computational time using SS-Hybrid in the snapshot simulation is listed in Table. 3.3. It can be seen that among the 12 time intervals, there
are only 2 intervals simulated by FOM (the 1st and the 8th ), and the rest 10 intervals
all by ROM. Except for the first FOM interval that uses SVD to construct the initial
POD modes, iSVD is only applied once following the 8th interval in the whole snapshot simulation. The table also clearly shows that the snapshot simulation switches
to 10 ROM intervals based on the FOM/ROM criteria, and the total computational
time (489.686s) is greatly lowered compared to the traditional FOM-based snapshot
simulation (929.748s), i.e., 47% reduction.
Table 3.3 The breakdown of the computational time for the hybrid snapshot simulation for the extended fins model (Unit:s)
Time Section
1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Total

FOM
123.085
...
...
...
...
...
...
72.070
...
...
...
...
195.155
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iSVD
0.362
...
...
...
...
...
...
1.031
...
...
...
...
1.393

ROM
...
29.270
28.072
28.146
28.051
28.003
41.118
...
27.902
27.534
27.226
27.816
293.138

Next, we will compare performance of all the ROMs in the online simulation. Fig.
3.14(a-1) and (b-1) illustrates numerical results of the temperature solution obtained
by FROM and HROM, respectively. Again, both exhibit excellent agreement with
very minor difference. Their absolute errors Errabs relative to the FOM solution
are shown in Fig. 3.14(a-2) and (b-2), and the values of both Errabs are extremely
low (≤ 0.5K) and indeed negligible compared with the absolute values of the temperature solution, although Errabs of HROM is somewhat higher than FROM. The
observations also indicate that the POD modes and ROM constructed by the hybrid
snapshot method are accurate to be utilized in the online simulation.
The temperature solutions in the online simulation obtained by the three HROMDEIMs with the different number of DEIM cells (mA = 50, 75, and 100) and HROM
without DEIM are illustrated in Figure 3.15. Similar to the previous case study, all the
numerical results are almost identical with tiny difference. The temperature rises up
rapidly in the first 300s until arriving the peak value (∼ 1, 000K) and then gradually
declines to about 450K at the end of the simulation as a result of the decreasing heat
flux applied. Their absolute errors Errabs relative to the FOM solution are shown in
Fig. 3.16, and the profiles of Errabs in all sub-figures exhibit the similar trend: Errabs
grows quickly from 0s to 200s, decreases a little from 200s to 300s, and then mostly
maintains at approximately the same level from 300s till the end. Fig. 3.16 also
seems to reveal the correlation between the DEIM cell number and the magnitude
of Errabs , that is, Errabs decreases as the number of DEIM cells for the inter-cell
transport term increases from mA = 50 to mA = 100. It is also noticed that Errabs
of HROM-DEIM (Fig. 3.16(c)) is slightly higher than that of HROM (Fig. 3.16(d))
because no DEIM interpolation or approximation is used in the latter.
Fig. 3.17 shows the MSRD error Errmsrd of all the HROM-DEIM solutions in
Fig. 3.15 relative to the FOM solution. The trend similar to Errabs in Fig. 3.16
is also found in Errmsrd . As the number of DEIM cells increases, Errmsrd seems to
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Figure 3.14 The comparison of FROM and HROM with FOM for the extended fin
array model: the temperature solution of all the computational cells throughout the
verification simulation obtained by (a-1) FROM and (b-1) HROM; and the absolute
error of (a-2) FROM and (b-2) HROM relative to FOM.
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Figure 3.15 The temperature solutions obtained by HROM-DEIM with the different
number of DEIM cells in the extended fin array model: (a) DEIM 50 (mA = 50), (b)
DEIM 75 (mA = 75), (c) DEIM 100 (mA = 100), and (d)non-DEIM.
decrease. It is also observed that Errmsrd without DEIM exhibits the lowest error
compared with those with DEIM. Given 38400 computational cells in total, even a
very small number of DEIM cells (mA = 50) for inter-cell transport matrix updating
and assembly can yield excellent accuracy (the highest Errmsrd ≤ 0.12%).
Table. 3.4 lists the computational time of FOM, HROM, and HROM-DEIM in
the online simulation. The time used by HROM is about 33.3% of FOM, i.e., 66.6%
improvement in simulation speed. Furthermore, with HROM-DEIM, more significant
computational acceleration can be achieved. Specifically, the computational time
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Figure 3.16 The absolute error of the temperature solution obtained by HROMDEIM with the different number of DEIM cells in the extended fin array model
relative to the FOM solution: (a) DEIM 50 (mA = 50), (b) DEIM 75 (mA = 75), (c)
DEIM 100 (mA = 100), and (d)non-DEIM.
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Figure 3.17 The MSRD errors vs. time for HROM-DEIM with the different number
of DEIM cells and HROM without DEIM in the verification simulation in extended
fin array model.
ratio of HROM-DEIM to FOM is in the range of 5.48% ∼ 6.04% and to HROM
is 16.38% ∼ 18.03%. The studies above indicate that the DEIM interpolation is a
viable approach to notably improve ROM efficiency while preserving the simulation
accuracy, and the hybrid snapshot simulation could be utilized to construct highquality HROM-DEIMs with much lower computational efforts/costs.
Table 3.4 The comparison of computational time in FOM, HROM, and HROMDEIM in the extended fin array model. (Unit:s).
Model Type

FOM

HROM

Time

817.24

273.548

HROM-DEIM
mA = 50 mA = 75 mA = 100
44.818
44.932
49.332

Similar to the above, the importance of the nonlinearity of the extended fin array
model arising from the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity is also inspected.
The temperature-dependent thermal conductivity and the constant thermal conductivity (evaluated at the environmental temperature) are given above. Fig. 3.18(a)
shows the temperature solution predicted by FOM using the constant conductivity,
and Fig. 3.18(b) portrays its difference, i.e., absolute errors Errabs , from the FOM
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Figure 3.18 Effect of the temperature-dependent thermal conductivity on model
nonlinearity: (a) the temperature solution obtained by FOM in the extended fin
array model using the constant thermal conductivity; and (b) the absolute error
between the solution in (a) and the solution obtained using temperature-dependent
thermal conductivity.
results using the temperature-dependent conductivity (not shown to avoid redundant results) for all the computational cells throughout the entire online simulation.
We can see that the maximum value of Errabs goes beyond 60K, confirming that the
aforementioned transport-related nonlinearity of the thermal conduction is important
in the model.

3.5

Summary of Chapter.3

In this chapter, a methodology by combining the hybrid snapshot simulation and online DEIM is proposed to reduce the computational cost associated with ROM-DEIM
construction and improve computational efficiency of online verification simulation
for nonlinear ROMs. The new aspects of this study include: First, an approach
is proposed to streamline the hybrid snapshot simulation, snapshot data generation,
SVD/iSVD for POD mode construction (both solution variables and nonlinear terms),
and ROM-DEIM construction. Second, the method of reconstructing snapshot data
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of nonlinear terms using ROM solutions is presented to address the issue associated
with limited FOM data in the hybrid simulation for enhanced data representation.
Last, formulation and data structures are also developed to cast the ROM-DEIM
in the hybrid snapshot simulation using the cell-centered FVM scheme to account
for the transport-related (non-componentwise) nonlinearity. Key technical findings
include:
1). The feasibility of using the snapshot data generated by hybrid simulation
to construct ROM-DEIM is established. That is, the POD modes of the nonlinear
terms distilled from the mix of the FOM and reconstructed ROM solution data accurately represent their underlying subspace, and can be used to determine DEIM
cells/interpolation points.
2). In the cell-centered FVM formulation, the transport flux at the interface depends on the values of solution variables in the computational cells on both sides.
Therefore, to construct ROM-DEIM, the cells adjacent to the DEIM cells/interpolation
points also need to be extracted in order to update the quantities at the interface and
assemble the entries of the nonlinear terms at the DEIM cells.
3). Following the method proposed in this chapter, an accurate global ROMDEIM is immediately obtained at the end of the hybrid snapshot simulation that can
be utilized for fast online simulation.
4). The combination of the hybrid snapshot simulation and ROM-DEIM construction demonstrate excellent computational performance in case studies of numerical
heat transfer. Only a small number of intervals, 4 and 2 out of 12, are simulated by
FOM in the two case studies, and the computational cost of the snapshot simulation
is reduced by ∼ 50% without compromising accuracy of ROM-DEIM. The performance of the developed ROM-DEIM with the different number of DEIM cells is also
evaluated by comparing with the FOM solution for the online verification simulation.
MSRD error less than 0.8% and 0.12% could be achieved for both case studies. The
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precomputed POD modes of the nonlinear terms and nonlinear term updating and
assembly at the DEIM cells significantly accelerate ROM simulation during the online verification simulation. ROM-DEIM only takes ∼ 5.13% and ∼ 5.48% relative
to FOM simulation, and ∼ 27.5% and ∼ 16.38% relative to HROM without DEIM
in both cases.
It should be noted that the ROM-DEIM and hybrid snapshot simulation may
be ill-suited for convection-dominated problems that involve moving fronts of the
field variables, such as Burgers equation with a shock propagating in a 1D domain.
This is because the POD modal information and ROM constructed in earlier time
intervals may not accurately represent that in the later time intervals, leading to
poor approximation, which will be thoroughly investigated in Chapter.5. It will also
include embedding GNAT into the snapshot simulation by developing new model
switch criteria to further improve the computational efficiency of the hybrid snapshot
simulation.
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Chapter 4
DEIM-embedded Hybrid Snapshot Simulation
For Reduced Order Model Generation
In this chapter, a DEIM-embedded hybrid approach is proposed in the snapshot
simulation for further computational acceleration of snapshot shot data generation.
Several novelties are featured: (1) a new methodology is proposed to embed DEIM
into the snapshot simulation, which according to the best of our knowledge has not
been reported before. Its feasibility and applicability is systematically investigated;
(2) accordingly, multiple model switch criteria are proposed to makethe model switch
among FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM on-the-fly during the snapshot simulation; (3)
two groups of POD basis vectors, including one for the solution variable and the other
for the nonlinear terms generated in the snapshot simulation are used to monitor the
trajectory of ROM and ROM-DEIM separately for rational model switch. Both of
them are updated efficiently during the simulation using incremental SVD [17, 18] to
minimize the computational cost of POD; and (4) a computationally efficient ROMDEIM will form at the end of the proposed hybrid snapshot simulation without the
need for another DEIM procedure, and the ROM-DEIM can be used to accelerate
the online simulation.
The organization of this chapter is as follows: the methodology of the DEIMembedded hybrid snapshot simulation is presented in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2 the
general process of FOM, ROM and ROM-DEIM will be described, respectively. The
reconstruction of snapshot data for nonlinear terms in ROM will also be discussed. In
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Section 4.3 FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM for a numerical heat transfer model will be
elucidated. In Section 4.4 we will introduce two case studies based on the numerical
heat transfer model, and the performance of the proposed DEIM-embedded hybrid
snapshot simulation will be characterized quantitatively. This chapter ends with a
technical summary in Section 4.5.

4.1

Methodology of DEIM-Embedded Hybrid Snapshot Simulation

In this section the proposed methodology of DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation to accelerate snapshot data generation and ROM construction is presented. As
shown in Fig. 4.1, the whole time span of the snapshot simulation (labeled “1" in Fig.
4.1) is divided into multiple intervals. Each interval will be simulated by FOM, ROM,
or ROM-DEIM. Note that the difference between ROM and ROM-DEIM is that in
the former, the approximation only arises from projection of the solution variable,
while in the latter both projection of the solution variable and DEIM approximation
of the nonlinear terms are used to further accelerate the simulation [27, 29]. The computations undertaken within the FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM interval are given as
follows:

1.) In the FOM interval, the FOM will be simulated to produce the snapshot
data Ψ of the solution variable Y (t) ∈ <n in the full domain and the snapshot data
ΨH for the nonlinear term will be obtained by applying the nonlinear operator H
onto Ψ and stored in memory. where n is the dimension of FOM. At the end of
the FOM interval (labelled “2" in Fig. 4.1), several steps of computation will be
carried out, including:(i) singular value decomposition (SVD) or incremental singular
value decomposition (iSVD) is applied onto Ψ and ΨH to create or update the local
POD basis vectors Ur and UH
r ; and (ii) two switch criteria, CF 2R and CR2D will be
evaluated to determine if the simulation in the next interval should remain using FOM
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or switch to ROM or ROM-DEIM. If switched to ROM-DEIM, the DEIM procedure
will be performed.
2.) In the ROM interval, the local ROM should be constructed first by projecting
FOM onto the latest Ur generated at the end of the previous FOM interval, and the
solutions in reduced domain Yr (t) ∈ <r will be computed, where r is the dimension
of ROM; the reduced solutions Yr will be used to reconstruct the solutions in the
full domain Ŷ (t), and the nonlinear operator H will run through Ŷr to yield reconstructed snapshot data of the nonlinear term Ψ̂H . The computation conducted at the
end of the ROM interval (labeled “3" in Fig. 4.1) includes: (i) iSVD is then applied
onto Ψ̂H to update the local POD basis vectors UH
r ; and (ii) two switch criteria,
CR2F and CR2D will be evaluated to determine if ROM should continue being used in
the next interval or the simulation should switch to FOM or ROM-DEIM. If switched
to ROM-DEIM, the DEIM procedure will be performed.
3.) In the ROM-DEIM interval, ROM-DEIM will be built using the two POD
basis vectors Ur and UH
r generated from the previous FOM and ROM intervals. Ur
is used to project the FOM onto the POD subspace, and UH
r to determine the DEIM
index and interpolate the nonlinear term H to accelerate the snapshot simulation. At
the end of the ROM-DEIM interval (i.e., labeled “4” in Fig. 4.1), two criteria, CR2F
and CD2R will be evaluated to determine which model, ROM-DEIM, ROM, or FOM
should be utilized in the next interval.
The key idea of the proposed DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation approach is that the local ROM and ROM-DEIM can be used to quickly traverse intervals containing less or no new information of subspace updating to reduce the
computational cost of snapshot simulation. As discussed above, FOM, ROM, and
ROM-DEIM represents a hierarchy of model approximation from the most accurate
and costly to the least. Therefore, they can be utilized selectively to meet different
requirements of POD modes and accuracy during the hybrid snapshot simulation.
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Figure 4.1 The methodology of DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation and
the construction of ROM-DEIM in online simulation:(1) the whole process of DEIMembedded hybrid snapshot simulation; (2) the SVD/iSVD updating of Ur and UH
r
and DEIM algorithm after each FOM interval(if switch to ROM or ROM-DEIM);
(3) the SVD/iSVD updating of UH
r and DEIM algorithm after each ROM interval(if
switch to ROM-DEIM); (4) no updating in basis after each ROM-DEIM interval;
(5) the online simulation in ROM-DEIM constructed by Ur and UH
r in the hybrid
snapshot simulation.
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Specifically, FOM offers the highest-fidelity computation, and should be used only
when necessary, viz., when both ROM and ROM-DEIM and their POD modes Ur
and UH
r are inaccurate and need to be updated. Although providing no new information of Ur , ROM can be used to enrich the snapshot data of nonlinear terms,
refine UH
r , and enhance the ROM-DEIM. On the other hand, while employing more
approximations, ROM-DEIM is the most computationally efficient model, and its use
should be maximized when allowed.
During the online simulation (label “5" in Fig. 4.1), the ROM-DEIM created
at the end of the snapshot simulation along with the POD basis vectors Ur for
the solution variable and UH
r for the nonlinear terms and the DEIM interpolation
points is used for computation. Since the numbers of DEIM interpolation points and
the dimension of the projection subspace Ur are quite small compared to the FOM
dimension, ROM-DEIM in the online simulation will run at an extremely fast speed.
Note that time span partitioning is not necessary in the online simulation.
The key components of the method will be discussed below. Specifically, the logic
threads of DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation are introduced in Section
4.1.1. The switch criteria for model selection are presented in Section 4.1.2. The SVD
and iSVD procedure to generate and update POD modes of the solution variable and
the nonlinear term is described in Section 4.1.3.

4.1.1

DEIM-Embedded Hybrid Snapshot Simulation

The entire time span of the snapshot simulation is divided into Ni intervals of the
equal length, and the length of each interval is ∆t. A constant time step of δt  ∆t
is used for computing all the models with ∆t = N δt, where N is the number of the
time steps in each interval. Thus, the physical time that is simulated at the end of the
ith interval is iN δt = i∆t. As discussed above, the DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot
simulation is organized by switching the model among FOM, ROM and ROM-DEIM
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Figure 4.2 The flow chart of DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation.
on the fly by evaluating a set of criteria at the end of each interval:

1. As shown by logic thread “a", two switch criteria, CF 2R and CR2D , respectively,
labeled as “a-1" and “a-2" in Fig. 4.2, will be evaluated at the end of the FOM interval
to determine which model to use in the next interval. CF 2R will first be evaluated.
If it is false, FOM will remain in use in the next interval, which implies that both
ROM and ROM-DEIM are not sufficiently accurate, and their POD modes Ur and
UH
r need to be updated. Otherwise, either ROM or ROM-DEIM should be used
in the next interval, and the second criterion CR2D will be examined. If it is false,
ROM-DEIM is still inaccurate, and only the POD modes of the nonlinear term UH
r
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needs to be improved, and ROM should be employed in the next interval. If true,
ROM-DEIM is considered accurate, and will be accepted in the next interval.
2. At the end of the ROM interval, two switch criteria, CR2F and CR2D , respectively, labeled as “b-1" and “b-2" in logic thread “b" in Fig. 4.2, will be evaluated.
CR2F will be evaluated first. If it is true, ROM starts to deviate from its subspace,
leading to large errors, and the simulation will return to FOM in the next interval. Otherwise, the second criterion CR2D will be inspected. Similar to the above,
depending on its outcome (false or true), ROM-DEIM or ROM should be utilized.
3. At the end of the ROM-DEIM interval, two switch criteria, CR2F and CD2R ,
respectively, labeled as “c-1" and “c-2" in logic thread “c" in Fig. 4.2, will be evaluated.
CR2F will be evaluated first. If true, the simulation will return to FOM in the next
interval because ROM-DEIM starts to become inaccurate. Otherwise, the second
criterion CD2R will be evaluated to examine the trajectory of the nonlinear terms,
and a “true" response indicates that ROM-DEIM and associated POD modes of
nonlinear terms are not accurate, giving rise to large errors. Therefore, the simulation
is switched to ROM. Otherwise, ROM-DEIM will remain in use.
The POD basis vectors Ur need updates after each FOM interval while UH
r need
updates after each FOM or each ROM. The interpolating points of DEIM [27, 29]
should be updated based on the updates of nonlinear terms UH
r in each FOM or
ROM (if switch to ROM-DEIM in the next interval). Algorithm. 3 show the entire
algorithm of DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation.
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Algorithm 3: The DEIM-embedded hybrid algorithm in snapshot simulation.
Input: rd, re, ε1, ε2, and ε, ε1H, ε2H and εH, N, Ni, Δt and the initial Y0.
% The first interval in the time span
[Ψ, ΨH,Y] = RunFOM();
% Compute snapshot data Ψ, ΨH using FOM
% ΨH = H(Y)
% Represent snapshot data ΨH for nonlinear terms in FOM
Ψ = UΣVT; Ur = U(:,1:rd+re);
% Compute POD modes Ur using SVD
ΨH = UHΣHVH T; UrH = UH(:,1:mH);
% Compute POD modes for nonlinear parts UrH using SVD
% Evaluate switching criteria to decide which model to use in the next interval: FOM/ROM/ROM-DEIM
if (CF2R,1 ≤ ε1 and CF2R,2 ≤ ε2)
SolverFlag = ROM/ROM-DEIM with an order of (rd + re)
% ROM/ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval
else
SolverFlag = FOM
% FOM will be used in the next interval
end
if SolverFlag == ROM/ROM-DEIM
if (CR2D,1 ≤ ε1H and CR2D,2 ≤ ε2H)
SolverFlag = ROM-DEIM with an order of (rd + re)
% ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval
DEIM in H(Y) using UrH;
% DEIM procedure for nonlinear parts
else
SolverFlag = ROM
% ROM will be used in the next interval
end
end
for i = 2: Ni
if SolverFlag == FOM
[Ψ, ΨH, Y] = RunFOM();
%ΨH = H(Y)
[U, , V] = iSVD[U, , V, Ψ]; Ur = U(:,1:rd+re);
[UH, H, VH] = iSVD[UH, H, VH, ΨH]; UrH = UH(:,1:mH);
if (CF2R,1 ≤ ε1 and CF2R,2 ≤ ε2)
SolverFlag = ROM/ROM-DEIM with an order of (rd + re)
else
SolverFlag = FOM
end
if SolverFlag == ROM/ROM-DEIM
if (CR2D,1 ≤ ε1H and CR2D,2 ≤ ε2H)
SolverFlag = ROM-DEIM with an order of (rd + re)
DEIM in H(Y) using UrH;
else
SolverFlag = ROM
end
end
elseif SolverFlag == ROM-DEIM
[ , Ψ, Yr] = RunROM-DEIM();
if (CR2F ≥ ε)
SolverFlag = FOM
else
SolverFlag = ROM/ROM-DEIM
end
if SolverFlag == ROM/ROM-DEIM
if (CD2R ≥ εH)
SolverFlag = ROM
else
SolverFlag = ROM-DEIM
end
end
elseif SolverFlag == ROM
[Ψ, ΨH, Yr] = RunROM();
% ΨH = (UrYr)
[UH, H, VH] = iSVD[UH, H, VH, ΨH]; UrH = UH(:,1:mH);
if (CR2F ≥ ε)
SolverFlag = FOM
else
SolverFlag = ROM/ROM-DEIM
end
if SolverFlag == ROM/ROM-DEIM
if (CR2D,1 ≤ ε1H and CR2D,2 ≤ ε2H)
SolverFlag = ROM-DEIM with an order of (rd + re)
DEIM in H(UrYr) using UrH;
else
SolverFlag = ROM
end
end

% Compute the time intervals from 2 to Ni
% Compute snapshot data Ψ, ΨH using FOM
% Represent snapshot data ΨH for nonlinear terms in FOM
% iSVD updating of Ur
% iSVD updating of U,H
% ROM/ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval
% FOM will be used in the next interval

% ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval
% DEIM procedure for nonlinear parts
% ROM will be used in the next interval

% Compute snapshot data Ψ using ROM-DEIM
% FOM will be used in the next interval
% ROM/ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval

% ROM will be used in the next interval
% ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval

% Compute snapshot data Ψ, ΨH using ROM
% Represent snapshot data ΨH using reconstructed full solution for nonlinear terms
% iSVD updating of UrH
% FOM will be used in the next interval
% ROM/ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval

% ROM-DEIM will be used in the next interval
% DEIM procedure for nonlinear parts
% ROM will be used in the next interval

end
Output: POD modes Ur and UrH and ROM-DEIM Model
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4.1.2

The criteria for model switch

In this section, the quantitative criteria used in Section 4.1.1 to decide the model
switch are presented, including CF 2R (from FOM to ROM), CR2F (from ROM to
FOM), CR2D (from ROM to ROM-DEIM) and CD2R (from ROM-DEIM to ROM).
Note that the model switch between ROM-DEIM and FOM can be determined by
evaluating these criteria in combination. The criteria are designed based on the
singular values corresponding to the POD modes Ur or UH
r [85, 10], and the trajectory
of the ROM solution and the nonlinear term in the subspace Ur . The details of the
criteria are given below:
1) Switch of FOM→ROM is decided by evaluating the criterion CF 2R which is
based on the singular values σ1 , ..., σj , ..., σN that indicates importance of the POD
basis vectors of the snapshot data in the underlying subspace [85]. It consists of two
sub-criteria CF 2R,1 and CF 2R,2
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where rd is the number of basic POD modes retained and re is the number of extended
modes, and that r = rd + re . 1 and 2 are the tolerance parameters for the two subcriteria. These criteria are discussed in Chapter.2. If both sub-criteria are satisfied,
the current POD basis vectors accurately represent the subspace of the FOM solution,
the local ROM will be built and simulation will switch to ROM in the next interval.
Due to the fact that POD modes from rd + re + 1 to N is a subset of those from rd + 1
to N , 2 < 1 is always valid. In addition, r = rd + re is the dimension of the ROM
in simulation.
2) Switch from ROM→FOM is determined by evaluating the criterion CR2F at
the end of each ROM interval or ROM-DEIM interval:
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where Yr,j (i∆t) represents the coordinates of the j th mode of the ROM solution
vector at the end of the ith ROM interval. This criterion is also discussed in Chapter.2.
A very low value of CR2F indicates excellent representation of the POD subspace, and
the ROM trajectories align well with the subspace. However, when CR2F exceeds the
tolerance parameter , it means that the existing POD subspace cannot capture the
trajectory of ROM very well, and the simulation needs to switch back to FOM [75, 10].
3) Switch of ROM→ROM-DEIM is determined by the criterion CR2D , which
examines the singular values of the POD modes of nonlinear terms UH
r . Similar to
CF 2R , two sub-criteria CR2D,1 and CR2D,2 are defined:
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H
where H
1 and 2 are the two tolerance parameters, and H denotes the quantities as-

sociated with nonlinear terms. The switch is based on importance of the POD basis
vectors in the snapshot data of nonlinear terms, which is determined by the singular
H
values σ1H , ..., σjH , ..., σN
corresponding to the basis vectors. Similar to the above, re

extended modes are introduced as the probe to inspect the change rate of the cumulative energy ratio, however, mH denotes the DEIM number of the nonlinear terms.
If sub-criteria are satisfied, the POD basis vectors UH
r represent well the subspace
of the nonlinear terms and are suitable for DEIM and nonlinear term interpolation.
Thus, simulation will switch from ROM to ROM-DEIM in the next interval.
4) Switch of ROM-DEIM→ROM will be decided by examining two criteria CR2F
and CD2R (i.e., logic thread “c” in Fig. 4.2) at the end of each local ROM-DEIM
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interval. Since ROM-DEIM is a ROM with nonlinear term interpolation and approximation, the first evaluation of CR2F will inspect if its trajectory in the reduced
domain is still well contained within the subspace Ur (similar to above). If it is
not, the simulation will immediately switch to FOM. Otherwise, the second criterion
CD2R will be evaluated, which is given by:

CD2R =

 21
 rd +re
X
2
Ĥr,j (i∆t) 




 j=rd +1

 r +r

 dXe



Ĥ2r,j

≥ H ,

Ĥr = UTr Ĥ

(4.4)

(i∆t)

j=1

where Ĥ is the nonlinear term interpolated through DEIM, Ĥr represents its projection onto the subspace Ur , and the specific form of Ĥ will be given below. Subscript
j is the j th element of Ĥr , i is the ith interval, and H is the tolerance parameter. Eq.
4.4 essentially evaluates the relative ratio (and significance) of the modal coordinate
of the extended modes of Ĥ (from rd + 1 to rd + re ) relative to all r = rd + re modes.
A high value of CR2F beyond the tolerance parameter H signifies that the interpolated nonlinear term starts to deviate from the POD subspace for ROM computation,
leading to large error. Therefore, DEIM should not remain in use in the next interval,
instead, ROM should be considered.
5) The switch of FOM→ROM-DEIM will be determined by sequentially evaluating
both criteria in (1) and (3), i.e., logic thread “a" in Fig. 4.2. If both are valid, the
simulation will be directly switched from FOM to ROM-DEIM.
6) The switch of ROM-DEIM→FOM will be determined by evaluating CR2F (“c1" in Fig. 4.2). The argument is the same as that in 4). That is, ROM-DEIM is a
ROM with DEIM approximation, and its trajectory in the reduced domain Ur needs
to be first examined to decide if the simulation should return to FOM immediately.
It should be noted that the criteria 3)−6) proposed above are the most important
novelty of the present research, which allows to combine the models with hierarchical
approximation and fidelity into the hybrid snapshot simulation.
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4.1.3

POD mode creation(SVD) and updating(iSVD)

The POD modes Ur and UH
r are first generated by applying SVD, respectively, to
the snapshot data of the solution variable and the nonlinear terms at the end of the
first FOM interval, and then updated by incremental SVD (iSVD) in the subsequent
intervals when new snapshot data are produced. It should be emphasized that Ur
will be updated only at the end of the FOM interval, but not at the end of any ROM
or ROM-DEIM interval. This is because the ROM trajectory is within the given
subspace Ur , and ROM simulation does not contribute to any new information to
the subspace Ur . On the other hand, UH
r will be updated with new snapshot data
of nonlinear terms obtained in both the FOM and ROM intervals, but not in any
ROM-DEIM interval for the same reason. The ultimate POD modes Ur and UH
r
generated at the end of the snapshot simulation are then utilized for constructing
ROM-DEIM for the online simulation.
Similar to prvious chapters Ψ ≈ UΣVT .Once the new snapshot data Ψb becomes
available, iSVD [17] based on a computationally efficient low-rank SVD procedure
will be used to update the POD basis vector U:


T

V 0
T
 ,
Ψ Ψb ≈ UΣVT Ψb ≈ U J ŨΣ̃Ṽ 


0 I













(4.5)





V 0
 Ṽ.
then the updated the POD modes are U ← U J Ũ, Σ ← Σ̃, and V ← 


0 I
Apart from the updates of POD modes, the iSVD procedure above is also applied to




update the POD modes of the nonlinear terms UH
r with the following difference. The
snapshot data of nonlinear terms ΨH will be used, which can be generated from two
sources: the solutions in the full domain directly computed by FOM or reconstructed
from the ROM solution. Therefore, iSVD to update UH
r will be performed at the end
of both the FOM and the ROM interval. In addition, the order of truncation for UH
r ,
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which is the number of the DEIM interpolation points/indices, will also be different
from that of Ur .

4.2

Constructions of FOM, ROM and ROM-DEIM

In this chapter a transport-related nonlinear numerical model is obtained based on
the cell-centered finite volume method (FVM) according to the previous chapters. It
includes two kinds of nonlinearities: the inter-cell transport nonlinear term arising
from the transport flux between computational cells, when the material property of
the transport depends on the solution variable (e.g., temperature-dependent thermal
conductivity and concentration-dependent diffusivity); and the cell-wise nonlinear
term that involves nonlinear contributions within a computational cell (e.g., nonlinear
boundary conditions and source terms).

4.2.1

FOM construction

The FOM of the governing transport equations can be written in the form of an
ordinary differential equation(ODE) set [10, 11, 12]:
dY
= H (Y) ,
dt

(4.6)

where Y (t) ∈ <n is the vector of the FOM solution variable with the dimension
n, which depends on time t. n denotes the number of mesh cells in the discretized
computational domain. H ∈ <n is also a vector arising from the discretization of
the spatial differential terms and any others that can be separate from the temporal
differential in the original PDE. As discussed above, since two types of nonlinearities
are taken into account, H (Y) in Eq 4.6 can be separated into the transport-related
nonlinear term and the cell-wise nonlinear term, both of which are also functions of Y
and denoted, respectively, by F (Y) ∈ <n (transport-related) and G (Y) ∈ <n (cellwise). Thus, Eq. 4.6 can be rewritten as:
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dY
= F (Y) + G (Y) .
dt

(4.7)

Note that Eq. 4.7 is also applicable to the scenarios when the linear and/or the
constant terms are present. Since their counterparts in the reduced domain can be
pre-computed in the ROM, they can be added as an additional term in Eq. 4.7 or
included into F or G without affecting the generality of the method.

4.2.2

ROM construction

In this section, we will describe the process of ROM construction that reduces the
computational dimension of FOM using the subspace projection. In other words,
FOM is projected onto the POD basis vectors Ur ∈ <n×r obtained above, yielding
a ROM with a low dimension r, that is, Y ≈ Ur Yr , where Yr ∈ <r represents the
solution variables in the reduced domain. By substituting Y ≈ Ur Yr into Eq. 4.7,
left-multiplying Ur on both sides, and applying orthogonality of Ur , ROM can be
obtained:
dYr
= UTr F (Ur Yr ) + UTr G (Ur Yr ) ,
dt
4.2.3

(4.8)

ROM-DEIM construction

Discrete empirical interpolation method (DEIM) is an efficient approach to approximate nonlinear terms in ROMs through interpolation of the entries at selected spatial
locations to reduce the cost of assembling nonlinear terms [27, 29]. There are three
steps to implement DEIM in our hybrid snapshot simulation. First the POD basis
vectors for the snapshot data of the nonlinear terms are computed by SVD or iSVD
at the end of each FOM or ROM interval. Second, grid points/cells (i.e., their indices) are selected at the spatial locations, where the residual of reconstructing the
next POD basis vector is largest. Last, the entries of the nonlinear terms only at the
selected grid points/cells are assembled, which are then used to interpolate the rest
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in the full domain within the POD subspace identified in the first step. Accordingly,
the ROM-DEIM generation requires the POD modes of both the solution variables
Ur and the nonlinear terms UH
r , which are acquired and updated in the preceding
FOM and ROM intervals. Since two types of nonlinear terms, the transport-related
F (Y) and the cell-wise G (Y) are considered separately, their POD modes are also
n×mG
different, which are denoted by UFr ∈ <n×mF and UG
, respectively, where
r ∈ <

mF  n and mG  n are the number of POD modes retained for the two nonlinear
terms, and also the number of the DEIM interpolation points/cells for them.
In DEIM, an interpolation matrix P ∈ <n×m is defined to store m interpolation
indices (i.e., grid points/cells) selected out of from the n spatial locations in the FOM,
i.e.,
P = [e℘1 , e℘2 , ..., e℘m ] ,

(4.9)

where e℘i = [0, ..., 0, 1, 0, ..., 0]T represents the ℘th
i column of the n dimensional identity matrix In ∈ <n×n for i = 1, ..., m. Again because of the presence of two types of
nonlinear terms F (Y) and G (Y), there are two corresponding interpolation matrices
PF ∈ <n×mF and PG ∈ <n×mG . PF and PG are determined by the DEIM algorithm
[27, 28].
It should be emphasized that F (Y) originates from the transport fluxes at the cell
interfaces that depend on the solution values at the present cell and its neighboring
cells. Therefore, in addition to the DEIM cells PF , the indices of their surrounding
cells also need to be extracted in order to assemble F (Y) that conserves transport
quantities within the DEIM cell. That is, for each iteration of simulation, solution
values at both the DEIM cells and their surrounding cells will be used to update
the transport fluxes at their interfaces to assemble F (Y) at DEIM points/cells. The
detailed procedure to develop DEIM in the FVM formulation with nonlinear transport
is presented elsewhere by the authors [11]. Thus, the nonlinear terms F (Y(t)) and
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G (Y(t)) can be approximated in the ROM-DEIM, i.e.,


F (Y(t)) ≈ F (Ur Yr (t)) ≈ UFr PTF UFr


−1

G
T
G (Y(t)) ≈ G (Ur Yr (t)) ≈ UG
r PG Ur

PTF F (Ur Yr (t)) ,

−1

(4.10)

PTG G (Ur Yr (t)) .

Eq. 4.10 clearly reveals the two approximations used in the ROM-DEIM. The first
” ≈ ” in each of Eq. 4.10 is a result of reconstructing the full domain solution Y using
the POD subspace Ur and the ROM solution Yr , and the second ” ≈ ” is attributed
to DEIM approximation. Multiplying PF and PG on the left side of F (Ur Yr (t)) and
G (Ur Yr (t)), means that only mF rows of F and mG rows of G need to be assembled,
respectively, during ROM-DEIM simulation, leading to computational acceleration.
Additional computational efficiency can be gained through pre-computation of the
matrices that remain unchanged during ROM-DEIM simulation, such as


CF = UFr PTF UFr

−1

,



T
G
CG = UG
r PG Ur

−1

.

(4.11)

CF and CG in Eq. 4.11 represents combined matrix operations of the DEIM
interpolation and POD reconstruction from the selected rows of F and G. Substituting Eqs. 4.10 and 4.11 into Eq. 4.8, the whole ROM-DEIM with separate inter-cell
transport and cell-wise nonlinear terms is given by:
dYr
= UTr CF PTF F (Ur Yr ) + UTr CG PTG G (Ur Yr ) .
dt

(4.12)

It should be noted that the POD mode Ur used to project the entire FOM and
POD modes UFr and UG
r for DEIM will be created and updated at the end of the FOM
interval. However, updating of POD modes UFr and UG
r could also be performed
at the end of the ROM intervals using the snapshot data of the nonlinear terms
reconstructed in the full domain which will be further elucidated in the next section.

4.2.4

Enrichment of snapshot data for nonlinear terms

Traditionally, the snapshot data for the nonlinear terms is obtained by simulating
FOMs only, which however may not be well-suited for our hybrid snapshot simulation
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for several reasons: first, as show in Chapter.2 and Chapter.3 [10, 11], FOM is only
used in a small fraction of intervals, which may not generate adequate snapshot data
to represent POD subspace of the nonlinear terms; second, DEIM interpolates the
entries at selected grid points/cells in the spatial domain. The number of the entire
computational mesh is normally much larger than the dimension of the ROM, and the
solution data only collected in the FOM interval may be insufficient for generating
DEIM interpolation points/cells. Therefore, in this chapter we enrich the snapshot
data of the nonlinear terms by utilizing the solution in the ROM interval as well.
However, all the solution data obtained in the ROM interval are in the reduced
domain with the low dimension r, i.e., Yr ∈ <r , which needs to be reconstructed
into the full dimension first using Ŷ = Ur Yr , where Ŷ ∈ <n is the reconstructed
solution in the full domain. Then the snapshot data of nonlinear terms, i.e., Ψ̂F
and Ψ̂G could be acquired by running the nonlinear operators F and G through Ŷ.
The idea is based on the fact that the spanning basis vectors of the nonlinear terms
are different from the solution variables of ROM. Then the POD modes, UFr and
UG
r of the nonlinear terms will be updated using iSVD and truncation following the
procedure outlined in Section 2.3 at the end of both the FOM and ROM intervals.
The details for enriching snapshot data of the nonlinear terms are given in Chapter.3
[11].

4.3

Numerical Model of Heat Transfer

A numerical heat transfer model discretized by FVM to study, evaluate, and demonstrate the DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation according to the previous
chapters. For the sake of completeness, the corresponding FOM, ROM, and ROMDEIM will be briefly presented below following the generalized formulation in Eqs.
4.7, 4.8, and 4.12, and more detailed description can be found in Chapter.3 [11].
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With the FVM discretization, the ODE form of the numerical heat transfer model
[93, 10, 11] is given by:
M (T (t))



dT (t)
∗4
−
T
(t)
+ B̃c + B̃u,
= Ãn (T (t)) T (t) + R̃s T∗4
inf,R
dt

(4.13)

where T(t) ∈ <n denotes the vector of the temperature solution in the full spatial
domain; the superscript ∗ denotes the element-wise operation; M (T (t)) ∈ <n×n is
a diagonal matrix with nonzero diagonal elements representing the thermal capacitance/mass of all computational cells, which is temperature dependent in the present
work; Ãn (T (t)) ∈ <n×n is a sparse matrix representing the inter-cell thermal conductance among cells and conductance between the cell center and the boundary
face at the isothermal boundaries; R̃s ∈ <n×n is also a diagonal matrix describing
the external radiation at the boundaries, and the diagonal elements are the external
radiative heat transfer links. Only the position in the matrix corresponding to the
cells adjacent to the radiative boundaries will have non-zero values; Tinf,R ∈ <n denotes the environmental temperature values at the far field for the external radiation;
B̃c ∈ <n is the constant source term; B̃ ∈ <n×d is the input matrix that distributes
the effects of the input u into each computational cells, and d is the dimension of
inputs. In the present work, the heat flux applied at the external boundaries of the
numerical model is treated as the input u.
After being normalized by the thermal capacity matrix, it is given by:
dT (t)
= AT (t) + RT (t)∗4 + D + Bu.
dt

(4.14)

When the simulation switches to ROM, the POD basis vectors Ur generated/updated
in the previous FOM interval are utilized for subspace projection, i.e., T(t) ≈ Ur Tr (t),
yielding
dTr (t)
= Ar Tr (t) + Rr (Ur Tr (t))∗4 + Dr + Br u.
dt

(4.15)

It should be pointed out that the introduction of the temperature-dependent thermal capacitance M gives rise to the nonlinearity of all terms above, which is different
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from the model used in Chapter.2 and Chapter.3 [10, 11]. In other words, during
ROM simulation all the terms on the RHS of Eq. 4.14 need to be assembled and
updated first and then projected onto the POD subspace to obtain ROM in Eq. 4.15.
This will be carried out on all computational grid points/cells in each time step and
iteration, resulting in significant computational costs.
Therefore, the ROM-DEIM is needed to further reduce the computational cost by
interpolating the entries of the nonlinear terms at selected DEIM grid points/cells.
In this chapter, DEIM will be performed on the four terms on RHS of Eq. 4.14
separately rather than their combinations for enhanced interpolation accuracy [28,
19]. Correspondingly, four sets of the POD modes of the nonlinear terms will be
maintained and updated throughout the snapshot simulation, i.e., UA
r for the interD
cell transport term, UR
r for the external radiation term; Ur for the source term,

and UB
r for the input contribution. All of them are generated or updated by SVD
or iSVD and then truncated at their individual DEIM numbers mA , mR , mD , and
mB as discussed above. Following Section 3.3, the pre-computed matrices for DEIM
interpolation are written as:


Ci = Uir PTi Uir

−1

(4.16)

where subscript i can be A, R, D, and B to represent the quantities for the corresponding nonlinear terms, and Pi is the interpolation index matrix. Thus, following
Eq. 4.12 the ROM-DEIM of this numerical heat transfer model is given by:

∗4
dTr (t)
= QA AP Ur Tr (t) + QR RP Ũr Tr (t) + QD Dp + QB BP u,
dt

(4.17)

where
QA = UTr CA ,
QR = UTr CR ,
QD = UTr CD ,
QB = UTr CB
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(4.18)

are the combined operation of ROM projection and DEIM interpolation and can be
pre-computed. The matrices in assembly and updating could be in row-selection:
AP = PTA A,
RP = PTR RPR ,
DP =

(4.19)

PTD D,

BP = PTB B
are the operations that only assemble selected rows (corresponding to the DEIM
indices) of the A, R, D and B matrices. It is noticed that in the radiation term
∗ is the element-wise operation and R is a diagonal matrix, which means that the


∗4

term PTR R (Ur Tr (t))∗4 is equivalent to PTR RPR PTR Ur Tr (t)

. The latter is more

computationally efficient, as only mR columns of R and mR rows of Ur will be used
in their multiplication. Therefore,
Ũr = PTR Ur

(4.20)

is pre-computed before the ROM-DEIM interval. Again it should be noted that in
Eq. 4.17, DEIM is also applied to the source term D because of the temperaturedependent thermal capacitance M, which is different from our previous model [11].

4.4

Numerical Configurations, Results and Discussions

Case studies based on two numerical models of nonlinear heat transfer are performed
to verify the DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation approach.

4.4.1

Model configurations

Table 4.1 Thermal properties of the constituent materials with constant
values(SS: Stainless Steel; MW: Mineral Wool)
Materials Thermal Conductivity Density Specific Heat
(W/m K)
(kg/m3)
(J/kg K)
SS
14.89
8020
490
MW
0.043
150
840
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Figure 4.3 The configurations of multi-layer annular cone model: (a) Geometry;
(b) The heat flux profile prescribed at the three quarters of the outer wall of the
computational model and used in both the snapshot simulation (in red) and the
online simulation (in green).
Table 4.2 Thermal properties of the constituent materials with
temperature-dependent properties(SS: Stainless Steel; MW: Mineral
Wool)
Materials Thermal Conductivity Density Specific Heat
(W/m K)
(kg/m3)
(J/kg K)
SS
10.33 + 0.0154 × T
8020
443 + 0.2 × T
−0.7 × 10−6 × T 2
−8 × 10−7 × T 2
MW
0.05524 − 1.328 × 10−4 × T
150
840
+3.143 × 10−7 × T 2

Similar to Chapter. 3, the first benchmark model is an annular cone (Fig. 4.3a) in
which heat is transferred from the heated boundaries to all directions by conduction.
The time-dependent profiles of the heat flux in both of the snapshot simulation and
the online simulation are different as shown in Fig. 4.3b. In addition, the model is
simulated with both the constant material properties and the temperature-dependent
material properties to manifest the effect of the transport-related nonlinearity on the
temperature solution [11]. The material properties for both scenarios are listed in
Table. 4.1 and Table. 5.1, respectively.
The second benchmark model is an extended fin array (Fig. 4.4a). The prescribed
heat flux profiles of the snapshot simulation and the online simulation are illustrated
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Figure 4.4 The configurations of extended fins model: (a) Geometry; (b) The heat
flux profiles are prescribed at the bottom of the substrate in the computational model
and used in both the snapshot simulation (in red) and the online simulation (in green).
in Fig. 4.4b. Likewise, to evaluate their nonlinear effects on the temperature solution,
the constant material properties and the temperature-dependent properties of the
model are given in Table. 4.1 and Table. 5.1.

4.4.2

Results and discussions

In this section, numerical results for both the snapshot simulation and the online
simulation are presented and discussed. Again, in the former, hybrids snapshot data
is generated by alternating simulation among FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM, and
POD modes are computed for solution variables and the nonlinear terms for ROMDEIM. In the online simulation, only the generated ROM-DEIM is used to accelerate
the computational speed. To facilitate discussion below, several abbreviations are
defined: SS-Hybrid denotes the hybrid snapshot simulation that only involves the
model switch between FOM and ROM in Chapter.2 [10]; SS-Hybrid-DEIM denotes
the hybrid snapshot simulation proposed in this chapter, including FOM, ROM, and
ROM-DEIM. The traditional snapshot simulation based on FOM only is termed as
SS-FOM. FROM,HROM, and HROM-DEIM denote the ROMs used in the
online simulation that are generated by performing SS-FOM, SS-Hybrid, and SS-
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Hybrid-DEIM, respectively. The numerical solutions directly produced by the full
order model is defined as FOM. To quantitatively examine the errors in various
ROMs, two metrics are defined, the absolute error Errabs and the mean square relative
difference(MSRD) error Errmsrd :
Errabs (t) =| Ur Tr (t) − T (t) |,

Errmsrd (t) =

v
u
n
uX
u
u
u
t j=1

(Ur Tr (t))j − Tj (t)
Tj (t)
n

(4.21)

!2

× 100%,

(4.22)

where j is the cell index; and both errors are time dependent.

Case study 1: the annular cone model

In the numerical study of the cone model, the DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot
simulation is first conducted to generate the POD modes and construct HROMDEIM rapidly, and HROM-DEIM is then used for the online simulation. The time
span of the snapshot simulation is 480s, and divided in to 12 intervals, yielding the
time span of ∆t = 40s for each interval. In the online simulation, the total time
span is also 480s as shown in Fig. 4.3. The time step for both simulations is fixed at
δt = 0.25s.
First the numerical results of SS-FOM produced using the constant properties and
the temperature-dependent properties are compared to reveal the importance of the
model nonlinearity caused by materials properties in our model. Fig. 4.5 illustrates
both solutions and the absolute errors Errabs between them. It is evident that the
difference between them is significant.
Next the snapshot data generated by the hybrid approach with or without embedded DEIM is shown in Fig. 4.6. Specifically, Fig. 4.6(a) depicts the numerical
solutions by SS-Hybrid and Fig. 4.6(b) the numerical solutions by SS-Hybrid-DEIM
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Figure 4.5 The plots of FOM solutions produced using (a) the constant properties,
(b) the temperature dependent properties and (c) the absolute error between (a) and
(b) in the cone model.

Figure 4.6 The numerical solutions of the snapshot data for the annular cone model
generated by (a) SS-Hybrid (involving FOM and ROM) and (b) SS-Hybrid-DEIM
(involving FOM, ROM, ROM-DEIM) with DEIM number 30, respectively.
with the DEIM number 30. Comparison of both plots indicates that snapshot solutions produced by both approaches are almost the same and the difference is almost
negligible. The absolute errors Errabs of both solutions in Fig. 4.6 are compared
with SS-FOM, which is shown in Fig. 4.7. It is clear that the absolute errors of both
SS-Hybrid and SS-Hybrid-DEIM are less than 10K, which is very low considering
the magnitude of the temperature solution that is close to 1, 000K as shown in Fig.
4.6. The numerical results confirm the accuracy achieved by SS-Hybrid-DEIM for
snapshot data generation.
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Figure 4.7 The absolute errors of the snapshot data for the annular cone model
generated by (a) SS-Hybrid (involving FOM and ROM) and (b) SS-Hybrid-DEIM
(involving FOM, ROM, ROM-DEIM) with the DEIM number 30, respectively.
Table. 5.2 lists the breakdown of the computational time for each individual
interval of the proposed DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation with the DEIM
number of 30. The parameters of tolerance for model type switches are 1 = 1e−5 , 2 =
1e−6 ,  = 1e−4 , F1 = 1e−3 , F2 = 1e−4 , F = 1e−2 . For this annular cone model, 4 FOM
intervals, 2 ROM intervals, and 6 ROM-DEIM intervals are used, which is determined
on-the-fly by evaluating the switch criterion during snapshot simulation. It also shows
that at the end of each FOM interval (i.e., the 1st , the 5th , the 8th , and the 10th
interval), SVD/iSVD is applied to the snapshot data of the solution variable and the
nonlinear terms to update both POD basis vectors U and UH . Again SVD is only
adopted at the end of the first FOM interval to construct initial modes. However, at
the end of each ROM interval (i.e, the 7th and the 12th interval), only POD modes
UH of the nonlinear terms are updated. In addition, the DEIM process is performed
at the end of each FOM or ROM interval only when the model criteria (3) and (5)
(in Section 2.2) are met and the snapshot simulation switches from FOM or ROM to
ROM-DEIM. Table. 5.2 also indicates that the computational time of ROM-DEIM is
greatly less than that of FOM and ROM, and it can be utilized to accelerate snapshot
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data generation, although it also incurs additional costs of SVD/iSVD and DEIM
computation. In summary, the total snapshot simulation time using the proposed
DEIM-embedded approach is 112.432s. For comparison, two benchmark simulations,
i.e., SS-Hybrid and SS-FOM are also conducted (results not shown in Table. 5.2).
Their computational time is 125.56s and 246.574s, and the acceleration achieved by
the proposed approach is 10.5% and 54.4%, respectively.
Table 4.3 The breakdown of the computational time for DEIM-embedded hybrid
snapshot simulation with the DEIM number 30 in the annular cone model (Unit:s)
Interval

FOM

ROM

1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Total

35.526
...
...
...
18.482
...
...
18.478
...
18.492
...
...
90.978

...
...
...
...
...
...
4.474
...
...
...
...
4.413
8.887

SVD/iSVD
(UH only)
...
...
...
...
...
...
0.669
...
...
...
...
0.671
1.340

ROM
DEIM
...
1.252
1.246
1.123
...
1.268
...
...
1.175
...
1.156
...
7.220

DEIM
0.324
...
...
...
0.269
...
...
0.259
...
0.251
...
...
1.103

SVD/iSVD
(U and UH )
0.281
...
...
...
0.969
...
...
0.824
...
0.830
...
...
2.904

Next we examine the accuracy of HROM-DEIM in the online simulation that is
generated by the proposed DEIM-embedded hybrid approach, viz., SS-Hybrid-DEIM.
Fig. 4.8 illustrates the comparison of the results in the online simulation obtained by
(a) HROM generated by SS-Hybrid but without DEIM, and (b-d) HROM-DEIM with
three different DEIM numbers (30, 40, and 80). It shows that the numerical solutions
produced by HROM-DEIM are nearly the same as those in HROM, and it seems that
the DEIM number does not cause significant difference. Fig. 4.9 depicts the absolute
errors Errabs of HROM and HROM-DEIM related to the FOM solutions. Although
the accuracy of HROM-DEIM is slightly worse than that of HROM, their absolute
errors Errabs are at the same level, both less than 20K, which is very low considering
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Figure 4.8 The numerical solutions of verification simulation for the annular cone
model simulated by (a) HROM and (b-d) HROM-DEIM with three different DEIM
numbers: (b)30, (c)40, and (d)80, respectively.
the large magnitude (up to 1, 000K) of the temperature solutions. Fig. 4.9(b-d) also
reveals that by increasing the DEIM number, the values of Errabs decreases, leading
to more accurate solutions that are closer to HROM. However, it should be noticed
that the increase of DEIM number gives rise to longer computational time of both
the snapshot and online simulation.
The values of the mean square root difference error(MSRD) Errmsrd of all ROM
solutions in Fig. 4.8 are shown in Fig. 4.10. A similar trend is observed that
the magnitudes of Errmsrd seems to decrease as a result of the increasing DEIM
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Figure 4.9 The absolute errors of the numerical solutions in the verification simulation for the annular cone model simulated by (a) HROM and (b-d) HROM-DEIM
with three different DEIM numbers: (b)30, (c)40, and (d)80, respectively.
number, and the magnitude of Errmsrd in HROM without DEIM is the lowest in the
comparison. The magnitude of Errmsrd does not exceed 1% even the DEIM number
decrease to 30, which confirms that the DEIM approach for nonlinear ROM could
improve the computational speed of ROM while preserving the accuracy.
Table 4.4 The comparison of computational time in FOM, HROM, and HROMDEIM in the annular cone model. (Unit:s).
Model Type

FOM

HROM

Time

270.625

53.312
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HROM-DEIM
30
40
80
13.014 13.763 14.137

Figure 4.10 The MSRD errors of the numerical solutions in the verification simulation for the annular cone model simulated by HROM (in black) and HROM-DEIM
with three different DEIM numbers: 30 (in red), 40 (in green), and 80 (in blue),
respectively.
Table. 5.3. lists the computational time of FOM, HROM, and HROM-DEIM
in online simulation. It can be observed that ROMs could accelerate the online
simulation greatly compared with FOMs. The computational time of HROM only is
about 19.7% of the computational time in FOM. However, HROM-DEIM is able to
achieve even higher computational acceleration than HROM due to the reduced cost
of assembling the nonlinear terms: the ratio of the computational time of HROMDEIM to HROM is 24.4% ∼ 26.5% and to FOM is only 4.81% ∼ 5.22%.

Case study 2: the extended fin model

In the second case study of the extended fin model, the total time span of snapshot
simulation is 1200s and is divided into 12 intervals, corresponding to ∆t = 100s for
each time interval. The whole time span of online simulation is 960s. The time step
for all the numerical computations is fixed as δt = 0.5s.
First, the effect of the nonlinearity caused by the temperature-dependent material
properties is studied by comparing its numerical results of snapshot simulation against
those using the constant material properties as illustrated in Fig. 4.11 (a) and (b).
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Figure 4.11 The plots of FOM solutions computed using (a) the constant material
properties; (b) the temperature-dependent properties; and (c) the absolute error between (a) and (b) in the extended fin array model.

Figure 4.12 The numerical solutions of the snapshot data for the extended fin array
model generated by (a) SS-Hybrid (involving FOM and ROM) and (b) SS-HybridDEIM (involving FOM, ROM, ROM-DEIM) with the DEIM number 40, respectively.
In both simulations, FOMs are performed. The absolute errors Errabs between them
are shown in Fig. 4.11 (c). It is clearly observed that their difference is magnificent,
and the nonlinearity of the material properties plays an important role, and needs to
be effectively handled for the acquisition of accurate ROMs.
Fig. 4.12(a) illustrates the numerical solutions generated by SS-Hybrid without
DEIM, while those by SS-Hybrid-DEIM are depicted in Fig. 4.12(b) with the DEIM
number 40. It clearly shows that the snapshot data generated by both approaches are
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Figure 4.13 The absolute errors of the snapshot data for the extended fin array
model generated by (a) SS-Hybrid (involving FOM and ROM) and (b) SS-HybridDEIM (involving FOM, ROM, ROM-DEIM) with the DEIM number 40, respectively.
almost the same. The absolute errors Errabs corresponding to Fig. 4.12 are shown in
Fig. 4.13. It could be seen that in both hybrid approaches the absolute errors Errabs
are lower than 15K, which is very small relative to the magnitude of the solution
in Fig. 4.12. This also confirms salient accuracy of SS-Hybrid-DEIM in snapshot
simulation.
The breakdown of the computational time for each interval during the entire
snapshot simulation is listed in Table. 4.5. The tolerance parameters for model
switches are 1 = 1e−5 , 2 = 1e−6 ,  = 1e−4 , F1 = 7.5e−3 , F2 = 7.5e−4 , F = 7.5e−2 .
The snapshot simulation includes 12 time intervals, in which 2 are simulated by FOM
(the 1st and the 8th ), 2 by ROM (the 10th and the 12th ), and 8 by ROM-DEIM (the
2nd − 7th , 9th , and 11th ). As discussed above, the first interval is always simulated by
FOM, followed by SVD to generate the initial POD modes U and UH for the solution
variable and the nonlinear terms, respectively. Then iSVD is applied at the end of
the 8th FOM interval for updating both sets of POD modes. At the end of the two
ROM intervals, iSVD is also utilized to only update the POD modes of the nonlinear
terms UH . In addition, the DEIM process is performed at the end of each FOM or
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ROM interval (i.e., the 1st , 8th , 10th , and 12th ) when ROM-DEIM is adopted for the
simulation in the next interval.
Table 4.5 The list of the computational time for DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot
simulation with the DEIM number 70 and the time step size δt = 0.5s in the extended
fin array model(Unit:s)
Interval

FOM

ROM

1st
2nd
3th
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
11th
12th
Total

117.128
...
...
...
...
...
...
69.759
...
...
...
...
186.887

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
25.613
...
25.306
50.919

SVD/iSVD
(UH only)
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
3.678
...
3.703
7.381

ROM
DEIM
...
6.152
5.813
5.953
5.779
5.795
8.421
...
5.785
...
5.796
...
49.494

DEIM
6.439
...
...
...
...
...
...
6.582
...
6.597
...
...
19.618

SVD/iSVD
(U and UH )
1.710
...
...
...
...
...
...
4.993
...
...
...
...
6.703

An interesting observation is that 8 ROM-DEIM intervals and 2 ROM intervals out
of the 12 time intervals are accepted in this simulation to accelerate the snapshot data
generation, which however, preserves the accuracy of solutions very well as indicated
by the comparison in Fig. 4.13. It also reflects that the snapshot data may include
a significant amount of redundant information in both the solution variables and
the nonlinear terms, and the traditional FOM-based snapshot simulation is indeed
not necessary for the type of problems under the present study. Since simulation of
ROM-DEIM interval is much faster than FOM and even ROM, a salient reduction in
computational time can be achieved by the proposed approach (i.e., SS-ROM-DEIM).
Specifically, in this case study, its total computational time is only 321.002s, which
is less than the hybrid approach without DEIM (i.e., SS-Hybrid) 444.885s and the
traditional FOM approach SS-FOM, 889.367s, corresponding to 27.85% and 63.91%
acceleration. This case study outperforms the first case study in the computational
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Figure 4.14 The numerical solutions of verification simulation for the extended fin
array model simulated by (a) HROM and (b-d) HROM-DEIM with three different
DEIM numbers: (b)40, (c)70, and (d)150, respectively.
efficiency, which can be mainly attributed to more adoption of ROM and ROM-DEIM
in the snapshot simulation.
Next the numerical solutions of HROM-DEIM generated by the proposed approach, viz., SS-Hybrid-DEIM for the online simulation are interrogated. Fig. 4.14
compares the results of (a) HROM generated by SS-Hybrid without DEIM with the
results of(b-d) HROM-DEIM with three different DEIM numbers. It can be seen that
the results of both are nearly the same, and the difference in the solutions caused by
varying DEIM numbers is negligible. Correspondingly, the absolute errors Errabs are
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Figure 4.15 The absolute errors of the numerical solutions in the verification simulation for the extended fin array model simulated by (a) HROM and (b-d) HROMDEIM with three different DEIM numbers: (b)40, (c)70, and (d) 150, respectively.
presented in Fig. 4.15, which are computed as the difference between the solutions
in Fig. 4.14 and the FOM solutions. Several interesting observations can be made:
first, HROM-DEIM produces accurate results with Errabs < 10K. All the errors initially increase and reach the highest value corresponding to the peak temperature in
Fig. 4.14, and then start to drop and level off at a relatively low level; second, using
HROM-DEIM will not appreciably raise the solution errors compared with HROM;
third, Fig. 4.15(b-d) shows a general trend that the values of Errabs decreases when
a larger DEIM number is employed, leading to more accurate solutions. However,
it should be noticed that the selection of the DEIM indices is based on their indi120

Figure 4.16 The MSRD errors of the numerical solutions in the verification simulation for the extended fin array model simulated by (a) HROM and (b-d) HROMDEIM with three different DEIM numbers: 40 (in red), 70 (in green), and 150 (in
blue), respectively.
vidual contributions to reconstructing the POD basis vectors [27, 29], and hence,
the DEIM number is not directly indicative of ROM accuracy. Likewise, the DEIM
number needs to be chosen with respect to a tradeoff between the accuracy and the
computational efficiency.
In Fig. 4.16, the mean square root difference errors (MSRD) Errmsrd of the
numerical solutions in HROM and HROM-DEIM are calculated. Errmsrd of HROM
and HROM-DEIM follow the same trend as Errabs , in which the values increase at the
beginning, decrease after reaching the peak, and then level off. All Errmsrd are less
than 1% during the whole online simulation. Similarly, a larger DEIM number could
result in a lower value of Errmsrd , and makes the numerical solutions in HROM-DEIM
closer to that in HROM.

Table 4.6 The comparison of computational time in FOM, HROM, and HROMDEIM in the extended fin array model. (Unit:s).
Model Type

FOM

HROM

Time

734.684

255.351
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HROM-DEIM
40
70
150
52.164 58.590 62.858

Table. 4.6. lists the computational time of FOM, HROM, and HROM-DEIM in
the online simulation of the extend fin array model. It can be observed that compared
with FOMs, HROM could accelerate the simulation greatly: the computational time
of HROM is only about 34.76% of the computational time in FOM. However, HROMDEIM is able to achieve even higher acceleration than HROM due to the reduced costs
of assembling the nonlinear terms: the ratio of the computational time of HROMDEIM to HROM is 20.43% ∼ 24.62% and to FOM is only 7.1% ∼ 8.56%.

4.5

Summary of Chapter.4

In this chapter, a DEIM-embedded hybrid snapshot approach is proposed for rapid
and selective generation of high-quality snapshot data and ROM-DEIM. In contrast to
the traditional FOM and the hybrid approach without DEIM [10], the new approach
represents several novelties. First, the entire time span of the snapshot simulation
is divided into multiple intervals, and each of them is simulated by the models in a
hierarchy of approximations, fidelities, and computational costs, viz., FOM, ROM,
or ROM-DEIM. Second, quantitative criteria that monitor the POD characteristics
and trajectories are proposed to determine the model switch among FOM, ROM,
and ROM-DEIM on-the-fly. Third, two sets of POD modes, respectively, for the
solution variable and the nonlinear terms are generated and continuously updated
using iSVD [17, 18] to minimize the computational cost during snapshot simulation.
The updated POD modes are then used for rational decision of model switch and
DEIM approximation. Thus, FOM only needs to be simulated at selected temporal
intervals, where new subspace information most likely occurs. On the other hand,
ROM and ROM-DEIM will be utilized to rapidly traverse intervals that contain least
or no new information. Case studies of nonlinear numerical heat transfer model are
then conducted using the proposed DEIM-embedded snapshot simulation method.
Important technical findings include:
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(1) It is confirmed that the proposed method allows not only rapid and selective
snapshot data generation, but also salient data representation. The iSVD updates
two sets of POD modes to improve the accuracy of ROMs and ROM-DEIMs.
(2) Compared with FOM and the hybrid approach without DEIM [10], the proposed method demonstrates notable improvement in computational efficiency: 54.4%−
63.91% and 10.5% − 27.85% acceleration, respectively.
(3) In the online simulation, the computational time ratio of ROM-DEIM to FOM
is 4.81%−5.22% and 7.1%−8.56%, respectively, in both case studies. Compared with
HROM without DEIM, the ratio is, respectively, 24.4%−26.5% and 20.43%−24.62%.
The MSRD error of ROM-DEIM relative to FOM is less than 1%, which can be further
reduced to 0.2% by increasing the DEIM number.
(4) During the snapshot simulation, more than half of the intervals are simulated
by ROM and ROM-DEIM, e.g., 2 and 6 out of 12 intervals in case study 1, and 2
and 8 out of 12 intervals in case study 2. This verifies the foundation of the proposed
method, viz., the snapshot data produced by the traditional FOM is highly redundant.
Embedding the local ROM and ROM-DEIM is proven effective to reduce redundancy
and accelerate snapshot data generation while maintaining ROM accuracy.
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Chapter 5
A Reduced Order Modeling Method Based On
GNAT-embedded Hybrid Snapshot Simulation
In this chapter, we propose a computational method that embeds the GNAT hyperreduction into the hybrid snapshot simulation developed in our prior chapters [10, 12].
In this method, three ROMs are used in the snapshot simulation, including the FOM,
the ROM based on Petrov-Galerkin projection (ROM-PG), and the ROM based on
hyper-reduction by Gauss-Newton with approximated tensors (ROM-GNAT) to form
a hierarchy of model approximation. Then the snapshot simulation is partitioned into
multiple intervals, and the simulation in each interval is switched among the FOM,
ROM-PG, and ROM-GNAT to produce necessary, high-quality snapshot data in a
more economic manner. In other words, the local ROM-PG and the local ROMGNAT will be used to rapidly traverse regions that contribute to negligible new
information to update the POD basis vectors of solution variables and nonlinear
terms, leading to accelerated snapshot simulation. As shown later, the proposed
method is compatible to fully discretized nonlinear PDE models [6, 7, 68, 105, 80].
The novelties in this chapter include: (1) to the best of our knowledge, combining
the GNAT-ROM with the hybrid snapshot simulation to allow efficient generation of
snapshot data using hierarchical model approximation (FOM, ROM-PG, and ROMGNAT) is new and has not been reported before; (2) several new criteria that evaluate
the POD basis vectors and the trajectories of the ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT are proposed to determine model switch on-the-fly during the snapshot simulation; (3) two
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sets of POD modes used, respectively, for Petrov-Galerkin projection and GNAT
hyper-reduction are updated by the iSVD during the snapshot simulation. The local
POD modes are adopted to guide model switch; (4) the GNAT-embedded hybrid
snapshot simulation is developed and demonstrated with the finite volume discretization of the 2D Burgers equation in the regime of weak gradient flow recently proposed
by [82]; and (5) a ROM-GNAT will be generated at the end of the proposed GNATembedded snapshot simulation pipeline, and is immediately applicable for fast and
accurate online simulations.
The organization of this chapter is organized as follows: in Section.5,1, we will
provide an overview of Petrov-Galerkin projection and GNAT in nonlinear dynamic
systems. The methodology of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation is described in Section.5.2. In Section.5.3 the FOM of the 2D Burgers equation is obtained
by the finite volume discretization, and the nonlinear implicit Gauss-Newton solver is
described. The ROM with Petrov-Galerkin projection (ROM-PG) and the ROM with
Gauss-Newton approximated tensor(ROM-GNAT) are presented. In Section.5.4 the
detailed information of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation for the 2D
Burgers equation will be discussed, including the POD modes of the Petrov-Galerkin
projection and the residuals, snapshot data acquisition, and the model switch criteria.
In Section.5.5, the numerical experiments will be presented and discussed in terms
of accuracy and computational efficiency. The chapter summaries with technical
findings of the proposed method in Section.5.6.

5.1

Petrov-Galerkin projection and Gauss-Newton approximated
tensors

In this section we introduce the approaches of Petrov-Galerkin projection and GaussNewton approximated tensor for generating ROMs of dynamic systems at the discrete
time level. The approaches introduce hierarchical approximations when the PDE is
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discretized in both time and space. First, the residual of the nonlinear system in a
fully implicit framework is given by:




RYnt Ynt +1 = 0,

(5.1)

where nt = 0, ..., nT − 1, and nT represents the number of time steps, and Y ∈ <n
represents the variable of the full dimensional dynamic system with a dimension n.
Then the dimension of the operator is RY ∈ <n , which depends on the index of the
time step nt . Eq. 5.1 can be cast in a shorthand notation:
RY (Y) = 0.

5.1.1

(5.2)

Petrov-Galerkin projection and the Gauss-Newton solver

The Petrov-Galerkin projection is employed for reducing the dimension of the residual
equation of the nonlinear dynamic model, and the over-determined least squares
system in the reduced domain is solved by the Gauss-Newton method. Using the
POD basis vectors, this approach constructs the projection with iteration-dependent
Jacobian by minimizing the L2 norm of the residuals per Gauss-Newton iteration.
In order to reduce the dimension of Eq. 5.2, we first define the variable in the
reduced domain through subspace projection:
Ỹ = ΦY Yr ,

(5.3)

where ΦY ∈ <n×r is the projection matrix consisting of the basis vectors of the subspace; Yr ∈ <r denotes the generalized coordinates (i.e., solution in the reduced
domain); r denotes the dimension of the solution in the reduced domain with r  n.
The least squares problem in the over-determined system is:
min kRY (Ỹ)k2 .

(5.4)

Ỹ∈ΦY Yr

By using the test basis representing the actions of Jacobian on ΦY , i.e., JkY ΦY
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[23, 6, 7], the reduced Gauss-Newton iteration solver with Petrov-Galerkin projection
is given by:


ΦTY JkY

T



T

RYk ,

(5.5a)

Yrk+1 = Yrk + δYrk ,

(5.5b)

JkY ΦY δYrk = −ΦTY JkY

where JkY denotes the Jacobian of RY at the k th iteration. It should be noted that the
Jacobian changes during iterations, and thus, the actions of Jacobian on the projection
subspace ΦY (£k = JkY ΦY ) is iteration-dependent, where £k is also named columnreduced Jacobian in this chapter. The optimality of using Petrov-Galerkin projection
approximation to compute the search direction to minimize the residual in Eq. 5.4
and Eq. 5.5 have been thoroughly discussed in [23, 25]. The iteration continues until
the convergence condition is satisfied.
Although the nonlinear dynamic system is projected onto the subspace of low
dimension by Petrov-Galerkin projection, the computational operations cannot be
greatly reduced since JkY ∈ <n×n is iteration-dependent and must be re-computed
in full dimension during iterations. In order to further reduce computational cost
associated with the actions of the Jacobian on the right reduced-order basis vectors,
i.e., JkY ΦY , the system approximation based on the “gappy POD" method can be
performed for hyper reduction.

5.1.2

The Gappy POD method

To circumvent the large computational costs of updating JkY ΦY during iterations, the
hyper reduction approach has been proposed to identify the subspace of JkY ΦY and
approximate it using the gappy POD method [86, 45]. Essentially, this introduces
the system approximation to the least squares problem above during the iterations
of the reduced solutions [23, 105]. RYk and the column-reduced Jacobian JkY ΦY
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g
^
k
k
could be approximated by R
Y and JY ΦY with the corresponding POD basis vectors

ΦR ∈ <n×nR and ΦJ ∈ <n×nJ :
g
k
k
R
Y = Φ R R YR ,

(5.6a)

k
k
J^
Y Φ Y = Φ J J YJ ,

(5.6b)

g
k
where nR and nJ are the numbers of the POD basis vectors kept to approximate R
Y
k
nR
k
and JkYJ ∈ <nJ ×r are the POD modal coordinates
and J^
Y ΦY , respectively; RYR ∈ <

of the residuals and column-reduced Jacobian in the subspace.
The gappy POD method can be treated as least squares regression or interpolation
in discrete variables by empirical basis functions [23, 25]. Only a small number
of selected rows in RYk and JkY ΦY are assembled, followed by the least squares to
g
k
determine the POD modal coordinates to reconstruct all the entries, i.e., R
Y and
k
J^
Y ΦY . The selected rows are described by a set of “sample indices", which form the

sampling matrix [23, 25]:
h

i

P = e℘1 , e℘2 , ..., e℘nm ∈ <n×nm ,

(5.7)

where e℘i represents the ℘th
i column of the sample matrix. The GNAT procedure
approximates RYk and JkY ΦY via gappy POD as:


g
T
k
R
Y ≈ ΦR P ΦR


T
k
J^
Y ΦY ≈ ΦJ P ΦJ

+

+

PT RYk ,

(5.8a)

PT JkY ΦY ,

(5.8b)

where + denotes the Moore-Penrose pseudo-inverse. PT RYk and PT JkY ΦY in Eq. 5.8
clearly show that only nm rows need to be assembled and computed per iteration.
Then the search direction could be computed by solving the least squares problem:
g
k
k
δYrk = arg minr kJ^
Y ΦY α + RY k2 ,

(5.9a)

Yrk+1 = Yrk + δYrk .

(5.9b)

α∈<
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Note that the least squares problem in Eq. 5.9 can be computed in a computag
k
tionally efficient manner. This is because only nR and nJ rows, respectively, in R
Y
k
and J^
Y ΦY need to be assembled, and the Gauss-Newton iteration is performed in a

reduced domain with r dimensions only.
It should be noticed that there are different options to select the snapshot data
to extract the POD basis vectors ΦR and ΦJ above. The sufficient conditions of the
snapshot selection to meet different consistency requirements for the system approximation are discussed in details in [23]. The snapshot data collection in the present
work is presented in Section.5.4.

5.1.3

Mesh sampling for GNAT in FVM

As discussed above, without the hyper-reduction and system approximation, the least
squares problem in Eq. 5.4 need to directly assemble the entire residual RYk and the
JkY at all the mesh points during each iteration, leading to significant computational
time and resource usage, which is the one of the foremost reasons why it is difficult for
the nonlinear ROM to achieve the comparable computational efficiency as the linear
ROM. The efficiency of Gauss-Newton iterations of the ROM could be improved
by the gappy POD method, in which the model for the least squares solution in
Eq. 5.9 only requires assembling a small number of selected rows in the residual
RYk and the column-reduced Jacobian JkY ΦY . These rows correspond to sampled
mesh points/indices in the numerical model, such as those discretized by the finite
element method or finite volume method [24, 25]. Therefore, the sampled mesh
points/indices should be those with strong representation of RYk and JkY ΦY in gappy
POD reconstruction.
For FVM-discretized PDEs (including the Godunov scheme used in this chapter),
the calculation of transport flux at the cell faces also involves the values at the
neighboring cells. Therefore, in order to assemble RYk and JkY ΦY at the sample
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indices, i.e., Eq.5.7, the solutions at their neighboring cells also need to be retrieved
during each iteration. The detailed procedure to extract the solutions at both the
sample indices and their neighboring cells is presented elsewhere [11].

5.2

Methodology of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot approach

Following the brief introduction to the PG projection and the GNAT, in this section
the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot approach is presented, which is proposed to
accelerate snapshot data generation for constructing the efficient ROM-GNAT for
online simulation. As shown in Fig. 5.1, in this method, the total time span of
the snapshot simulation (labeled “1" in Fig. 5.1) is divided into multiple intervals,
and each will be simulated by the FOM, ROM-PG, or ROM-GNAT. Recall that
the ROM-PG refers to the ROM generated by the Petrov-Galerkin projection of the
nonlinear FOM, while the ROM-GNAT is the ROM arising from both Petrov-Galerkin
projection and hyper reduction of the nonlinear FOM. Since ROM-GNAT includes
additional system approximation through the gappy POD process, it is usually less
accurate, but much more computationally efficient relative to the ROM-PG [23, 6].
The computations performed in the FOM, ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT intervals are
described below:
(I). In each FOM interval, the FOM will be performed to generate snapshot data
Ψ of the incremental solution variable ∆Y ∈ <n , snapshot data ΨR of the residuals
RY ∈ <n and snapshot data ΨJ of the actions of Jacobian JY ∈ <n×n on ΦY , where
n denotes the full dimension and Ỹ = Y0 + ∆Y, and Y0 denotes the initial solution
of the present time interval and also the solution at the end of the previous time
interval, and hence, ∆Y denotes the incremental solutions of Y relative to Y0 . At
the end of each FOM interval(labelled “2" in Fig. 5.1), the following computational
procedures will be performed: (1) SVD or iSVD will be applied onto Ψ, ΨR and
ΨJ to generate or update the local POD basis vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ ; (2) both of
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Figure 5.1 The methodology of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation and
the construction of ROM-GNAT for online simulation:(1) the procedure of GNATembedded hybrid snapshot simulation; (2) the SVD/iSVD updating of ΦY , ΦR , ΦJ
and the “greedy" algorithm at the end of each FOM interval(if the simulation will
switch to ROM-GNAT); (3) the SVD/iSVD updating of ΦR , ΦJ and the “greedy"
algorithm at the end of each ROM-PG interval(if switch to ROM-GNAT); (4) no
updating in POD basis after each ROM-GNAT interval; (5) the ROM-GNAT in
online simulation is constructed by ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ obtained in the GNAT-embedded
hybrid snapshot simulation.
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switch criteria, CF 2R and CR2G (see Section 5.4.2) will be evaluated to determine if
the simulation should remain in FOM or switch to ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT in the
next interval. If switched to ROM-GNAT, the greedy algorithm will be performed
for hyper reduction.
(II). In each ROM-PG interval, the ROM-PG will be performed to compute the
˜ = ΦY ∆Yr ,
incremental solutions of the reduced variable ∆Yr ∈ <r (r  n)(∆Y
in which ∆Yr denotes the incremental solutions in the reduced domain) and reconstructed snapshot data ΨˆR and Ψ̂J per iteration. To attain the snapshot data ΨˆR
and Ψ̂J in the full dimension, the incremental solutions of the reduced variable ∆Yr
˜ of the FOM first. At the
should be used to reconstruct the incremental solution ∆Y
end of each ROM-PG interval(labelled “3" in Fig. 5.1), the following computational
procedure will be conducted: (1) iSVD is applied onto snapshot data ΨˆR and Ψ̂J to
update the local POD basis vectors ΦR and ΦJ ; (2) the switch criteria, CR2F and
CR2G will be evaluated to determine if ROM-PG should stay in use or the simulation
will switch to FOM or ROM-GNAT in the next interval. If switched to ROM-GNAT,
the greedy algorithm will be performed for hyper reduction.
(III). In each ROM-GNAT interval, ROM-GNAT will be simulated by using the
POD basis vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ acquired from the previous FOM or ROM-PG
intervals. ΦY is used for the Petrov-Galerkin projection of FOM, while ΦR and ΦJ
are used for the system approximation through the gappy POD and hyper-reduction
procedure in order to greatly reduce the computational cost and accelerate the snapshot simulation. At the end of each ROM-GNAT interval (labelled “4" in Fig. 5.1),
both of switch criteria, CR2F and CG2R will be evaluated to determine which model,
FOM, ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval.
In the online simulation(labeled “5" in Fig. 5.1), the ROM-GNAT is constructed
using the system approximation with the final POD basis vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ
obtained in snapshot simulation. The system approximation loads into memory only
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a small number of sample mesh indices determined by the greedy algorithm and their
neighboring cells. The residual and the column-reduced Jacobian at the sample mesh
points are assembled, i.e., hyper-reduction. The Gauss-Newton iteration based on
the Petrov-Galerkin projection then solves the ROM as the least-squares problem.
The key novelty of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot approach is to use the
locally generated ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT to rapidly traverse intervals with negligible new information to update the subspace of the solutions Y and the residuals
RYk and the column-reduced Jacobian JkY ΦY , respectively, and hence, reducing the
computational cost and accelerating snapshot simulation. It should be noted that the
model hierarchy of FOM→ROM-PG→ROM-GNAT represents the increasing levels of
model approximation, that is, from the most accurate and costly to the least. Therefore, the model selection could be determined by the accuracy requirements of POD
basis vectors and snapshot data generation. In Section 5.2.1 below, the logic threads
of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation to determine which model to use
are described in details, and the SVD/iSVD procedure for the generation and update
of the POD basis vectors is introduced in Section 5.2.2.

5.2.1

GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation

The whole snapshot simulation is divided into Ni equal time intervals and the length of
each interval is ∆t. The time step in simulation is fixed at a constant value δt, δt 
∆t. Let N represents the number of time steps in each interval, corresponding to
∆t = N δt. The schematic in Fig. 5.2 illustrates how the GNAT-embedded snapshot
simulation is organized by evaluating the model switches criteria at the end of each
interval in order to determine which model, FOM, ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT will
be used in the next interval on the fly:
1). In Fig. 5.2 the logic thread “a" includes two switch criteria CF 2R and CR2G
which are labeled as “a-1" and “a-2", respectively. CF 2R and CR2G will be evaluated
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Figure 5.2 The flow chart of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation.
at the end of each FOM interval to determine which model will be used in the next
interval. CF 2R will be evaluated first: if it is false, which means that the PetrovGalerkin projection cannot keep accuracy, then the FOM will still be employed in
the next interval, and the POD basis vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ need to be updated.
Otherwise, the FOM will not be used in the next interval and the determination of
ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT will depend on the evaluation of the criterion CR2G : if it
is false, which implies that the GNAT approach is not accurate, and then the POD
basis vectors ΦR and ΦJ need to be updated and ROM-PG will be employed in the
next interval. On the other hand, if it is true, which means that the GNAT approach
is accurate enough, the simulation will switch to ROM-GNAT in the next interval,
then GNAT procedure will be performed at the end of the current FOM interval.
2). The logic thread “b" includes two switch criteria CR2F and CR2G which are
labeled as “b-1" and “b-2" in Fig. 5.2, respectively. The criterion CR2F will be
evaluated first at the end of each ROM-PG interval: if it is true, which means that
the trajectory of the reduced solutions obtained by Petrov-Galerkin projection starts
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to deviate from the subspace ΦY , then FOM will be employed in the next interval,
and the POD basis vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ need to be updated. Otherwise, the
evaluation of the criterion CR2G will be examined: if it is true, then the GNAT
approach can be accurate for system approximation of the numerical model, then
the GNAT procedure is performed at the end of the current ROM-PG interval and
ROM-GNAT will be employed in the next interval. Conversely, if it is false, which
implies that the GNAT approach is not accurate, then the POD basis vectors ΦR
and ΦJ need to be updated and ROM-PG will still be employed in the next interval.
3). The logic thread “c" includes two switch criteria CR2F and CG2R which are
labeled as “c-1" and “c-2", respectively. CR2F and CG2R will be evaluated at the end
of each ROM-GNAT interval. CR2F will be evaluated first: if it is true, which means
that the GNAT approach will lose the accuracy of system approximation, then the
simulation will switch to FOM in the next interval. Otherwise, the choice of switching
to FOM is eliminated and the evaluation of the criterion CG2R will be performed to
determine whether the simulation will switch to ROM-PG: if it is false , which implies
that the GNAT approach is still accurate enough and will be employed in the next
interval; if it is true, which implies that the GNAT approach begins to deviate from
the subspace of approximating the residual and the column-reduced Jacobian, leading
to large errors, therefore the model will switch to ROM-PG.
The full algorithm of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation is summarized in Algorithm. 4. It is noted that the POD basis vectors ΦY from Ψ should be
updated after each FOM interval, while the POD basis vectors ΦR and ΦJ (in this
chapter ΦR = ΦJ , see Section 5.4) from ΨR and ΨJ should be updated after each
FOM or ROM-PG interval.
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Algorithm 4: The GNAT-embedded hybrid algorithm in snapshot simulation.
Input: rd, re, ε1, ε2, and ε, ε1R, ε2R and εR, nm, N, Ni, Δt and the initial Y0.
% The first interval in the time span
[Ψ, ΨR, Y] = RunFOM();
% Compute Y, Ψ, ΨR using FOM
Ψ = UΣVT; ΦY = U(:,1:rd+re);
% Compute POD modes ΦY using SVD
ΨR = URΣRVR T; ΦR = UR(:,1:nR);
% Compute POD modes for ΦR using SVD of the residual snapshots
% Evaluate switching criteria to decide which model to use in the next interval: FOM or ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
if (CF2R,1 ≤ ε1 and CF2R,2 ≤ ε2)
SolverFlag = ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT with an order of (rd + re)
% ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval
else
SolverFlag = FOM
% FOM will be used in the next interval
end
if SolverFlag == ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
if (CR2G,1 ≤ ε1R and CR2G,2 ≤ ε2R)
SolverFlag = ROM-GNAT with an order of (rd + re)
% ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval
GNAT procedure using ΦR, nm;
% GNAT procedure for hyper reduction
else
SolverFlag = ROM-PG
% ROM-PG will be used in the next interval
end
end
for i = 2: Ni
if SolverFlag == ROM-GNAT
[δYr, ΔYr, Y] = RunROM-GNAT();
if (CR2F ≥ ε)
SolverFlag = FOM
else
SolverFlag = ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
end
if SolverFlag == ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
if (CG2R ≥ εR)
SolverFlag = ROM-PG
else
SolverFlag = ROM-GNAT
end
end
elseif SolverFlag == ROM-PG
[Ψ˜R, ΔYr, Y] = RunROM-PG();
[UR, R, VR] = iSVD[UR, R, VR, Ψ˜R]; ΦR = UR(:,1:nR);
if (CR2F ≥ ε)
SolverFlag = FOM
else
SolverFlag = ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
end
if SolverFlag == ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
if (CR2G,1 ≤ ε1R and CR2G,2 ≤ ε2R)
SolverFlag = ROM-GNAT with an order of (rd + re)
GNAT procedure using ΦR, nm;
else
SolverFlag = ROM-PG
end
end

% Compute the time intervals from 2 to Ni
% Compute Y using ROM-GNAT
% FOM will be used in the next interval
% ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval

% ROM-PG will be used in the next interval
% ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval

% Compute Y, ΨR using ROM-PG
% iSVD updating of ΦR
% FOM will be used in the next interval
% ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval

% ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval
% GNAT procedure for hyper reduction
% ROM-PG will be used in the next interval

elseif SolverFlag == FOM
[Ψ, ΨR, Y] = RunFOM();
% Compute Y, Ψ, ΨR using FOM
[U, , V] = iSVD[U, , V, Ψ]; ΦY = U(:,1:rd+re);
% iSVD updating of ΦY
[UR, R, VR] = iSVD[UR, R, VR, ΨR]; ΦR = UR(:,1:nR);
% iSVD updating of ΦR
% Evaluate criteria to determine which model to use in the next interval: FOM or ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
if (CF2R,1 ≤ ε1 and CF2R,2 ≤ ε2)
SolverFlag = ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT with an order of (rd + re) % ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval
else
SolverFlag = FOM
% FOM will be used in the next interval
end
if SolverFlag == ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
if (CR2G,1 ≤ ε1R and CR2G,2 ≤ ε2R)
SolverFlag = ROM-GNAT with an order of (rd + re)
% ROM-GNAT will be used in the next interval
GNAT procedure using ΦR, nm;
% GNAT procedure for hyper reduction
else
SolverFlag = ROM-PG
% ROM-PG will be used in the next interval
end
end
end
Output: POD modes ΦY and ΦR and ROM-GNAT Model
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5.2.2

Incremental singular value decomposition(iSVD)

The POD basis vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ are all initially generated by applying the
SVD, respectively, on Ψ, ΨR and ΨJ at the end of the first FOM interval, and
by incremental SVD(also called the iSVD hereafter) in all the subsequent intervals.
Again, ΦY will only be updated at the end of each FOM interval since no new
information in ΦY comes from ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT, while ΦR and ΦJ will be
updated in both of FOM and ROM-PG intervals since new information of residuals
in FOM and ROM-PG intervals can contribute to ΦR and ΦJ . The latest POD basis
vectors ΦY , ΦR and ΦJ generated at the end of the whole snapshot simulation will
eventually be used for ROM-GNAT in the online simulation.
We first present the process to generate and update the POD basis vectors ΦY
using the iSVD from the snapshot data Ψ. The initial ΦY is obtained at the end of
the FOM interval by applying the SVD to the snapshot data Ψ ∈ <n×N :
Ψ ≈ UΣVT ,

(5.10)

where U ∈ <n×N , Σ ∈ <N ×N , and V ∈ <N ×N are the POD basis vectors (also called
POD modes), the singular value matrix, and the right singular vectors, respectively. It
should be noted that N represents the number of the time steps in each interval. Once
the new snapshot data Ψnew comes to be available, the iSVD [17, 18, 10, 12], which
is based on a computationally efficient low-rank SVD procedure, will be performed
to update the POD modes U
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V 0
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 (5.11)
Ψ Ψnew ≈ UΣVT Ψnew = U J Q 
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where matrix J is the orthonormal basis vectors spanning the orthogonal component




Ω of Ψnew , i.e., Ω = I − UUT Ψnew , L = UT Ψnew and K = JT Ω. Since Q =
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0 K




∈ <2N ×2N has a low rank 2N  n, with truncation of all these singular
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matrices at rank N , the iSVD procedure can be written as:


T

V 0
T
 ,
Ψ Ψnew ≈ UΣVT Ψnew ≈ U J ŨΣ̃Ṽ 


0 I













(5.12)

where Ũ ∈ <2N ×N , Σ̃ ∈ <N ×N and Ṽ ∈ <2N ×N are the truncated SVD matrices
of Q.



V 0
 Ṽ.
Thus the POD modes are updated by U ← U J Ũ, Σ ← Σ̃, and V ← 


0 I
This process will repeat at the end of each subsequent interval when Ψnew is generated.

The POD basis vectors Φ will be obtained by the truncation of U at rank r with the
expression Φ = U (:, 1 : r) in Matlab and the detailed discussion is presented in [10].
This iSVD procedure can be extended to update the POD basis vectors ΦR and
ΦJ with the following difference: (1) the dimensions of the snapshot data ΨR and
ΨJ depend on the numbers of total iterations in each interval, therefore we have
ΨR ∈ <n×Ns and ΨJ ∈ <n×Ns (ΨR = ΨJ see Section 5.4) with Ns as the number
of total iterations in each time interval; (2) the snapshot data ΨR and ΨJ will be
generated in both FOM and ROM-PG intervals, and the iSVD will be utilized to
update ΦR and ΦJ with the truncation rank nR and nJ , respectively, at the end of
each FOM or ROM-PG interval(in this chapter, nR = nJ , see Section 5.4); and (3)
the dimension of the iSVD in Eq. 5.11 and Eq. 5.12 will be Ns instead of N .

5.3

The FOM, ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT based on finite volume
discretization of 2D Burgers equation

In this chapter, the 2D Burgers equation based on the finite volume method (FVM)
will be used to evaluate the proposed GNAT-embedded snapshot simulation method.
Therefore, in this section, the numerical approaches used to generate the FOM, ROMPG and ROM-GNAT are described. Although the numerical solutions of the system
can be solved using a variety of temporal integration techniques, the implicit GaussNewton method is employed due to the use of the GNAT in the proposed approach.
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5.3.1

2D Burgers equation

The full-order governing partial differential equation(PDE) of the 2D Burgers equation [42, 9, 102, 94] is given by:
!

∂u
∂u
∂u
1 ∂ 2u ∂ 2u
+u
+v
=
+
,
∂t
∂x
∂y
Re ∂x2 ∂y 2
!
∂v
∂v
∂v
1 ∂ 2v ∂ 2v
+u
+v
=
+
,
∂t
∂x
∂y
Re ∂x2 ∂y 2

(x, y, t) ∈ Ω × (0, τ ] ,

(5.13a)

(x, y, t) ∈ Ω × (0, τ ] ,

(5.13b)

u (x, y, 0) = u0 (x, y) ,

(x, y) ∈ Ω,

(5.14a)

v (x, y, 0) = v0 (x, y) ,

(x, y) ∈ Ω,

(5.14b)

subject to the initial conditions:

and the boundary conditions:
u (x, y, t) = gu (x, y, t) ,

(x, y, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, τ ] ,

(5.15a)

v (x, y, t) = gv (x, y, t) ,

(x, y, t) ∈ ∂Ω × (0, τ ] ,

(5.15b)

where x and y are the spatial coordinates; t is the time; u0 (x, y) and v0 (x, y) are the
initial values; gu (x, y, t) and gv (x, y, t) are the Dirichlet boundary conditions for u
and v, respectively; Ω is the arbitrary computational domain and ∂Ω represents its
boundaries. Re is the Reynolds number representing the ratio of the inertia term to
the viscous term.

5.3.2

FOM in finite volume discretization and Gauss-Newton solver

Recently the FVM in the 2D Burgers equation is studied in a triangular mesh and the
optimal error bounds in H 1 norm are found [82], in which the weak form is presented:
(ψt , γw) + ((ψ · ∇) ψ, γw) −

1
(∆ψ, γw) = 0,
Re

(5.16)

by testing γw ∈ Wh . The approximation space for variable ψ: Xh = {wh ∈ X :
wh |K ∈ (P1 (K))2 , K ∈ Th } where P1 (K) is the linear polynomial set on element K in
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the partition domain Th . The approximation space for the test function: Wh = {wh ∈
(L2 (Ω))2 : wh |KP∗ ∈ P0 (KP∗ ) = C, ∀P ∈ Nh , wh |KP∗ = 0, ∀P ∈ ∂Ω} with the mapping
γ : X → Wh , γψ =

P

P ∈Nh

= ψ(P )χP , ∀ψ ∈ X where χP is the characteristic function

of the dual element KP∗ . Then the semi-discrete scheme of the FVM is also given to
seek ψh ∈ Xh by testing γw ∈ Wh :
(ψt,h , γwh ) + A (ψh , γwh ) + a (ψh , ψh , γwh ) = 0,

∀wh ∈ Xh ,

ψh (x, 0) = Ph ψ0 (x) ,

(5.17a)
(5.17b)

where Ph ψ0 is the projection function of initial ψ0 in Wh defined by:
(Ph ψ0 − ψ0 , γwh ) = 0,

(5.18)

1
< ∇ψ · n, γw >,
Re

(5.19a)

and also the defined terms:
A (ψh , γwh ) = −

a (ψh , ψh , γwh ) =< ψ · n, ψ · γw > − < ψ, divψ · γw > .

(5.19b)

In the studies [65, 81] the similar numerical treatment is also applied to solve the
Navier-Stokes equations. However, the optimal error in [82] is derived with the condition that Ck∇ψkkψ − ψh k ≤ Ckψ − ψh k ≤ ε, which means the norm of gradients
is bounded by a small positive value. A good numerical treatment of the divergence
term | < ψ, divψ · γw > | in Eq. 5.19 cannot be easily found in the variational formulation of the FVM with Dirichlet boundary conditions. However, we can numerically
simulate the weak gradient flow with the assumption | < ψ, divψ · γw > | → 0 by
measuring the L∞ norm kψ − ψh k or the L2 norm k∇ψk [54] according to [43, 59, 63]
or minimizing the L∞ errors by using the divergence free field [99]. Leveraging these
previous efforts, we present the matrix and vector form of the 2D Burgers equation
to generate the FOM in a rectangular mesh by considering the effects of Dirichlet
boundary conditions and reconstructing the data structures. The 2D spatial computational domain Ω is discretized by nx × ny cell-centered finite volume mesh grids
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with an equal size in x and y directions. The geometry of the spatial computational
domain is Ω = {(x, y) : [a, b] × [c, d]}. Thus, the dimension of FOM is n = nx × ny .
Given ∆x = (b − a) /nx , ∆y = (d − c) /ny :
~unt +1 − ~unt Cuu ~unt +1 . ∗ ~unt +1 Cuv ~unt +1 . ∗ ~vnt +1 Bc,uu ~uL . ∗ ~uL + Bc,uu ~uR . ∗ ~uR
+
+
−
−
∆τ
∆x
∆y
∆x
Bc,uv ~uB . ∗ ~vB + Bc,uv ~uT . ∗ ~vT
Duu ~unt +1 Duv ~unt +1 Bd,uu (~uL + ~uR ) Bd,uv (~uB + ~uT )
=
+
+
+
,
∆y
Re (∆x)2
Re (∆y)2
Re (∆x)2
Re (∆y)2
(5.20a)

~vnt +1 − ~vnt Cvu~vnt +1 . ∗ ~unt +1 Cvv ~vnt +1 . ∗ ~vnt +1 Bc,vu~vL . ∗ ~uL + Bc,vu~vR . ∗ ~uR
+
+
−
−
∆τ
∆x
∆y
∆x
Dvu~vnt +1 Dvv ~vnt +1 Bd,vu (~vL + ~vR ) Bd,vv (~vB + ~vT )
Bc,vv ~vB . ∗ ~vB + Bc,vv ~vT . ∗ ~vT
=
+
+
+
,
∆y
Re (∆x)2 Re (∆y)2
Re (∆x)2
Re (∆y)2
(5.20b)
where .∗ denotes the element-wise multiplication and the vectors of the two variables
u and v in the FOM are:


~u = u1,1 , u2,1 , ...unx ,1 , u1,2 , u2,2 , ..., unx ,2 , ..., u1,ny , u2,ny , ..., unx ,ny


~v = v1,1 , v2,1 , ...vnx ,1 , v1,2 , v2,2 , ..., vnx ,2 , ..., v1,ny , v2,ny , ..., vnx ,ny

T

T

∈ <n ,

∈ <n ,

(5.21a)
(5.21b)

where the superscript T represents the transpose. ~uL ∈ <n ,~uR ∈ <n ,~uB ∈ <n
and ~uT ∈ <n are the boundary values of the vector ~u at the left, right, bottom
and top sides, respectively; ~vL ∈ <n , ~vR ∈ <n , ~vB ∈ <n and ~vT ∈ <n are the
boundary values of the vector ~v on the left, right, bottom and top sides, respectively.
Cuu ∈ <n×n , Cuv ∈ <n×n , Cvu ∈ <n×n and Cvv ∈ <n×n are the sparse matrices of
the convection term, which are obtained by the Godunov scheme [90]; Bc,uu ∈ <n×n ,
Bc,uv ∈ <n×n , Bc,vu ∈ <n×n and Bc,vv ∈ <n×n are the sparse matrices representing the
fluxes at boundaries ∂Ω arising from the Godunov scheme; Duu ∈ <n×n , Duv ∈ <n×n ,
Dvu ∈ <n×n and Dvv ∈ <n×n are the sparse matrices of the viscous term obtained
by the central differencing scheme; Bc,uu ∈ <n×n , Bc,uv ∈ <n×n , Bc,vu ∈ <n×n and
Bc,vv ∈ <n×n are the sparse matrices representing the viscous fluxes at boundaries
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∂Ω. We will measure the L∞ norm of ku − uh k and kv − vh k to examine the intensity
of the flow gradient during numerical experiments.
In order to solve this discretized nonlinear system, a backward Euler solver is
employed [9, 94, 35]. This implicit numerical solver can converge fastly by iterations
when a good initial guess is provided. A good option for the initial guesses is to take
the solution values at the end of the previous time step. Then the nonlinear system
discretized in Eq. 5.20 can be written in a residual form as:




(5.22a)





(5.22b)

Ru ~unt +1 , ~vnt +1 = 0,
Rv ~unt +1 , ~vnt +1 = 0,
where the residuals Ru and Rv are expressed as:

~unt +1 − ~unt Cuu ~unt +1 . ∗ ~unt +1 Cuv ~unt +1 . ∗ ~vnt +1 Bc,uu ~uL . ∗ ~uL + Bc,uu ~uR . ∗ ~uR
+
+
−
−
∆τ
∆x
∆y
∆x
!
Bc,uv ~uB . ∗ ~vB + Bc,uv ~uT . ∗ ~vT
Duu ~unt +1 Duv ~unt +1 Bd,uu (~uL + ~uR ) Bd,uv (~uB + ~uT )
+
+
+
,
−
∆y
Re (∆x)2
Re (∆y)2
Re (∆x)2
Re (∆y)2
(5.23a)
Ru =

~vnt +1 − ~vnt Cvu~vnt +1 . ∗ ~unt +1 Cvv ~vnt +1 . ∗ ~vnt +1 Bc,vu~vL . ∗ ~uL + Bc,vu~vR . ∗ ~uR
Rv =
+
+
−
−
∆τ
∆x
∆y
∆x
!
Bc,vv ~vB . ∗ ~vB + Bc,vv ~vT . ∗ ~vT
Dvu~vnt +1 Dvv ~vnt +1 Bd,vu (~vL + ~vR ) Bd,vv (~vB + ~vT )
−
+
+
+
.
∆y
Re (∆x)2 Re (∆y)2
Re (∆x)2
Re (∆y)2
(5.23b)
Accordingly, the set of algebraic equations could be solved by the Gauss-Newton
iterations:




k
Juu






Jkuv  δ~unt +1,k 





k
Ru 

,
= −


k
Rv

(5.24a)

~unt +1,k+1 = ~unt +1,k + δ~unt +1,k ,

(5.24b)

~vnt +1,k+1 = ~vnt +1,k + δ~vnt +1,k ,

(5.24c)

Jkvu

Jkvv




δ~v

nt +1,k
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where k is the iteration number. Juu ∈ <n×n , Juv ∈ <n×n , Jvu ∈ <n×n and Jvv ∈ <n×n
are the corresponding Jacobian computed by:
∂Ru
∂Ru
,Juv =
,
n
+1
t
∂~u
∂~vnt +1
∂Rv
∂Rv
,Jvv =
.
=
n
+1
t
∂~u
∂~vnt +1

Juu =
Jvu

(5.25)

The iteration continues until the following convergence condition can be satisfied:

kδ~unt +1,k /~unt +1,k k∞ < ξ,

(5.26a)

kδ~vnt +1,k /~vnt +1,k k∞ < ξ,

(5.26b)

where ξ > 0 denotes the tolerance of Gauss-Newton iterations.

5.3.3

ROM based on Petrov-Galerkin Projection

Eq. 5.22 contains the FOM with the full dimension and can be reduced by the
˜ and ~v
˜ are given by:
subspace projection, and the approximated numerical solutions ~u

˜ = Φu ~ur ,
~u

(5.27a)

˜ = Φv ~vr ,
~v

(5.27b)

where Φu ∈ <n×ru and Φv ∈ <n×rv are the POD basis vectors spanning the projection
subspace. Then ~ur ∈ <ru and ~vr ∈ <rv are solutions in the reduced domain, i.e., modal
coordinates in the subspace, where ru  n, rv  n.
As shown by Eqs. 5.24 and 5.27, with the Petrov-Galerkin projection the Jacobian
used in the Gauss-Newton iteration will be multiplied by the POD basis vectors:
Jruu = Juu Φu ,

Jruv = Juv Φv ,

Jrvu = Jvu Φu ,

Jrvv = Jvv Φv ,

(5.28)

where Jruu ∈ <n×ru , Jruv ∈ <n×rv , Jrvu ∈ <n×ru and Jrvv ∈ <n×rv are also called
the column-reduced Jacobian or the action of Jacobian on the right basis vectors in
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this article. Then the reduced Gauss-Newton iteration with Petrov-Galerkin projection(Eq. 5.5) reads:


k
Jruu




Jrkvu

T
k
Jruv 

Jrkvv



k
Jruu

 
 

Jrkvu





Jrkuv  δ~urnt +1,k 
Jrkvv






k
Jruu

= −


T
k
Jruv 





k
Ru 

,


(5.29a)

~urnt +1,k+1 = ~urnt +1,k + δ~urnt +1,k ,

(5.29b)

~vrnt +1,k+1 = ~vrnt +1,k + δ~vrnt +1,k ,

(5.29c)

δ~vrnt +1,k




Jrkvu

Jrkvv

 
 

Rvk

which corresponds to the least squares problem that needs to be solved to obtain the
solution in the reduced domain ~urnt +1,k+1 ∈ <ru and ~vrnt +1,k+1 ∈ <rv . They can be
used to reconstruct the solutions of the FOM:
˜ nt +1,k+1 = Φu ~unt +1,k+1 ,
~u
r

(5.30a)

˜ nt +1,k+1 = Φv ~vnt +1,k+1 .
~v
r

(5.30b)

Then the reduced Gauss-Newton iteration continues until the convergence condition
in Eq. 5.26 is satisfied.

5.3.4

Hyper-reduction based on GNAT

Essentially, the GNAT method employs the gappy POD method to enable the system
approximation of both residuals and the column-reduced Jacobians. In other words,
their POD modes during the Gauss-Newton iterations are first obtained using the
snapshot data, and then used to reconstruct the residuals and the column-reduced
Jacobians by only assembling a few rows of them at the sample mesh points. Following
[23, 25], the POD basis vectors and the number of basis vectors of the residual (ΦR
and nR ) and the column-reduced Jacobian (ΦJ and nJ ) employed in the system
approximation can be the same, and then a common notation ΦP , nu and nv is used:
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ΦRu = ΦJu = ΦP u ,

nu = nRu = nJu ,

(5.31a)

ΦRv = ΦJv = ΦP v ,

nv = nRv = nJv ,

(5.31b)

where the subscript u and v, respectively, denote the quantities in the two directions ~u
and ~v. The sampling matrix P will be updated at the end of each FOM or ROM-PG
interval with new information added into the snapshot data. The detailed process
to obtain the sampling matrix P by the greedy algorithm is given in Section 5.4.
Then following Eq 5.8, the GNAT-based system approximation of the residual and
the column-reduced Jacobian for the 2D Burgers equation is given by:
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where all the residuals and the column-reduced Jacobians are left-multiplied by PT ,
indicating that only the entries at the sample points/indices are needed for the ap

proximation. ΦP u PT ΦP u

+



and ΦP v PT ΦP v

+

can be pre-computed, and in other

words, they can be computed during the FOM and the ROM-PG interval for use in
the ROM-GNAT interval. Then the Gauss-Newton iteration for the ROM is given
by:
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(5.34a)

~urnt +1,k+1 = ~urnt +1,k + δ~urnt +1,k ,

(5.34b)

~vrnt +1,k+1 = ~vrnt +1,k + δ~vrnt +1,k .

(5.34c)

Jruv  δ~urnt +1,k 
δ~vrnt +1,k
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Therefore, the GNAT-based implicit Gauss-Newton solver in Eq. 5.34 is then used to
compute the solution, i.e., model coordinates in the reduced domain subject to the
convergence condition in Eq. 5.26. Note that since the residuals and the Jacobians
in Eq. 5.34 can be assembled efficiently using the gappy POD approach only at the
sample mesh points, the ROM-GNAT in both the offline snapshot simulation and
the online simulation can be computed at the fast speedup. Finally the numerical
solutions in the reduced domain ~urnt +1,k+1 and ~vrnt +1,k+1 can be used to reconstruct
the solutions in the full domain by Eq. 5.30.

5.3.5

The Greedy algorithm and gappy POD method in GNAT

The gappy POD method enables to approximate the residual and column-reduced
Jacobian by only calculating a small number of selected row entries. Therefore,
sample mesh points/indices need to be determined judiciously. It should also be
reiterated that the full-domain solutions at the cells neighboring the sample mesh cells
are also needed, because they affect the transport fluxes at the cell interfaces, and
the residuals and column-reduced Jacobians at those selected rows. As introduced
in Section 5.1.3, the full domain solution at both the sample mesh cells and their
neighboring cells need to be retrieved during each iteration. Fortunately, the indices
of the neighboring cells can be extracted before the ROM-GNAT interval simulation,
and the computational cost is almost negligible. The detailed procedure of obtaining
the neighboring cell indices is presented elsewhere [11] by the authors.
In this study, a greedy algorithm is used to identify the sample cell indices
= = [℘1 , ℘2 , ..., ℘nm ] and sampling matrix P for the residuals and column-reduced Jacobians based on the greedy method [27]. Algorithm. 5 below shows its pseudo-codes.
Since the same POD modes are used for both the residual and the column-reduced
Jacobian approximation in this chapter (see Eq. 5.31 above), there is no need to find
another set for the sample index or the sample matrix for the latter.
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Algorithm 5: The greedy algorithm for sampling index = and sampling
matrix P.
Input: Current POD matrices URu and URv of residuals, number of sample indices nm, and the
number of POD basis vectors nRu, and nRv (after truncation and used in ROM)
%URu and URv are the POD basis vectors of residuals in u and v directions without truncation
1. Ru = URu(: ,1: nRu);
% POD basis vectors along u direction in ROM
2. Rv = URv(: ,1: nRv);
% POD basis vectors along v direction in ROM
3.
4.

ℑ←∅;
P←∅;

% initialize index set
% initialize identity matrix

5.

[~, ℘1] = max{|URu(:,1)|2 + |URv(:,1)| 2}; % find the first index

6.
7.

ℑ = [℘1];
P = [e℘1];

8.

for i = 2 to nm

% for loop to find other index

9.
if i <= nRu
% compute reconstruction error ru in u direction
using the greedy algorithm and the least squares method
10.
Au = PTRu(:, 1:i-1);
11.
bu = PTURu(:, i);
12.
solve Aucu = bu;
13.
ru = URu(:, i) - Ru(:, 1:i-1)*cu;
14.
else
15.
Au = PTRu;
16.
bu = PTURu(:, i);
17.
solve Aucu = bu;
18.
ru = URu(:, i) - Ru*cu;
19.
end
20.
if i <= nRv
% compute reconstruction error rv in v direction
using the greedy algorithm and the least squares method
21.
Av = PTRv(:, 1:i-1);
22.
bv = PTURv(:, i);
23.
solve Avcv = bv;
24.
rv = URv(:, i) - Rv(:, 1:i-1)*cv;
25.
else
26.
Av = PTRv;
27.
bv = PTURv(:, i);
28.
solve Avcv = bv;
29.
rv = URv(:, i) - Rv*cv;
30.
end
31.
32.
33.
34.

[~, ℘i] = max{|ru|2 + |rv|2};
P←[P e℘i];
ℑ←[ ℑT ℘i]T;

% find new index
% update identity matrix
% update index set

end

Output: ℑ and P
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As we can see, the greedy search will be conducted at the end of each FOM or
ROM-PG interval and take the updated POD basis vectors URu and URv without
truncation, the number of sample indices nm , and the number of POD basis vectors
(nRu and nRv ) in the ROM-GNAT as the input. Line 1-2 extract the POD basis
vectors by truncation. Line 3-7 initialize the pool of sample indices and find the
first index. Line 9-19 and Line 20-30, respectively, compute the sample indices in
u and v directions, respectively. Specifically, Line 10-13 find the first nRu indices,
and are equivalent to the DEIM algorithm [27] and Line 15-18 are used to determine
additional indices based on the reconstruction errors of higher-order POD modes.
Once all sample indices = are found, the residual and the column-reduced Jacobian
at these mesh cell locations can be assembled. As discussed above, in order to do
this, the solution values at their neighboring cells are also needed to evaluate the
transport fluxes at the cell interfaces that are dependent on the specific differencing
schemes used [11].

5.4

Snapshot data generation and model switch criteria in
GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation

The methodology of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation is introduced in
Section 5.2. In this section, the details how the snapshot data are collected and what
are the criteria to enable on-the-fly model switches are provided in the specific context
of the 2D Burgers equation.

5.4.1

Snapshot data acquisition and POD modes

In the 2D Burgers equation, the POD modes Φu and Φv are generated by using the
snapshot data of the incremental solutions ∆~u and ∆~v, which are collected at the end
of each time step within the FOM interval. Therefore the dimensions of the snapshot
data are Ψu ∈ <n×N and Ψv ∈ <n×N , where N denotes the number of time steps
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in each time interval. We define that ∆~u and ∆~v are the incremental solutions of
~u and ~v (similar to ∆Y in Section 5.2: ~u = ~u0 + ∆~u and ~v = ~v0 + ∆~v), i.e., the
difference between the solution ~unt or ~vnt at time step nt and the solution at the end
of the previous interval ~u0 or ~v0 , which are also the initial solutions of the current
time interval. Note that ∆~u and ∆~v are different from δ~u and δ~v, and the latter are
the search directions computed in each Gauss-Newton iteration.
There are sufficient conditions on snapshot data selection to obtain ΦR and ΦJ
that meet different levels of consistency requirements in the system approximation of
GNAT [23, 25]. However, a strong guarantee of consistency will need large computational cost. By considering the balance among the computational load, consistency,
and convergence difficulty, Proposition. 1 in [23] is selected with a modification: the
snapshot data for the residuals Rk and the actions of Jacobian on the right basis
vectors Jk ΦY are also collected in each FOM interval, where subscript Y can be u or
v to represent the two spatial directions of the 2D Burgers equation. The difference
of our GNAT-embedded hybrid approach from the Proposition.1 in [23] is that the
snapshot data are collected during both the FOM and ROM-PG intervals for RYk and
Jk ΦY . It means that in FOM intervals, the snapshot data are collected for RYk and
Jk ΦY ; in ROM-PG intervals, the snapshot data are also collected by reconstructing
g
k
^
k
the data from the reduced domain to the full domain R
Y and J ΦY .

It should be noted that the snapshot data of residuals are collected in each GaussNewton iteration. The number of the columns of the snapshot data ΨRu and ΨRv
are the total number of Newton iteration in each time interval Ns , which is not the
same for each time interval and is larger than N .

5.4.2

Criteria of model switch

In Section 5.2 the model switch criteria have been briefly introduced to illustrated
the flow chart of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot approach. The detailed infor-
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mation about these criteria in the context of the 2D Burgers equation are described
as follows.
1.) CF 2R consists of two sub-criteria CF 2R,1 and CF 2R,2 , both of which are based
on the singular values that indicate the importance of POD basis vectors [85]. CF 2R,1
represents the cumulative energy ratio of the POD modes rd + 1 → N relative to
the total 1 → N , and CF 2R,2 is the cumulative energy ratio of the POD modes
rd + re + 1 → N relative to the total 1 → N [89, 10, 12]. In the 2D Burgers equation,
the criteria in both u and v directions have the same form but with different POD
modes:
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where σu,1 , ..., σu,j ,..., and σu,N are singular values of POD subspace Uu ∈ <n×N and
σv,1 , ..., σv,j ,..., and σv,N are singular values of POD subspace Uv ∈ <n×N ; rud and
rvd are the numbers of basic POD modes retained for Φu and Φv ; and rue and rve
are the numbers of extended modes for Φu and Φv . Thus we have ru = rud + rue and
rv = rvd +rve . 1 and 2 are the tolerance parameters for the sub-criteria to ensure the
POD modes retained provides excellent representation of the solution data subspace.
2.) CR2F examines how accurate the existing POD modes capture the trajectory
of the local ROM-PG and whether the Petrov-Galerkin projection should maintain
in use for the next interval. In the 2D Burgers equation, CR2F given by:
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where ∆~ur (i∆t) = ΦTu ∆~u (i∆t) and ∆~vr (i∆t) = ΦTv ∆~v (i∆t) are the incremental
solutions in the reduced domain at the end of the ith interval, respectively; ∆~ur,j (i∆t)
and ∆~vr,j (i∆t) represent the coordinates of the j th mode of these solutions. CR2F,u
and CR2F,v monitor the relative ratio of the modal coordinates of the extended modes
(rue and rve ) to those of all the retained modes (rud + rue and rvd + rve ), and examine
the dominance of the current POD basis vectors Φu and Φv [89, 10, 12].  is the
tolerance parameter for the criteria to ensure the dominance of the leading modes to
capture the key dynamic information in the projection subspace.
3). CR2G also consists of two sub-criteria CR2G,1 and CR2G,2 both of which examine
the singular values of POD modes of residuals ΦR . Similar to CF 2R , CR2G,1 and
CR2G,2 , respectively, denote the cumulative energy ratio of the POD modes nR + 1 →
Ns and nR + ne + 1 → Ns relative to the total 1 → Ns , where superscript R denotes
the quantities associated with the residuals, and can be either u or v to denote the
two spatial directions for the 2D Burgers equation. The critieria are then given as:
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where nu  n and nv  n denote the dimensions of POD modes for the residuals ΦRu
and ΦRv , and nue and nve are the numbers of extended modes in the corresponding
R
directions. R
1 and 2 are the two tolerance parameters.

4). CG2R inspects the accuracy of the system approximation, which determines
whether the ROM-GNAT could still be used for the next interval. In the 2D Burgers
equation, the criteria are specifically given by:
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where (δ~ur,j ) (i∆t) and (δ~vr,j ) (i∆t) denote the coordinates of the j th mode of δ~ur
and δ~vr at the end of the ith interval in both of ~u and ~v directions, respectively (see
Eq. 5.34). Here, δ~ur and δ~vr are the solutions in the reduced domain computed
gk k ; δ~
k Φα + R
by ROM-GNAT for system approximation: δ~ur ← arg minr kJg
vr ←
u
2
αu ∈<

arg minr
αv ∈<

k Φα
kJg

v

gk k
+R

2,

where αu and αv are search directions. CG2R,u and CG2R,v

evaluate the relative ratios of the modal coordinates of the extended modes (rue and
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rve ) to those of all the retained modes (rud + rue and rvd + rve ), assess the modal
trajectory of the least squares solution, and examine the accuracy of the system
approximation. R is the tolerance parameter.

5.5

Numerical experiments and discussion

Numerical experiments with the 2D Burgers equation are conducted and the results
are presented in this section to evaluate the performance (including efficiency and
accuracy) of the proposed GNAT-embedded snapshot simulation methodology.
The computational domain is a 2D square Ω = {(x, y) : [0, 1] × [0, 1]} and the
time set is τ = {t : [0, 1]}. The exact solution of the 2D Burgers equation [42, 9] is
used to examine the accuracy.
1
3
−
,
4 4 [1 + e(−4x+4y−t)Re/32 ]
1
3
,
v (x, y, t) = +
4 4 [1 + e(−4x+4y−t)Re/32 ]
u (x, y, t) =

(5.39a)
(5.39b)

in which the initial conditions could be derived by setting t = 0 and the boundary
conditions could be derived directly by setting x and y to the values on ∂Ω.
We define the numerical errors:
L∞ (u) = ku − uh k∞ ,

(5.40a)

L∞ (v) = kv − vh k∞ ,

(5.40b)

to examine the accuracy of numerical solutions relative to the exact solution and the
intensity of convection subject to the assumption of the week gradient flow. The root
mean square error(RMSE) is also employed to measure the difference between the
ROM and the FOM in both u and v directions [94, 35]:
RMSE (u) =

v
uP
u n (uF OM
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where superscript FOM and ROM represents the FOM solution and the ROM solution, respectively, and subscript i denotes the solution of the ith computational mesh
cell.
The numerical experiments and discussion in this section will be presented as follows: in Section 5.5.1 the convergence test of the FOM of the 2D Burgers equation
will be examined by comparing the FOM solution with the exact solution above and
the errors will be discussed quantitatively; in Section 5.5.2 the numerical results and
errors of the ROM-PG and the ROM-GNAT of the 2D Burgers equation will be presented; in Section 5.5.3 the numerical experiments of the GNAT-embedded hybrid
snapshot approach will be implemented and the results of both of the snapshot simulation and the online simulation will be described. The tolerance of the convergence
condition in Eq. 5.26 is set as ξ = 10−6 .

5.5.1

High-fidelity full order model

We first present the convergence test and numerical results of the FOM.

Convergence tests of FOM

The convergence test of the FOM is performed by refining the mesh density nx × ny
from 8 × 8 to 64 × 64, and the numerical error of the FOM is quantified by comparing
its solution with the exact solution.Table. 5.1 lists the errors at time t = 1 for three
different Re numbers: Re = 10, Re = 40, and Re = 100. We can see that as the mesh
density increases, the discrepancy between the FOM and the exact solution decreases
and the FOM accuracy keeps improving, indicating convergence of mesh refinement
of the 2D Burgers equation. However, when Re is higher, the convergence order is
lower.
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Table 5.1 Spatial convergence by refining the mesh nx × ny . In the L∞ norm errors
the reference solutions are the exact solutions. ∆h = ∆x = ∆y = 1/nx = 1/ny . All
the errors are calculated at t = 1 with the time step δt = 0.001.
∆h
Re = 10
Re = 40
Re = 100
L∞ (u) order L∞ (v) order L∞ (u) order L∞ (v) order L∞ (u) order L∞ (v) order
1
5.48e−3 - 7.29e−3 - 25.51e−3 - 30.06e−3 - 55.99e−3 - 64.60e−3 8
1
2.71e−3 1.0133.47e−3 1.07015.48e−3 0.72116.69e−3 0.85042.17e−3 0.40942.50e−3 0.605
16
1
1.31e−3 1.0501.56e−3 1.153 8.70e−3 0.831 8.42e−3 0.98728.08e−3 0.58827.69e−3 0.618
32
1
0.64e−3 1.0330.70e−3 1.156 4.67e−3 0.897 4.24e−3 0.99017.04e−3 0.72116.51e−3 0.748
64

FOM solutions and accuracy

The FOM solutions at t = 1 with three different values of the Re number(Re = 10,
Re = 40, and Re = 100) are shown in Fig. 5.3. Since Re number indicates the
ratio of inertia force to viscous force, the higher value of Re corresponds to stronger
convection and flow gradient. Fig. 5.3 clearly shows that the values of ~u and ~v in
the small Re value(Re = 10) exhibit the smooth and almost linear transition across
the computational domain, while those in Re = 100 display the sharper gradient in
the transition region. A very high Re number can lead to a very sharp front [94].
The L∞ norm errors of the FOM results for the three different Re numbers are
also calculated by comparing with the exact solutions in Eq. 5.39, and the results
are presented in Fig. 5.4 as a function of time from 0 to 1. It is seen that the high
Re number could increase L∞ norm error from 6 × 10−6 at Re = 10 to 1.7 × 10−2
at Re = 100 with the same mesh configuration(nx × ny = 64 × 64) due to stronger
convection and gradients. Therefore, in this chapter only the Re number up to 100
is considered in order to satisfy the weak gradient flow requirement of finite volume
discretization of the 2D Burgers equation.

5.5.2

ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT

Since our hybrid snapshot method involves both ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT and
the model switch, in this section, the ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT will be first veri-
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Figure 5.3 The FOM solutions of ~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three
different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64
mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of
δt = 0.001.

Figure 5.4 The L∞ norm errors of (a)L∞ (u) and (b)L∞ (v) with the three different
values of Re: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh
configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001.
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fied independently by comparing their results with the FOM results. The ROM with
Petrov-Galerkin projection, i.e., ROM-PG is constructed following the procedure presented by [23], which includes: (1) the snapshot simulation is performed by the FOM
and the snapshot data Ψu and Ψv of the incremental solutions ∆~u and ∆~v are collected. Then the POD basis vectors Φu ∈ <n×ru and Φv ∈ <n×rv are computed
by the SVD with truncation; and (2) the Petrov-Galerkin projection is performed
by using Φu and Φv , and the ROM solutions ~ur and ~vr are then computed. The
ROM solutions are then used to reconstruct the solutions in the full domain. Only
ROM-PG is used in the online simulation.
Likewise, the ROM with hyper reduction (ROM-GNAT) also follows that in [23],
which consists of three steps: (1) the snapshot simulation is performed by the FOM
and the snapshot data Ψu and Ψv of incremental solutions ∆~u and ∆~v are acquired.
The POD modes Φu ∈ <n×ru and Φv ∈ <n×rv are computed by the SVD; (2) the
ROM-PG is computed using the POD modes Φu and Φv . The snapshot data ΨP u
and ΨP v (ΨP u = ΨRu = ΨJu and ΨP v = ΨRv = ΨJv ) of the residuals Ru and Rv
are acquired during Gauss-Newton iterations. The system approximation procedure
is then performed using ΦP u and ΦP v to generate the “sample indices" = and the


precomputed matrices ΦP u PT ΦP u

+



and ΦP v PT ΦP v

+

; (3) the ROM-GNAT is

constructed by the system approximation using ΦP u and ΦP v and the pre-computed
matrices. Likewise, the ROM-GNAT is used in the online simulation.

ROM-PG solutions and accuracy

Fig. 5.5 illustrates the ROM-PG solutions with three different Re numbers at t = 1.
Similar to the FOM solutions in Fig. 5.3, when Re increases from 10 to 100, indicative
of stronger convection, the gradients of ~u and ~v become sharper. The ROM-PG
solutions exhibit great agreement with the FOM results in Fig. 5.3 with only minor
differences. Visually, all important flow characteristics observed in the FOM are also
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Figure 5.5 The ROM-PG solutions of ~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three
different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64
mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of
δt = 0.001, and ru = rv = 4 is used in the ROM-PG.
presented in the ROM-PG results. Fig. 5.6 displays the absolute errors of the ROMPG solutions in Fig. 5.5 compared to the FOM solutions in Fig. 5.3. The maximum
values of the absolute errors in both of ~u and ~v increase with the Re number and
the regions of large absolute errors are mostly on both sides of the diagonal line from
x = 0 and y = 0 to x = 1 and y = 1. As the Re number increases, the gradient
becomes stronger and the maximum numerical errors increase.
Fig. 5.7 illustrates the RMSE of ROM-PG solutions at the three different Re
numbers using different ROM orders: ru = rv = 4 in the upper row and ru = rv = 12
in the lower row. It is obvious that when more POD modes are used, the PetrovGalerkin projection yields more accurate numerical results and lower RMSE compared
with the FOM. Similar to Fig. 5.6 the higher Re number leads to larger ROM errors.
When the number of POD modes increases from ru = rv = 4 to ru = rv = 12, the
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Figure 5.6 The absolute errors of ROM-PG solutions of ~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at
t = 1 with the three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100.
nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with
the time of δt = 0.001 and ru = rv = 4 is used in the ROM-PG.
RMSE can decrease from 2 × 10−4 to 2 × 10−6 .

ROM-GNAT solutions and accuracy

Fig. 5.8 shows the ROM-GNAT results with the three different Re numbers at t = 1.
It can be found that the ROM-GNAT solutions match very well with the FOM
results in Fig. 5.3 and the ROM-PG results in Fig. 5.5, and the difference is visually
negligible. The absolute errors of the ROM-GNAT in the computational domain at
t = 1 is illustrated in Fig. 5.9. The observation is similar to the ROM-PG results that
the magnitude of the absolute errors increases with the Re number, and at higher Re
number numerical errors of larger magnitudes are mostly found around the diagonal
“wave line”, where the dramatic gradients of both ~u and ~v are present.
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Figure 5.7 The RMSE of ROM-PG solutions of ~u(left) and ~v(right) with the three
different Re numbers: Re = 10, Re = 40 and Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh
configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001.
In the upper row: (a)ru = rv = 4; and in the lower row (b)ru = rv = 12 are used in
the ROM-PG.
Fig. 5.10 depicts the RMSE of ROM-GNAT solutions relative to the FOM solutions with the three different Re numbers. It can be seen that the higher Re number
leads to larger RMSE, and the RMSE grows from around 8 × 10−7 at Re = 10 to
around 4 × 10−6 ∼ 2 × 10−5 at Re = 100. Compared with Fig. 5.7 in which the
largest RMSE is between 4 × 10−8 and 1 × 10−6 approximately, the hyper-reduction
used in the ROM-GNAT causes relatively larger errors. However, the computation
of ROM-GNAT can be greatly accelerated as shown in Table. 5.2, which lists the
CPU time of simulating the three types of models. It is seen that the reduction of
the computational time by the ROM-PG is limited relative to the FOM because the
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Figure 5.8 The ROM-GNAT solutions of ~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the
three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny =
64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step
of δt = 0.001, and ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36, nm = 100 is used in the ROM-GNAT.
ROM-PG need to reconstruct the solution and assemble the residual and Jacobian
matrices in the full domain in each iteration. In contrast, ROM-GNAT can obtain
magnificent acceleration by more than 70% compared with the FOM due to the use
of hyper-reduction and selective update of the residual and column-reduced Jacobian.
Table 5.2 Computational time usage(Unit:s) of the three models: FOM, ROM-PG
and ROM-GNAT with Re = 10, Re = 40 and Re = 100. ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36,
nm = 100, δt = 0.001 are used.
Model Type
FOM
ROM-PG
ROM-GNAT

Re = 10
2059.73s
1878.55s
560.68s
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Re = 40
1972.28s
1778.68s
536.47s

Re = 100
2116.23s
1777.48s
536.25s

Figure 5.9 The absolute errors of the ROM-GNAT solutions of ~u(top) and
~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40
and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001, and ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36,
nm = 100 is used in the ROM-GNAT.

Figure 5.10 The RMSE of the ROM-GNAT solutions of ~u(left) and ~v(right) with
the three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny =
64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step
of δt = 0.001, and ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36, nm = 100 is used in the ROM-GNAT.
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5.5.3

GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation and online simulation

The results of the proposed GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation will be
presented in this section. Recall that different from the ROM-PG and the ROMGNAT above that use the FOM to generate snapshot, the hybrid simulation method
uses a combination of the FOM, local ROM-PG, and local ROM-GNAT as presented
in Section 5.2. The ROM-GNAT used in the online simulation is constructed based
on the POD basis vectors and sample indices obtained from the GNAT-embedded
snapshot simulation.

GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation

In the snapshot simulation, the total time span is divided into 10 equal intervals with
∆t = 0.1 in each interval, and the time step is δt = 0.001. The FOM is always
used in the initial interval (See Algorithm. 4), and the computational parameters
are given as follows: ru = rud + rue = 8 + 4 = 12, rv = rvd + rve = 8 + 4 = 12,
nu = 36, nv = 36, nue = 8, nve = 8, nm = 100, 1 = 10−2 , 2 = 10−3 ,  = 10−2 ,
−3
−2
R
and R = 10−2 .
R
1 = 10 , 2 = 10

The computational time and accuracy of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot
simulation are presented in Table. 5.3, which shows the breakdown of the computational time usage with the three different Re numbers. It can be seen that the
snapshot simulation takes slightly more computational time at higher Re numbers
due to the more frequent use of the FOMs, e.g., 3, 5, and 6 FOM intervals used at
Re = 10, 40, and 100, respectively. The computational time of Re = 40 and Re = 100
are almost the same, although in the latter one ROM-PG interval is replaced by one
FOM interval. This is because the computational acceleration by the ROM-PG is limited relative to the FOM as discussed above. Compared to the FOM-based snapshot
simulation, i.e., the entry of the FOM in Table. 5.2, the GNAT-embedded snapshot
simulation is accelerated by about 33%.
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Table 5.3 The list of model type and the computational time (Unit:s) in each interval
of the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation. ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36,
nm = 100,  = 10−2 , R = 10−2 , 64 × 64 mesh configuration in computational domain
Ω, and δt = 0.001 are used.
Interval
No.
1st
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th
T otal

Re = 10
Re = 40
Re = 100
Model Type Time(s) Model Type Time(s) Model Type Time(s)
FOM
203.20
FOM
201.34
FOM
201.54
ROM-GNAT 55.65 ROM-GNAT 54.21 ROM-GNAT 54.31
ROM-PG
183.82
ROM-PG
182.07
FOM
202.47
FOM
203.96
FOM
201.43 ROM-GNAT 51.01
ROM-GNAT 55.19 ROM-GNAT 54.31
FOM
203.65
ROM-PG
183.66
FOM
201.37 ROM-GNAT 40.80
ROM-GNAT 54.42 ROM-GNAT 54.32
FOM
204.44
ROM-PG
181.62
FOM
200.61 ROM-GNAT 46.99
ROM-GNAT 54.62 ROM-GNAT 54.68
FOM
206.26
FOM
203.20
FOM
202.98
FOM
207.61
3 FOMs,
1379.34
5 FOMs,
1407.32
6 FOMs,
1419.08
3 ROM-PGs
1 ROM-PG
0 ROM-PG
4 ROM-GNATs
4 ROM-GNATs
4 ROM-GNATs

Fig. 5.11 shows the snapshot solutions of ~u and ~v in the GNAT-embedded hybrid
simulation at t = 1. Although the ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT are both utilized in the
hybrid approach, the numerical results at the last time step also agree with the FOM
in Fig. 5.3. The absolute errors of the GNAT-embedded hybrid simulation relative to
the FOM are presented in Fig. 5.12. Likewise, the absolute errors increase with the
Re number and the intensity of convection. The regions containing larger errors at
Re = 100 are mostly distributed on both sides of the diagonal of the computational
domain with the value around 1.06 × 10−3 .
The RMSE of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation is shown in Fig. 5.13.
It is observed that the RMSE tends to increase in each ROM-PG or ROM-GNAT
interval while dropping in each FOM interval in both of the ~u and ~v according to
the models used in each interval listed in Table. 5.3. However, the magnitude of
the RMSE remains below 5 × 10−4 in the entire hybrid snapshot simulation, which
confirms the feasibility and accuracy of the GNAT-embedded hybrid methodology.
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Figure 5.11 The GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot solutions of ~u(top) and
~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40
and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001, ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36, and
nm = 100 are used in the ROM-GNAT.

ROM-GNAT in online simulation

Fig. 5.14 depicts the ROM-GNAT solutions of ~u and ~v with Re = 10, Re = 40 and
Re = 100 in the online simulation at t = 1. Recall that in the online simulation
only the ROM-GNAT constructed using the POD modes and sample indices at the
end of the hybrid snapshot simulation, is computed. We can find that at Re = 10
and Re = 40, the ROM-GNAT solutions are smooth and accurate compared with
the FOM, while at Re = 100 the wrinkles near the transition region of the rapidlyvarying gradient are observed, which may be attributed to the difficulty of the hybrid
snapshot simulation approach to capture the fast propagation of wave fronts forstrong
convective flow as pointed out in our prior research [11]. The computational time is
similar to the ROM-GNAT in Table. 5.2.
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Figure 5.12 The absolute errors of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot solutions of
~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10,
(b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the
computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001, ru = rv = 12, nu = nv =
36, and nm = 100 are used in the ROM-GNAT.

Figure 5.13 The RMSE of GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot solutions of ~u(left)
and ~v(right) with the three different Re numbers: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and
(c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational
domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001, ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36, and
nm = 100 are used in the ROM-GNAT.
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Figure 5.14 The ROM-GNAT (obtained by the hybrid snapshot simulation) solutions of ~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three different Re numbers in the
online simulation: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh
configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001,
ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36, and nm = 100 are used in the ROM-GNAT.
The absolute errors of the ROM-GNAT solutions in the online simulation are
shown in Fig. 5.15. It can be seen that the magnitude of numerical errors increase
with the Re number, and the distribution of the large errors is similar to the above,
and mostly on both sides of the diagonal line across the computational domain. At
Re = 100 the largest absolute error is nearly 9.73×10−3 in the region of large velocity
gradients. We also examined even higher values of the Re number (i.e. Re = 200)
and found that it is challenging to obtain accurate results equivalent to the FOM.
Thus, the proposed methodology may not be applicable to high-gradient flow with
strong convection, in particular, the one involving moving wave fronts[62, 61].
Fig. 5.16 illustrates the RMSE of the ROM-GNAT in the online simulation with
Re = 10, Re = 40 and Re = 100. It can be found that from t = 0 → t = 0.1 the
values of the RMSE are very low, while after this period the RMSE quickly rises up
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Figure 5.15 The absolute errors of the ROM-GNAT (obtained by the hybrid snapshot simulation) solutions of ~u(top) and ~v(bottom) at t = 1 with the three different
Re numbers in the online simulation: (a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100.
nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is used in the computational domain Ω with
the time step of δt = 0.001, ru = rv = 12, nu = nv = 36, and nm = 100 are used in
the ROM-GNAT.
to around 5 × 10−5 in Re = 10 and around 3 × 10−3 in Re = 100, which indicates
the higher Re can lead to larger numerical errors of the ROM-GNAT in the online
simulation.

5.6

Summary of Chapter.5

This chapter proposes a GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation method to accelerate generation of high-quality snapshot data and accurate GNAT-ROMs. By
using the obtained snapshot data, a ROM-GNAT model can be constructed more efficiently while preserving the numerical accuracy. In distinct contrast to our previous
research [10], the novelties of the present work include: each of the time interval is
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Figure 5.16 The RMSE of the ROM-GNAT (obtained by the hybrid snapshot
simulation) solutions of ~u(left) and ~v(right) with the three different Re numbers:
(a)Re = 10, (b)Re = 40 and (c)Re = 100. nx × ny = 64 × 64 mesh configuration is
used in the computational domain Ω with the time step of δt = 0.001, ru = rv = 12,
nu = nv = 36, and nm = 100 are used in the ROM-GNAT.
simulated by the models with varying levels of approximation, accuracy, and computational cost, viz., FOM, local ROM-PG, or local ROM-GNAT. Quantitative criteria
are proposed to examine the characteristics of POD modes and trajectories in the
reduced subspaces in order to determine the model switch among FOM, local ROMPG and local ROM-GNAT on-the-fly. Two sets of POD modes, respectively, for the
solutions and the residuals are maintained and continuously updated by the iSVD
[17, 18] to minimize the computational cost during the hybrid snapshot simulation.
The former is used to construct the local ROM-PG, while both need to be used for
constructing the local ROM-GNAT. The key idea underlying the hybrid snapshot
simulation is that only intervals containing new subspace information will be simulated by the FOM or the ROM-PG, while the rest with negligible contribution can
be quickly traversed by the ROM-GNAT. Therefore, the two sets of POD modes
and ROM trajectories in these two POD subspace can be used to guide the model
switch among FOM, ROM-PG, and ROM-GNAT. In the online simulation, the ROMGNAT based on the POD basis vectors generated in hybrid snapshot simulation could
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achieve accurate numerical results and salient computational performance. The proposed GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot approach is examined and demonstrated
using the 2D Burgers equation in the FVM form recently presented by [82]. The
corresponding FOM, ROM-PG, and ROM-GNAT are obtained, and their numerical results in the snapshot and the online simulation are compared and discussed.
Important technical findings include:
(1) The ROMs of the 2D Burgers equation based on the FVM discretization is
constructed and verified in weak gradient flow. Petrov-Galerkin projection and hyper
reduction produce accurate numerical results compared to the FOM solution.
(2) The feasibility, accuracy and efficiency of the proposed GNAT-embedded snapshot approach is verified. It allows to generate less snapshot data while keeping
subspace representation. The POD basis vectors generated by the hybrid snapshot
simulation are accurate for ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT generation, and can be used
to decide the switch of models with varying levels of approximation.
(3) The proposed GNAT-embedded hybrid approach could reduce the computational time of the snapshot simulation by about 33% while maintaining good numerical accuracy with the RMSE around 10−3 .
(4) In the online simulation, the ROM-GNAT constructed using the POD basis
vectors generated from the GNAT-embedded hybrid snapshot simulation, could also
achieve good numerical accuracy with the RMSE less than 10−2 and accelerate the
simulation by around 70%.
It should be noticed that the assumption of weak gradient flow(Re ≤ 100) has
been taken in order to analyze the 2D Burgers equation with the proposed GNATembedded hybrid snapshot simulation method. Approaches to relax (or at least
partially) this assumption for stronger flows will be investigated. In addition, the
extension of this method to other physics problems, such as heat transfer and NavierStokes flow will also be considered in the future work.
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Figure 5.17 The flux directions used by the Godunov scheme in 2D mesh cells.

5.7

Appendix to Chapter.5: The coefficient matrix of the finite
volume discretization of the 2D Burgers equation

In Section 5.3, the Godunov scheme is used to derive the matrices Cuu , Cuv , Cvu and
Cvv in Eq. 5.20 which store the coefficients of the flux across faces between cells and
the matrices Bc,uu , Bc,uv , Bc,vu and Bc,vv which store the coefficients of the flux across
domain boundaries. The matrices produced by the Godunov scheme for 2D Burgers
equation with a 2D rectangular mesh configuration according to [90] are given below.
Fig. 5.17 illustrates the 2 × 2 mesh configuration. The flux flow in the horizontal
direction in (A-1), (A-2), (A-3) and (A-4) determine Cuu , Cvu Bc,uu and Bc,vu . In
(A-1):


Cuu = Cvu =

 1


−1



 0




0

0

0

1

0

0

1





0

1


0



0






0

 , Bc,uu

0




0 −1 1
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= Bc,vu =



0 0 0
0 0
0 1



0



0




0 0 0 0

(5.42)

. In (A-2):

Cuu = Cvu =

−1 0

1


0



0




0

1

0

0

1

0

0









0


0



0




0



0

 , Bc,uu

−1




= Bc,vu =

0 0 0


0



0




1 0
0 0

(5.43)

0 0 0 1

1

. In (A-3):

Cuu = Cvu =

1


0



0




0 0 0
1 0
0 1











0

 , Bc,uu

0




= Bc,vu =

0 0 0 1

0


0



0




0 0 0
0 0
0 0



0



0




(5.44)

0 0 0 0

. And in (A-4): the left flux FL is along the horizontal flow direction across the cell
interface (from Cell 1 to Cell 2, and also from Cell 3 to Cell 4), the right flux FR ,
is along the horizontal flow direction across the cell interface (from Cell 2 to Cell 1,
and also from Cell 4 to Cell 3),




0

1


0



0






(1)FL > FR , Cuu = Cvu =

 1


−1



 0




0

0

0

0

0

0

1



0

 , Bc,uu

0




0 −1 0



(2)FL < FR , Cuu = Cvu =

0


0



0




0

= Bc,vu =

1

0

0

0

0

0

1

.
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1 0
0 1



0



0

 , Bc,uu

−1




0 0 0



0

,

0




(5.45a)

0 0 0 1



−1 0



= Bc,vu =

1


0



0






0 0 0
1 0
0 1



0



0




0 0 0 1

(5.45b)

The flux flow in the vertical direction in (A-5), (A-6), (A-7) and (A-8) determine
Cuv , Cvv Bc,uv and Bc,vv . In (A-5):

Cuv = Cvv =

 1


 0



−1




0

1


0



0




0 0

1

0

0

1



0

 , Bc,uv

0




= Bc,vv =

−1 0 1

0









0 0 0


0



0




1 0
0 0

(5.46)

0 0 0 0

. In (A-6):

Cuv = Cvv =
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0




1

0

0

1

0 0
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0



0




0



−1

 , Bc,uv

0




= Bc,vv =

0 0 0


0



0




0 0
0 1

(5.47)

0 0 0 1

1

. In (A-7):




Cuv = Cvv =

1


0



0






0 0 0
1 0
0 1



0

 , Bc,uv

0




0 0 0 1

= Bc,vv =

0


0



0






0 0 0
0 0
0 0



0



0




(5.48)

0 0 0 0

.

And in (A-8): the bottom flux FB is along the vertical flow direction across the
cell interface (from Cell 1 to Cell 3, and also from Cell 2 to Cell 4), and the top flux
FT , is along the vertical flow direction across the cell interface (from Cell 3 to Cell 1,
and also from Cell 4 to Cell 2),
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(1)FB > FT , Cuv = Cvv =

 1


 0



−1




0

0 0

1

0

0

0



0

 , Bc,uv

0




(2)FB < FT , Cuv = Cvv =

0


0



0




= Bc,vv =

−1 0 0

0

0 −1
0

0

0

1

0 0

0

1
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1 0
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0




(5.49a)
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0
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0 0 0
1 0
0 1



0
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0




0 0 0 1

(5.49b)

Chapter 6
Conclusions And Future Work
In this dissertation, a new hybrid snapshot simulation methodology is proposed to
accelerate snapshot data generation and reduced order model (ROM) construction.
The key idea underlying this method is to judiciously utilize local ROMs to rapidly
traverse regions in the time domain where snapshot data has negligible contribution
to new information for projection subspace while the full order model (FOM) is still
employed in the regions of importance. Several candidates approaches for local ROMs
based on proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) are investigated and compared in
computational accuracy and efficiency, including the traditional ROM, ROM-DEIM,
Petrov-Galerkin projection ROM (ROM-PG), and the Gauss-Newton with approximated tensors (GNAT).

In Chapter 2, the main methodology of the hybrid snapshot simulation is presented. The whole snapshot simulation is divided into multiple time intervals, and
each interval will be simulated by either FOM or ROM. The POD basis vectors will
be generated or updated in each FOM interval using the singular value decomposition (SVD) or incremental singular value decomposition (iSVD), while remaining
unchanged in each local ROM. A set of model switch criteria are also introduced to
determine on-the-fly the alternation between the FOM and the local ROM. At the
end of the hybrid snapshot simulation, the POD basis vectors will be utilized to construct the ROM for the online simulation. The numerical results on the nonlinear heat
transfer model indicate that the computational time of the hybrid snapshot simula-
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tion could be reduced by ∼ 50% compared with the traditional snapshot simulation
based on the FOM only, while keeping excellent accuracy (relative error ≤ 1%) in
both the snapshot and the online simulation. The feasibility of the proposed method
to accelerate snapshot data and ROM generation is convincingly verified.

In Chapter 3, a methodology of combining the hybrid snapshot simulation approach and DEIM construction for online simulation is proposed. An approach is
developed to streamline the hybrid snapshot simulation, snapshot data generation,
SVD/iSVD for POD construction/updates, and ROM-DEIM construction for the
online simulation. To accurately capture the dominant subspace information of nonlinear terms, the data for nonlinear terms collected in the local ROMs needs to be
reconstructed into the full domain first, and reconstructed data is used to update the
POD basis vectors for nonlinear terms. In the case studies of the numerical thermal
models obtained by the cell-centered finite volume method, the feasibility of the proposed methodology is proven effective to construct the online ROM-DEIM, and the
online ROM-DEIM demonstrates excellent computational performance: the error is
below 0.8% and computational acceleration is about 16.4% to 27.5% compared the
ROM without DEIM.

In Chapter.4, a DEIM-embedded hybrid approach is proposed to perform the hybrid snapshot simulation by alternating among FOM, ROM and ROM-DEIM intervals. Different from the methods in Chapter 2 and 3, the novelties in this approach
include: (1) multiple time intervals in the snapshot simulation are simulated by a
model hierarchy, viz., FOM, ROM, and ROM-DEIM; and (2) two groups of POD
modes are generated and updated, the POD basis vectors for solution variables and
POD basis vectors for nonlinear terms; and (3) the POD modes and trajectories in
the reduced domain are examined by quantitative criteria to determine the model
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switch among FOM, ROM and ROM-DEIM on the fly. The numerical results confirm that the proposed method can achieve acceleration in both snapshot simulation
and online simulation while maintaining the accuracy (relative error ≤ 1%). In the
snapshot simulation the computational acceleration is improved by 10.5% ∼ 27.85%,
and in the online simulation the computational time of the ROM-DEIM is only about
25% of the ROM without DEIM.

In Chapter.5, we propose a GNAT-embedded hybrid approach to accelerate highquality snapshot data generation and ROM construction at the low discretization level
(i.e., algebraic equation), in which the simulation alternates among FOM, ROM-PG,
and ROM-GNAT intervals, and ROM-GNAT is used for efficient online simulation.
This method is verified with the 2D Burgers equation. The novelties in this chapter
include: (1) multiple time intervals in the snapshot simulation are simulated with a hierarchical model approximations for Gauss-Newton iterations, viz., FOM, ROM-PG,
ROM-GNAT; (2) two groups of POD modes are constructed and updated throughout
the snapshot simulation, which are the POD basis vectors for Petrov-Galerkin projection to construct the local ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT, and the POD basis vectors
for residuals (same as column-reduced Jacobian) to construct the local ROM-GNAT,
respectively; and (3) new quantitative criteria are presented to determine the model
switch among FOM, ROM-PG and ROM-GNAT. In the online simulation, the system approximation is adopted to construct the ROM-GNAT using the two groups
of POD basis vectors to accelerate computation. Numerical results indicate that the
GNAT-embedded hybrid approach is feasible to accelerate the snapshot simulation by
33% in the runtime while attaining desirable numerical accuracy. The ROM-GNAT
in the online simulation also demonstrates excellent performance, viz., computational
acceleration by 70% and relative error ≤ 10−2 compared to the FOM.
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In summary, this dissertation investigates and develops the hybrid snapshot simulation framework to accelerate snapshot data generation and ROM construction. The
future work will extend the proposed methodology along several directions, including:

(1) The local ROM-based acceleration strategies will also be extended to other
numerical approaches, such as missing point estimation (MPE), trajectory piecewise
linear approximation (TPWL), and others. The hybrid method can embed ROMMPE or ROM-TPWL into the snapshot simulation for computational acceleration.
A detailed comparison among these hybrid snapshot simulation methods will be conducted to further investigate their merits, limitations, and computational efficiency
and accuracy.

(2) The different hybrid methods and local ROM approaches above should demonstrate distinct snapshot simulation performance for various physical problems. For
example, the TPWL-embedded method may be more appropriate for weakly nonlinear (e.g., electric circuit) and parabolic PDEs (convective or conductive heat equations), while GNAT and DEIM ROMs are better suited for strongly nonlinear and
Navier-Stokes type problems. Therefore, one of the future efforts will be applying
these hybrid methods to various problems, and identify more robust and efficient one
for problems under specific categories, paving the way towards real-world uses of the
hybrid snapshot simulation methods.

(3) Additional improvements on POD basis vectors update, model switch criteria,
and adaptive intervals and time steps, could also be studied to boost computational
performance in both accuracy and efficiency. For example, the iSVD in the constant
time intervals and constant number of time steps is used as the current POD basis
update method, but it can be improved to accommodate adaptive time intervals and
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the number of time steps depending on the simulation characteristics. The model
switch criteria could be parameterized to monitor the POD basis vectors in a robust
way. The time steps could also be adapted during simulation to automatically reflect
the precision of POD basis vectors in the low-dimensional approximation.
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